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ORDER OF PRECEDENCE OF MOTIONS.
The ordinary motions rank as follows, the

&h'V'J/u'"''
bew at the bottom and thehighest at the top of the list. When any one of

ahZ •' .™"?^di^te'y pending the motionsabove i m the list are in order, and thosebelow are out of order. Those marked (y,)

ren ir ^
T'

^°*' ^•'"' ^^''' ^'""P''"" =
'^e others

require only a majority.

Fix the Time to which to Adjournal
(when privileged).* t

Adjourn (when privileged).!
Take a Recess (when privileged).* t -"

Raise a Question of Privilege. I

•=

Call for the Orders of the Day. C

Lay on the Table. '

Previous Question (2/3).

^'"/
°l

^«t«"d Limits of Debate

fPostpone to a Certain Time.*
I
Commit or Refer.*

i

Amend.*
Postpone Indefinitely.

A Main Motion.*

M

3
V
•a

•Can be amended: the others cannot be amended
t The first hree motions are not always nrivileged. To Fix the rime to which to fdhumilprivileged only ,yhen made while another ques onIS pendmg and in an assembly that has made no

nexir; 'to'".3"'"
";«'"'^ "" ">e sam"'.f;th:next day. To Adjouni loses its privileged charac-ter and IS a mam motion if in any way guaHfiedor I Its effect, if adopted, is to dissoKe the as-

l^^n^r^'rl' "7 P^°^'^'°" f°^ its meeting
„f.H»" Z? tt « %"•* >s privileged only whenmade while other bu.siness is pending.
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TABLE OF RULES II

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLE OP
RULES RELATING TO MOTIONS.

Every one expectinR to take an active part in
meetinKs of a iiclil>c-rative assembly should be-
come sufficiently familiar with the Order of
t recedence of Motions, page S, and the Table of
Kules, pages 6-10. to be able to refer to them
quickly. This familiarity can only be acquired by
actual practice in referring to these ables and
hnding ttie rulings on ihe various points covered
i.j them in regard to various motions. These six

E'JB*' contain an epitome of parliamentary law.
The Order of Precedence of Motions should be
committed to memory, as it contains all of the
privileged and subsidiary motions, 12 in number,
arranged in their order of rank, and shows in re-
gard to each motion whether it can be debated or
amended, and what vote it requires, and under
vhai circumstances it can be made.
In the Table of Rules the headings to the

8 columns are rules or principles which are ap-
plicable to all original main motions, and should
be memorized. They are as follows: (I) Original
Main Motions are debatable; (2) debate must be
confined to the iinmediately pending question-
(3) they can be amended; (4) all subsidiary mo-
tions can be applied to them; (.S) they can be
leconsidered; (6) they require only a majority
vote for their adoption; (7) they must be sec-
onded; and (8) they are not in order when
another has the floor. Whenever any of the 44
motions in the Tabic differs from a main motionm regard to any of these rules, the exception is
indicated hy a star (•) or a figure in the proper
column opposite that motion. .\ star show.5 that
the exact opposite of the rule at the head of the
column applies to the motion. A figure refers to
a note which explains the extent of the excep-
tion. A blank shows that the rule at the head of
the column applies, and therefore that the motion
IS m this respect exactly like a main motion.

I
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Some of the motions are followed by figures notm the columns: these figures refer to notes giving

xu '^'I'r'"'/'",,"! ••^S="''' '» 'hese motions.
Ihe lable of Rules is constructed upon thetheory that It is best to learn the general princi-

ples of parliamentary law as applied to originalmain motions, and then to note in what respects
each other motion is an exception to theee gen-
eral rules. Thus, the motion to postpone defi-
nitely, or to a certain time, has no stars or figures
opposite It. and therefore it is subject to all of
the above 8 rules the same as any main motion:
to postpone indefinitely has two stars and thenumber 13 opposite to it. showing that the rules
at the head of tliese three columns do not apply
to this motion The first star shows that debate
1

"Of confined to the motion to postpone in-
definitely, but that the main motion is .-'-'. open
to debate; the second star shows that th. ..lotion
to postpone indefinitely cannot be amended; andthe number 13 refers to a note which shows that

side^red
^°'^ °" ""ot'on cannot be recon-

tht^.u^^
previously been stated, a star shows

that the motion, instead of being subject to theru e at the head of the column.^is suWeet to aru e exactly the reverse. Stars in the variouscolumns therefore, mean that the motions are
subject to the following rjles: (1) undebatable;

iJ,.Z^AZ^ 7J"^"
question to debate: (3) cannot beamended; (4) no subsidiary motion can be ap-

plied; (5) cannot be reconsidered; (6) requires atwo-thirds vote; (7) does not require to be sec-onded; and (8) m order when another has the



PREFACE.
A work on parliamentary law is needed, based, in

Its general principles, upon the rules and practice of
Congress, but adapted, in its details, to the use of ordi-
nary societies. Such a work should give not only the
methods of organizing and conducting meetings, the
duties of officers, and names of ordinary motions but
also a systematic statement in reference to each mo-
tion, as to its object and effect; whether it can be
amended or debated ; if debatable, the extent to which
it opens the main question to debate ; the circumstances
under which it can be made, and what other motions
can be made while it is pending. Robert's Rules of
Order (published in 1876, slight additions being made
in 1893) was prepared with a hope of supplying the
above information in a condensed and systematic form,
each ru'e being complete in itself, or giving references
to ever section that in any way qualifies it, so that a
stranger to the work can refer to any special subject
with safety.

The fact that during these thirty-nine years a half
million copies of these Rules have been published
would indicate that there is a demand for a work of
this kind. But the constant inquiries from all sections
of the country for information concerning proceedings
in deliberative assemblies that is not contained in Rules
of Order, seems to demand a revision and enlargement
of the manual. To meet this want, the work has been
thoroughly revised and enlarged, and, to avoid confu-
sion with the old Rules, is published under the title of
"Robert's Rules of Order Revised."
The object of Rules of Order is to assist an assem-

bly to accomplish in the best possible manner the work
for which It was designed. To do this it is necessary
to restrain the individual somewhat, as the right of an
individual, m any community, to do what he pleases, is
incompatible with the interests of the whole. Where
there is no law, but every man does what is right in

13
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INTRODUCTION.

P/ <LIAMENTARY LAW.

Parliamentary Law refers originally to the cus-
toms and rules for conducting business in the English
Parliament; and thence to the usages of deliberative
assemblies in general. In England these usages of
i ar lament form a part of the unwritten law of the
land, and in our own legislative bodies they arc of
authority in all cases where they do not conflict with
existing rules or precedents.

TT ^V' ^^^ P^"?'*^ "'^ ^^""^ "°' 'he respect which the
Jinghsh have for customs and precedents, and are
always ready for such innovations as we think are
improvements; hence changes have been and are
constantly being made in the written rules which our
legislative bodies have found best to adopt. As each
house adopts its own rules, the result is that the two
houses of the same legislature do not

•

' ays agree in
their practice; even in Congress the er of prece-
dence of motions is not the same in both houses, and
the previous question is admitted in the House of
Kepresentatives but not in the Senate. As a conse-
quence of this, the exact method of conducting busi-
ness m any particular legislative body is to be obtained
only from the Legislative Manual of that body.
The vast number of societies—polhical, literary

scientific, benevolent, and religious—formed all over
the land, though not legislative, are deliberative in
character, and must have some system of conducting
business and some rules to govern their proceedings
and are necessarily subject to the common parliamen-
tary law where it does not conflict with their own
special rules. But as their knowledge of parliamentary
law has been obtained from the usages in this country
rather than from the customs of Parliament, it has

IS
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missed: SO, too, the previous question could he movedwhen there was before the assembly a motion cither
to commit, or to postpone definitely or indefinitely
just as in Congress, notwithstanding that, according to
fc-nglish parliamentary law, the previous question could
no' be moved under such circumstances.
The old common parliamentary law gives the same

rank to the motions for the previous question, to post-
pone definitely, to commit, and to postpone indefinitely
i' that no one of them can be moved while another
one of them is pending; the House makes them rank
'j'- L

'•"^* named; while the Senate does not
admit the motion for the previous question, and makes
to postpone indefinitely outrank all the others The
practice of the House in this matter establishes the
parliamentary law of this country, as it does in all
cases where its practice is not due to the great quan-
tity of Its business or the necessities of party govern-
ment. This may be illustrated by the motions to lay
on the table and the previous question. The House of
Kepresentatives has completely changed the use of the
motion to lay on the table from that of merely laying
aside a question until the assembly chooses to resume
Its consideration [see foot note. 28], to a motion to kill
the pending proposition. To make it more effective
for this purpose, they have allowed it to be made be-
fore the member reporting a bill from the committee
IS allowed to speak, and when a question is laid upon
the table it cannot be taken up except bv suspending
the rules, which requires a two-thirds vote For rea-
sons previously given, such rules are necessary <"n
Congress, but in ordinary assemblies they would do
more harm than good. The same vote should be
required (two-thirds vote) to stop debate and bring
the assembly to a vote on the final disposition of the
question, whether the intention is to adopt or to reject
the proposition. The previous question and the mo-
tion to lay on the table require the same vote in Con-
gress, and should in all assemblies where lav on
the table is used for killing propositions.
The modifications made by the House in regard to

the previous question have made that motion extremely
simple and useful, and its practice establishes the
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parliamentary law o£ the country as to the previous

question, except in respect to its being ordered by a

majority vote and forty minutes' debate bemg allowed

after it has been ordered, if the proposition has not

been previously debated. It is necessary in Congress

for the majority to have the power to close debate,

but, such a power being in conflict with the funda-

mental rights of a deliberative assembly. Congress has

modified it so as not to cut off debate entirely. In an

ordinary assembly, with sessions not exceeding two or

three hours, it should, and it does, have the power by

a two-thirds vote to close debate instantly, just as by

the same vote it may suspend the rules.

In matters of detail, the rules of the House of

Representatives are adapted to the peculiar wants of

that body, and are of no authority in any other assem-

bly. No one, for inst nee, would accept the following

House of Representai'ves rules as common parliamen-

tary law in this country : That the chairman, in case

of disorderly conduct, would have the power to order

the galleries to be cleared; that any fifteen members

would be authorized to compel the attendance of ab-

sent members ; that each member would be limited in,

debate upon any question to one hour : and that the;

motion to suspend the rules can only be entertained on;

the first and third Mondays of each month. These

examples are sufficient to show the absurdity of the

idea that the rules of Congress in all things determine

the common parliamentary law.

While some of the rules of Congress are adapted

only to legislative assemblies, and others only to the

House that adopts them, yet its rules and practice,

except where manifestly unsuited to ordinary delib-

erative assemblies, should, and do determine the

parliamentary law of the country. The people of the

United States will never accept the rules and practice

of the legislature, or of deliberative assemblies, of

any state, or even of any section of the country, as of

equal authority with the practice of the National Con-

gress in determining the parliamentary law for the

wFiole country.

Since, however, the sessions of Congress last from

three to six months, and at times to nearly a year.
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and adopt some Rules of Order for the conduct of its
busuiess.*

PLAN OF THE WORK.
These Rules are prepared t j meet partially this want

111 deliberative assemblies that are not legislative in
their character. Ihey have been made sufficiently
complete to answer for the rules of an assembly until
it sees fit to adopt special rules conflicting with and
superseding any of the rules of detail, such as the
Order of Business, etc. 'Ihey arc based upon the rules
and practice of Congress so far as these are adapted
to ordinary deliberative assemblies with short sessions
and comparatively small quorums, as has just been
explained. In cases where these Rules differ from the
practice of Congress, usually the congressional rule
will be found in a foot note. The foot notes need not
be referred to for any other purpose than to ascertain
the practice of Congress.

This Manual contains a Table of Contents, Table of
Rules, Part I, Part II, Lesson Outlines, and the Index.
Table of Contents. This gives a clear, system-

atic idea of the arrangement of subjects treated in
the Manual.
Order of Precedence of Motions and Table of

Rules. A careful study of these tables so as to
be able to use them quickly will enable any one
in an emergency to ascertain whether a motion is in
order, and whether it may be debated, or amended, or
reconsidered, or requires a second, or a two-thirds
vote, or is in ordei when another member has the floor.

Part I, comprising the main part of the Manual,
contains a set of Rules of Order systematically ar-
ranged, as shown in the Table of Contents. It begins
with showing how business is introduced in a delib-
erative assembly, and then follows it step by step until
the vote is taken and announced. The next section,

• Any society adopting these Rules of Order should
f.

Koyf^rned by tin m in all coses to which they are ap-
plicable, and In which they are not Inconsistent with the
by-laws and rules of order of the society. [See p. 268
for the form of a rule coverlnR this cose.] Its own rules
should Include oil of the coses where It Is desirable to
vary from the rules In the Manual, and especially should
provide for a Quorum [64] oud a'l Order of Business
[M], as suBgested In this Manual.
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10, shows what.is the proper motion to use to accom-
plish certam objects, referring at tlic same time to thesectmn where the motion will be found fully treatedNext, the motions are classified as usual into Privi-leged Incidental, Subsidiary, and Main, and the gen-
eral characteristics of each class given

.1, M!^"u*^'^'' '^'^M^
'^ '^l*^" "P '" order, beginning withhe highest privileged motion, and a section is devoted

to each motion including some motions that are not
classified Each of these twenty-six sections is com-

nl.H '"fV"^'*'
1'°,^''=' °"^ unfamiliar with the workneed not be misled in examining any particular subject

Cross-references, m heavy- f.ace type, are used wher-ever It was thought they would be helpful, the refer-
ences being to sections, the inimber of the sectionbeing placed at the top of end. page. The following
IS stated in reference to each mcition, except some of

,w7,'?'h"'1°"'''"'* i^"'.'"^ P°'"'5 ''""S men-
tioned at the beginning of each section

:

(1) Of what motions it takes precedence (that iswhat motions may be pending and yet it be in order tomake and consider this motion).
(2) To what motions it yields (that is, what mo-

tions may be made and considered while this motion is
pending).

.
(3) Whether it is debatable or not (all motions

being debatable unless the contrary is stated)
(4) Whether it can be amended or not.
(5) In case the motion can have no subsidiary

motion apfhed to it, the fact is stated [see Adjourn,
17, for an example

: the m-aning is, that the particular
motion, to adjourn, cannot be laid on the table, post-
poned, committed, or amended, &c.].

(6) The vote required for its adoption, when it is
not a majority.

/o\ Jk^ i'"''"
"^ '«"*'"» "'^ motion when peculiar.

(8) Ihc form of stating and putting the question
when peculiar.

cim T-iI^
object of the motion when not apparent.

(10) Ihe effect of the motion if adopted, whenever
It could possibly be misunderstood.
Part II contains an explanation of the methods

ot organizing and conducting difTerciH. kinds of meet-
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ings, giving the words used by the chairman and
speakers in making and putting various motions; and
also a few pages iTevoted to the legal rights of delib-
erative assemblies and ecclesiastical tribunals, and to
the trial of members of such societies. The beginner,
especially, will linil it useful to read sections 69-71 in
connection with sections 1-10. thus obtaining correct
ideas as to thi- methods of conducting business in
deliberative assemblies.
The Plan for the Study of Parliamentary Law,

pages 305-312. gives some helpful suggestions to clubs
and individuals wishing to study parliamentary law,
together with a series of eighteen Lesson Outlmes.
The Index refers to pages, not sections, and at

the beginning are given some suggestions as to the
best method of finding anything in these Rules.

DEFINITIONS.

In addition to the terms defined above (taking prece-
dence of, yielding to, and at>plying to [see p. 21]),
there are other terms that are liable to be misunder-
stood, to which attention is called.

Acce/'ting a report is the same as adopting it, and
should not be confused with receiving a report, which
is allowing it to be presented to the assembly.
Assembly. This term is used for the deliberative

assembly, and should be replaced in motions, etc., by
the proper iiame of the body, as society, club, church,
board, convention, etc.

The Chair means the presiding officer, whether
temporary or permanent.
The terms Congress and H.R., when used in this

Manual, refer to the U. S. House of Representatives.
Meeting and Session. Meeting is used in this

Manual for an assembling of the members of a de-
liberative body for any length of time during which
they do not separate for longer than a few minutes,
as the niorning meeting, or the evening meeting, of a
convention. In a society with rules providing for
regular meetings every week, or month, etc., each of
these regular meetings is a separate session. A called
or special meeting is a distinct session. Should a
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regular or special meitiiiK .uljoiirii tn meet at. another
time, the acljDuriied iiKrliiiK is a continuation of the
session, not a separate one; the two nicetiiiKs consti-
tute one session. In the case of a conventiou holdiim
a meetinR every year or tvv„, or rather a series of
meetings lasting several .lays, the entire scries ofmeetings const itute one session. (See 63

jPendmy and ImmeJialely I'cidwg. A question is
said to he pending when it has hecn stated l.y the ch liiand has not yet heen disposed of cither permanently
or temporarily. \V lien several questions are pending
the one last stated hy the chair, and therefore the one
to he hrst disposed of. is said to he the immediately
pending question. '

A Main motion is one that is made to bring before
the assemblv anv particular subject. No main motion
cari he made when another motion is pendingA Subsiduiry motion is one that mav be applied to
a mam motion, and to certain other motions for thepurpose of modifying them, delaying action upcmthem or otherwise disposing of them

PrjiHlcgcd motions are such that, while having no
rel,-ition to the pending question, arc of such uri-encv
or iitiportance as to require them U, take precedenceof all other motions.
An Incidental motion is one that arises out of an-other question which is pending or has just been pend-

ing and must be decided before the pending question
or before other business is taken up. Incidein.il mo-
tions have no lixed rank but l..!. precedence of the
questions out of which they arise, whether those ques-
tions are mam or subsidiary or privileged
The Prciious Queslion does not refer, as its namewould imply, to th . j cvious question, but is the n.ime

given to the motion to close debate and at once to take
the vote on the immediately pending question and such
other questions as arc specified in the motion.A iiuhstitute is an amendment where an entire reso-
intion, or section, or one or more paragraphs. i« struck
out and another resolution, or section, or one or more
paragr.-iphs, is inserted in its place.

Plurality, M.-iority. nd Two-thirds Vote. In an
election a candidate I s a plurality when be has a
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larger vote than any other candiilate ; he has a ma-
jority when he ha:> more than half the legal vote*
last, ignoring blanks. Jn an assembly a plurality

never elects except by virtue of a rule to that cflfect.

A majority vote when used in these rules means a
majority of the legal votes cast, ignoring blanks, at
a legal meeting, a quorum being present. A two-
thirds vote is two-thirds of the votes just described.
l"or an illustration of the difference between a two-
thirds vote, a vote of two-thirds of the members pres-
ent. ,ind a vole of two-thirds of the members, see page
204.

TO THE READER.

The reader is advised to read this Manual in
the order suggested in the Plan for the study of
i'arliamcntary I.a«, page 305.



PART I.

RULES OF ORDER.

Art. I. How Business Is Conducted in

Deliberative Assemblies.

PAGE
1. Introduction of Business 25
2. What Precedes Debate 26
3. Obtaining the Floor 27
4. Motions and Resolutions 33
5. Seconding Motions 36
6. Stating the Question 38
7. Debate 38
8. Secondary Motions 40
9. Putting the Question and Announcing

the Vote 40
10. Proper Motions to Use to Accomplish

Certain Objects 43

1. Introduction of Business. An assem-
bly having been organized as described in 69,

70, 71, business is brought before it either by
the motion of a member, or by the presenta-

tion of a communication to the assembly. It

is not usual to make motions to receive reports

of committees or communications to the as-

sembly. There are many other cases in the

ordinary routine of business where the formal-

ity of a motion is dispensed with, but should

as
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any member object, a regular niotioi becomes
necessary, or the chair may put the question
without waitmg for a motion.

2. What Precedes Debate. Before any
subject IS open to debate it is necessary first
that a motion be made by a member who has
obtained the floor; second, that it be seconded
(with certain exceptions)

; and third, that it
be stated by the chair, that is, by the presiding
officer. The fact that a motion has br^., made
and secondrd does not put it before the as-
sembly, as the chair alone can do that He
niusi either rule it out of order, or state the
qiiestion on it so that the assembly may know
vvhat IS before it for consideration and action,
that IS what IS the immedtately pending ques-
tion If several questions are pending, as a
resolution and an amendment and a motion to
postpone, the last one stated by the chair is
the immediately pending question.
While no debate or other motion is in order

atter a motion is made, until it is stated or
ruled out of order by the chair, yet membersmay suggest modifications of the motion, and
the mover, without the consent of the sec-
onder, has the right to make such modifica-
tions as he pleases, or even to withdraw his
motion entirely before the chair states the
question. After it is stated by the chair he
can do neither without the consent of the
assembly as shown in 27 (c). A little informal
consultation before the question is stated often
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saves much time, kit the chair must see tiiat
this privilege is not ahuse.I and allowed to
run into debate. When M mover modifies
his motion the one who seconded it has a right
to withdraw his second.

3. Obtaining the Floor. Before a mem-
ber can make a motion, or address the assem-
bly in debate, it is necessary that he should
obtain the floor-that is, he must rise after
the floor has been yielded, and address the
presiding officer by his official title, thus "Mr
Chairman," or "Mr. President," or "Mr. Mod-
erator;"* or, if a woman (married or single)
Madam Chairman," or "Madam President

"

if the assembly is large so that the member's
name may be unknown to the chairman, the
member should give his name as soon as he
catches the eye of the chairman after address-
ing him. If the member is entitled to the
floor, as shown hereafter, the chairman "rec-
ognizes" him, or assigns him the floor by
announcing his name. If the assembly is small
and the members are known to each other it is
not necessary for the member to give his name
aher addressing the chair, as the presiding
officer IS termed, nor is it necessary for the
chair to do more than bow in recognition of
his having the floor. If a member rises be-
fore the floor has been yielded, or is standing
at the time, he cannot obtain the floor pro-

• "Brother Moderator," or "Brother rhnlrman " t^
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vided any one else rises afterwards and ad-
dresses the chair. It is out of order to be
standing when another has the floor, and the
one guilty of this violation of the rules cannot
claim he rose first, as he did not rise after
the floor had been yielded.

Where two or more rise about the same
time to claim the floor, all other things being
equal, the member who rose first after the
floor had been yielded, and addressed the chair
is entitled to the floor. It frequently occurs,
however, that where more than oi i persoii
claims the floor about the same time, the in-
terests of the assembly require the floor to
be assigned to a claimant that was not the
first to rise and address the chair. There are
three classes of such cases that may arise:

(1) When a debatable question is immedi-
ately pending

; (2) when an undebatable ques-
tion is immediately pending; (3) when no
question is pending. In such cases the chair
in assigning the floor should be guided by
the following principles:

(1) When a Debatable Question is Imme-
diately Pending, (a) The member upon
whose motion the immediately pending debat-
able question was brought before the assembly
is entitled to be recognized as having the floor
(if he has not already spoken on the ques-
tion) even though another has risen first

and addressed the chair. The member thus
entitled to preference in recognition in case
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of a committee's report is the reporting mem-
ber (the one who presents or submits the re-
port)

;
in case of a question taken from the

table, it is the one who moved to take the
question from the table ; in case of the motion
to reconsider, it is the one who moved to re-
consider, and who is not necessarily the one
who calls up the motion, (b) No member
who has already had the floor in debate on
the immediately pending question is again
entitled to it for debate on the same question,
provided the floor is claimed by one who has
not spoken on that question, (c) As the in-
terests of the assembly are best subserved
by allowing the floor to alternate between the
friends and enemies of a measure, the chair-
man, when he knows which side of a question
is taken by each claimant of the floor, and
these claims are not determined by the above
principles, should give the preference to the
one opposed to the last speaker.

(2) When an Undebatable Question Is Im-
mediately Pending. When the immediately
pending question is undebatable, its mover has
no preference to the floor, which should be
assigned in accordance with the principles laid
down under (fc) in paragraph below.

(3) When No Question Is Pending, (a)
\/hen one of a series of motions has been
disposed of, and there is no question actually
pending, the next of the series has the right
of way, and the chair should recognize the
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member who introduced the series to make
the next motion, even though another has
risen first and addressed the chair. In fact
no other main motion is in order until the
assembly has disposed of the series. Thus,
the motion to lay on the table, properly used,
is designed to lay aside a question temporarily,
in order to attend to some more urgent busi-
ness, and, therefore, if a question is laid on
the table, the one who moved to lay it on the
table, if he immediately claims the floor, is

entitled to it to introduce the urgeiit business
even though another has risen first. So, when
the rules are suspended to enable a motion to
be made, the mover of the motion to suspend
the rules is entitled to the floor to make the
motion for which the rules were suspended,
even though another rose first. When a mem-
ber moves to reconsider a vote for the an-
nounced purpose of amending the motion, if

the vote is reconsidered he must be recognized
in preference to others in order to move his
amendment, (b) If, when no question is

pending and no series of motions has been
started that has not been Hsposed of, a mem-
ber rises to move to reconsider a vote, or to
call up the motion to reconr-'der that had been
previously made, or to take a question fiom
the table when it is in order, he is entitled to
the floor in preference to anothei that may
have risen slightly before him to introduce a
main motion, provided that when some one
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rises before him he, on rising, states the pur-
pose for which he rises. If members, rising
to make the above mentioned motions, come
mto competition they have the preference in
the order in which these motions have just
been given; first, to reconsider, and last, to
take from the table. When a motion to ap-
pomt a committee for a certain purpose, or
to refer a subject to a committee, has been
adopted no new subject (except a privileged
one) can be introduced until the assembly
has decided all of the related questions as to
the number of the committee, and as to how
it shall be appointed, and as to any instruc-
tions to be given it. In this case the one who
made the motion to apjroint the committee or
refer t^s subject to a committee has no prefer-
ence in recognition. If he had wished to make
the other motions he should have included
them all in his first motion.
From the decision of the chair in assigning

the floor any two members may appeal,* one
making the appeal and the other seconding it.

Where the chair is in doubt as to who is en-
titled to the floor, he may allow the assembly
to decide the question by a vote, the one having
the largest vote being entitled to the floor.

If a member has risen to claim the floor, or

.,>Ll1 V"' ^iu^- J^","?" of Ri'Presentatlvos there is no
WjJ'^"}!} 'i*"

decision of the cbalr ns to who is en-
titiea to the floor, nor shou' there he anv anneal In

l^i;?,'ir!l"l.H''
"?,<'"''«"• T '¥ "'•' '"tcrosts of the assemhlv

require the chair to be given more power in such large
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has been assigned the floor, and calls for thequestion are made, or it is moved to adjournor to lay the question on the table it s the

floor Except by general consent, a mot oncannot be made by one who has not been ec-ognized by the chair as having the floor. If
It IS made it should not be recognized by the

the"floor'7H
""^^f^^--^^ -- and cfaim:

iasn'oTb'eingivfa"'"^
''^' ^^""^' '^°"-"'

In Order mm Another Has the Floor.After a member has been assigned the floorhe cannot be interrupted by a member or the

sider (6) a point of order; (c) an objection
to the consideration of the question

; (rf) a callfor the orders of the day when they are no&m °™'' *°' ^'^ ' ''""^- °f P"vi-ege (/) a request or demand that the ques-
tion be divided when it consists of more thanone independent resolution on different sub-
jects; or (g) a parliamentary inquiry or a re-
quest for information that requires immediate
answer; and these cannot interrupt him afterhe has actually commenced speaking unless
the urgency ,s so great as to justify it. The
speaker (that is, the member entitled to the
t^j..or) does not lose his right to the floor by
these interruptions, and the interrupting mem-
ber does not obtain the floor thereby and
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after they have been attended to, the chair
assigns him the floor again. So, when a mem-
ber submitting a report from a committee or
offering a resohition, hands it to the secretary
to be read, he does not thereby yield his right
o the floor. When the reading is finished and
the chair states the question, neither the sec-
retary nor any one else can make a motion
until the member submitting the report, or
offering the resolution, has had a reasonable
opportunity to claim the floor to which he is
entit ed, and has not availed himself of his
privilege. If, when he submitted the report,
he made no motion to accept or adopt the rec-
ommendations or resolutions, he should re-sume the floor as soon as the report is read
and make the p; oper motion to carry out the
recommendations, after which he is entitled
to the floor for debate as soon as the question
is stated.

4. Motions and Resolutions. A motion
IS a proposal that the assembly take certain
action, or that it express itself as holding cer-
tain views. It is made by a member's obtain-
ing the floor as already described and saying,
I move that" (which is equivalent to saying
I propose that"), and then stating the action

he proposes to have taken. Thus a member
moves (proposes) that a resolution be

adopted, or amended, or referred to a com-
mittee, or that a vote of thanks be extended
etc.

;
or "That it is the sense of this meeting
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(or assembly) that industrial training" etc
I.very resolution should be in writing, and the
presKhng ofificer has a right to require anymam motion, amendment, or instructions to a
committee to be in writing. When a main
motion IS of such importance or length as to
be in writing it is usually written in the form
of a resolution; that is, beginning with the
words, "Resolved, That," the word "Resolved"
being underscored (printed in italics) and fol-
lowed by a comma, and the word "That" be-
ginning with a capital "T." If the word "Re-
solved ' were replaced by the words "I move "

the resolution would become a motion A
resolution is always a main motion. In some
sections of the country the word "resolve" is
frequently used instead of "resolution " In
assemblies with paid employees, instructions
given to employees are called "orders" in-
stead of "resolutions," and the enacting word,
Ordered ' is used instead of "Resolved."
When a member wishes a -esolution adopted

after having obtained the floor, he says "I
move the adoption of the following resolu-
tion," or "I oflfer the following resolution,"
which he reads and hands to the chair. If it
IS desired to give the reasons for the resolu-
tion they are usually stated in a preamble,
each clause of which constitutes a paragraph
beginning with "Whereas." The preamble is
always amended last, as changes in the reso-
lution may require changes in the preamble.
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In moving the adoptioi, of a resolution the
preamble is not usually refcTre.l to, as it is
included in the resolution. But when the i)re-
vious question is ordered on the resolution be-
fore the preamble has been considered for
amendment, it does not apply to the preamble
which IS then open to debate and amendment.'
The preamble should never contain a period
but each paragraph should dose with a comma
or semicolon, followed by "and," except the
last paragraph, whicli should close with the
word "therefore," or "therefore, be it." A
resolution should avoid periods where prac-
ticable. Usually, where periods are necessary,
It is better to separate it into a series of reso-
lutions, in which case the -csolutions may be
ntimbered, if preferred, by jireceding them
with the figures 1, 2, etc.; or it may retain
the form of a single resolution with several
paragraphs, each beginning with "That," and
these may be numbered, if preferred, by plac-
ing "First," "Second," etc., just before the
word "That." The following form will serve
as a guide when it is desired to give the rea-
sons for a resolution:

Whereas. We consider that suitable recreation is a
"«"fsary part of a rational educational system ; and
Whereas, There I? no public ground in this village

where our school children can phy ; therefore,
Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting

that ample play grounds should be immediately pro-
vided for our school children.

Resolve(', That a committee of five be appointed
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by the chair to present these resolutions to the vil-
lage authorities ;ind to urge upon them prompt
action in the matter.

As a general rule no member can make two
motions at a time except by general consent.

But he may combine the motion to suspend the

rules with the motion for whose adoption it

was inade ; and the motion to reconsider a
resolution and its amendments ; and a member
may offer a resolutioi .^tid at the same time
move to make it a spoci i order for a specified

time.

5. Seconding Motions. As a general
rule, with the exceptions given below, every
motion should be seconded. This is to pre-
vent time being consumed in considering a
question that only one person favors, and con-
sequently little attention is paid to it in rou-
tine motions. Where the chair is certain the
motion meets with general favor, and yet
members are slow about seconding it, he may
proceed without waiting for a second. Yet,
any one may make a point of order that the
motion has not been seconded, and then the
chair is obliged to proceed formally and call

for a second. The better way when a motion
is not at once seconded, is for the chair to ask,

"Is the motion seconded?" In a very large

hall the chair should repeat the motion before
calling for a second in order that all ma_ 'lear.

After a motion has been made no other mo-
tion is in order until the chair has stated the
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question on this motion, or has declared, after

a reasonable opportunity has been given for a
second, that the motion has not been seconded,
or has ruled it out of order. Except in very
small assemblies the chair cannot assume that

members know what the motion is and that

it has not been seconded, unless he states the
facts.

A motion is seconded by a member's saying,

"I second the motion," or "I second it," which
he does without obtaini.ig the floor, and in

small assemblies without rising. In large as-

semblies, and especially where non-members
are scattered throughout the assembly, mem-
bers should rise, and without waiting for rec-

ognition, say, "Mr. Chairman, I second the

motion."

Exceptions. The following do not require

a second:*

Question of Privilege, to raise a 19
Questions of Order 21
Objection to the Consideration of a Ques-

tion 23
Call for Orders of the Day 20
Call for Division of the Question {under cer-

tain circumstances) 24
Call for Division of the Assembly (in voting) 25
Call up Motion to Reconsider 36
Filling Blanks 33
Nominations 33
Leave to Withdraw a Motioi 27
Inquiries of any kind 27

* In Congress motions arc not required to be seconded.
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6. Stating the Question. When a motioti
has been made and seeoiided, it is the duty
of the chair, unless he rules it out of order,
immediately to state the question—that is, state
the exact question that is before the assembly
for its consideration and action. This he may
do in various ways, depending somewhat on
the nature of the (luestion, as illustrated by
the following examples : "It is moved and sec-
onded that the following resolution be adopted
(reading the resolution] ;" or "It is moved and
seconded to adoi)t the following resolution;"
"Mr. A offers the following resolution [reud]

:

the question is on its ado]>tion ;" "It is moved
and seconded to amend the resolution by strik-
ing out the word 'very' before the word
'good' ;" "The previous question has been de-
manded [or, moved and seconded] on the
amendment ;" "It is moved and seconded that
the question be laid on the table ," "It is moved
and seconded that we adjourn." [Under each
motion is shown the form of stating the ques-
tion if there is any peculiarity in the form.)
If the question is debatable or amendable, the
chair should immediately ask, "Are you ready
for the question?" If no one then rises he
should put the question as described in 9. If
the question cannot be debated or amended,
he does not ask, "Are you ready for the ques-
tion ?" but immediately puts the question after
stating it.

7. Debate. After a question lias been
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stated by the chair, it is before the assembly
for consideration and action. Ail rt-sohitions,
reports of committees, communications to the
assembly, and all amendments proposed to
them, and all other motions except the Un-

. debatable Motions mentioned in 45, may be
debated before tinal action is taken on them,
unless by a two-thirds vote the assembly de-
cides to dispose of them uitliout del)ate. By
a two-thirds vote is meant two-thirds of the
votes cast, a quorum being present. In the
debate each member has the right to speak
twice on the same question on the s.ame day
(except on an appeal), but cannot make a
second speech on the same question as long
as any member who has not spoken on that
quest; ,' !.,,. the floor. No one can speak
longe; t . . . i. uiinutes al a time without per-
mission ot tile assembly.

Debate must be limited to the merits of the
immediately pending question—Ihat is. the last

question stated by the chair that is still pend-
ing

; except that in a few cases tie main ques-
tion is also open to debate [45]. Speakers
must address their remarks to the presiding
officer, be courteous in their language and de-
portment, and avoid all personalities, never
alluding to the officers or other members by
name, where possible to avoid it, nor to the
rnotives of members. [For further informa
tion on this subject see Debate, 42, and De-
corum in Debate, 43.]
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8. Secondary Motions. To assist in the
proper disposal of the question various sub-
sidiary [12] motions are used, such as to

amend, to commit, etc., and for the time being
the subsidiary motion replaces the resolution,

or motion, and becomes the immediately pend-
ing question. While these are pending, a
question incidental to the business may arise,
as a question of order, and this incidental [13]
question interrupts the business and, until dis-
posed of, becomes the immediately pending
question. And all of these may be super-
seded by certain motions, called privileged [14]
motions, as to adjourn, of such supreme im-
portance as to justify their interrupting all

other questions. All of these motions that
may be made while the original motion is

pending are sometimes referred to as second-
ary motions. The proper use of many of
these is shown in 10.

9. Putting the Question and Announcing
the Vote.* When the debate appears to
have closed, the chair asks again, "Are you
ready for the question?" If no one rises he

* U- K. Rule 1, 85, Is as follows : ",1. He shall rise toput a quostion, but may state it sitting ; and shall put
Questions In this form, to wit : 'As many as are In favor
(as the question may be), say Aye;' and after the afBrm-
atlve jofce Is expressed, 'As many as are opposed, say
.h°.ii H.J!S

doubts, or a division Is called for, the rfouso
Shall divide

; those in the affirmative of the question shall

?, i
rise ,from tlielr seats, and then those !n the negative;

^,Ji^ "}'" '"»"'''''• "F " <^°unt Is required by at least oue^

?hi „!!L?. '""i™^''„''£,
^l'^" ""'"'' oue from each side of

i^L?,'"''*''"',.,*1 'f'\
*'"' '"embers In the affirmative and

Sf^'i'^'j "'S''^''
'*'''8 reported, he shall rise and statethe decision.

'
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proceeds to put the question—that is, to take
the vote on the question, first calling for the
affirmative and then for the negative vote.
In putting the question the chair should make
perfectly clear what the question is that the
assembly is to decide. If the question is on
the adoption of a resolution, unless it has been
read very recently, it should be read again,
the question being put in a way similar to
this

: "The question is on the adoption of the
resolution [which the chair reads] ; those in
favor of the resolution say aye; those opposed
say no. The ayes have it, and the resolution
is adopted;" or, "The noes have it, and the
resolution is lost." Or, thus: "The question
is on agreeing to the following resolution,"
which the chair reads, and then he continues,
"As many as are in favor of agreeing to the
resolution say aye-" after the ayes have re-

sponded he continues, "As many as are op-
posed say no. The ayes have it," etc. Or, "It
is moved and seconded that an invitation be
extended to Mr. Jones to address our club
at its next meeting. Those in favor of the
motion will rise ; be seated ; those opposed will

rise. The affirmative has it and the motion is

adopted [or carried]." Or, if the vote is by
"show of hands," the question is put and the
vote announced in a form similar to this : "It
has been moved and seconded to lay the reso-
lution on the table. Those in favor of the
motion will raise the right hand; those op-
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posed will signify [or manifest] it in the sameway lor manner]. The affirmative his itTrThe motion is adopted, or carried] and theresolution is kid on the table"U
should always be annomiLd it is'^.'^S'sary part of putting the question The"

T

=embiy IS assumed not to know the result ofhe vote until announced by the S'LI
-rS rsoS fs^tirrestlfr

^"-

is announced the chairl^o^? "
a J tt Jetbusiness in order, as in the following exaSof putnng the question on an amendS

by insS°r °"
r^r-'"^

''^ --"'^n
•desk • Th^ 7° "^"^ ''"f"^^ the word

at', thJ ' '" [''^°' °f 'he amendment say

•men,,..,. Uich i^Ji ," iS'^LS"

t!i cf^t L should never neelectto state what ,s the business next in o^ L!

mo ,ens requiring a two-thirds vote, when arising vote should be taken at first. When a
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fLT'?!!:
'^""'^'^"^

."
"^'""^ ^°'« i^ taken.

T T ^
further information on voting see 46Under each motion is given the form of put-

culfar
''""*'°" ^^'henever the form is pe-

10. Proper Motions to Use to Accom-phsh Certain Objects. To enable anjo"
to ascertam what motion to use in order toaccomphsh what is desired, the common mo-
tions are arranged in the table below accord-

t"^ ^°J^f°^}^f'
t° be attained by their use.

Immediately after the table is a brief state-ment of the differences between the motions
placed under each object, and of the circum-
stances iinder which each should be usedThey include all of the Subsidiary Motions
1 12 J

which are designed for properly dispos-
ing of a question pending before the assem-
bly; and the three motions designed to again
bring before the assembly a question that has
been acted upon or laid aside temporarily
and the motion designed to bring before an-
other meeting of the assembly a main ques-
tion which has been voted on in an unusually
small or unrepresentative meeting. Motions
as a general rule, require for their adoption
only a majority vote-that is, a majority of
the votes cast, a quorum being present • but
motions to suppress or limit debate, or to' pre-
vent the consideration of a question, or with-
out notice to rescind action previously taken
require a two-thirds vote [48]. The figures
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an<l letters on the left in the list below corre-
spci-J to similar figures and letters in the
statement of clitTerenees further on. The fic-
ures to the right in the list refer to the sec-
tions where the mutions are fully treated.

The Common Motions Classified According to
Their Objects.

(1) To Modify or Amend.
(o) Amend ««

,,, ^.(*) Commit ur Refer'.'.'.'.'...'.', ,%
(2) To r-.er Action. "

(a) Postpone io a Certain Time... 31
(_b, ,.lake a Special ihder (2/3 Vote) 20

(3) To Suppress or Limit Debate (2/3 Vote)
(<J) Freitous Question {to close debate
,^^ ""^O (.2/3 Vote) 2Qm T^*l^""" ^i^"'' (2/3 Vote)....::;; so(4) lo Suppress the Question
(a) Objection to

. Its Consideration
(2/3 Vote) 23

(6) Previous Question and" 'Reject
(Juestton 29

(c) Postpone Indefinitely'.'.'.'. 34
/ex -r'v ^"-J" "" "'^ I'^ble

•;••
2

(5) To Consider a Question a Second Time
)°) '"ke from the Table 35
(0) Reconsider «
(c) Rescind „

(6) To Prevent Final Action on a Quts'tionm an Lnusually Small or Unrep-
resentative Meeting

(a) Reconsider and have Entered on
the Minutes 3*

(1) To Modify or Am id. (a) When a
resolution or motion is not worded properly
or requires any modification to meet the ap-

I
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proval of the assembly, if tlje changes re-
quired can be made in the assembly, the proper
n.otion to make is to amend by "inserting,"
or "adding," or by "striking out," or by "strik-
ing out and inserting," or by "substituting" one
or more paragraphs for those in the resolution.
(b) But if much time will be required, or if
the changes required are numerous, or if addi-
tional information is required to enable the
assembly to act intelligently, then it is usually
better to refer the question to a committee.

(2) To Defer Action, (o) If it is desired
to put oflf the further consideration of a ques-
tion to a certain hour, so that when that time
arrives, as soon as the pending business is

disposed of, it shall have the right of consid-
eration over all questions except special or-
ders and a reconsideration, then the proper
motion to make is, to postpone to that certain
time. This is also the proper motion to make
if it is desired to defer action simply to an-
other day. As the motion if adopted cannot
interrupt the pending question when the ap-
pointed time arrives, nor can it suspend any
rule, it requires only a majority vote for its

adoption. A question postponed to a certain
time cannot be taken up before the appointed
time except by suspending the rules, which
requires a two-thirds vote. (6) If it is de-
sired to appoint for the consideration of a
question a certain time when it may interrupt
any pending question except one relating to
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adjournment oi recess, or a question of privi-
lege or a specified order that was made before
It was, then the proper course is to move "that
the question be made a special order for "

etc
specifying the day or hour. As this motion,'
If adopted, suspends all rules that interfere
with the consideration of the question at the
appointed time, it requires a two-thirds vote
for Its adoption. A special order cannot be
considered before the appointed time except
by suspending the rules, which requires a two-
hirds vote, ic) If, however, it is desired to
lay the question aside temporarily with the
right to take it up at any moment when busi-
ness of this class, or unfinished or new busi-
ness, is in order and no other question is be-
fore the assembly, the proper motion to use is
to lay the question on the table. When laid
upon the table a majority vote may take it up

fn 35
'"""^ °'' ^^^ "^""^ '^^^'°"' ^' described

_
(3) To Suppress Debate, (o) If it is de-

sired to close debate now and bring the as-
sembly at once to a vote on the pending
question, or questions, the proper course is to
move, or demand, or call for, the previous
question on the motions upon which it is de-
sired to close debate. The motion, or demand,
tor the previous question should always spec-
ity the motions upon which it is desired to
order the previous question. If no motions
are specified, the previous question applies only
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to the immediately pending question. It re-
quires a two-thirds vote for its adoption.
Alter It has been adopted, privileged and inci-
dental motions may be made, or the pending
questions may be laid on the table, but no
other subsidiary motion can be made nor is
any debate allowed. If it is lost the debate is
resumed. (6) If it is desired to limit the
number or length of speeches, or the time
allowed for debate, the proper course is to
move that the speeches or debate be limited
as desired, or that the debate be closed and
the vote be taken at a specified time. These
motions to limit or close debate require a two-
thirds vote for their adoption, and are in order
like the previous question, when any debatable
question is immediately pending.

(4) To Suppress the Question. A legiti-
mate question cannot be suppressed in a de-
liberative assembly without free debate, except
by a two-thirds vote. If two-thirds of the
assembly are opposed to the consideration of
the question then it can be suppressed by the
following methods: (a) If it is desired t..

prevent any consideration of the question, the
proper course to pursue is to object to its
consideration before it has been discussed or
any other motion stated, and, therefore, it
may interrupt a member who has the floor
before the debate has begun. It requires no
second. On the question of consideration
there must be a two-thirds negative vote to
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prevent the consideration, (b) After the
question has been considered the proper way
to immediately suppress it is to close debate
by ordering the previous question, which re-
quires a two-thirds vote, and then to vote
down the question, (c) Another method of
suppressmg a question is lo postpone it indefi-
nitely (equivalent to rejecting it), which, how-
ever, bem? debatable and opening the mam
question to debate, is only of service in giving
another opportunity to defeat the resolution
should this one fail. For, if the motion to
postpone indefinitely is adopted, the main ques-
tion IS dead for that session, and if it. is lost,
the main question is still pending and its ene-
mies have another opportunity to kill it. When
the motion to postpone indefinitely is pending
and immediate action is desired, it is necsssary
to move the previous question as in case (b)
above, (d) A fourth method frequently used
for suppressing a question is to lay it on the
table, though this is an unfair use of the mo-
tion, except in bodies like Congress where the
majority must have the power to suppress
any motion immediately, as otherwise they
could not transact business. But in ordinary
societies, where the pressure of business is not
so great, it is better policy for the majority to
be fair and courteous to the minority and use
the proper motions for suppressing a ques-
tion without allowing full debate, all of which
require a two-thirds vote. Unless the enemies
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of a motion have a large
, laying i

; majority,
me laoie is not a safe way of suppressing „,
because its friends, by watching their oppor-
tunity, may find themselves in a majority and
take It from the table and adopt it, as shown
in the next paragraph.

(5) To Consider a Question a Second Time.
(a) When a question has not been voted on,
but has been laid on the table, a majority may
take It from the table and consider it at any
time when no other c.uestion is before the
assembly and when business of that class, or
unfinished or new business, is in order during
the same session; or at the next session in
ordinary societies having regular meetings as
often as quarterly, (b) If a motion has been
adopted, or rejected, or postponed indefinitely,
and afterwards one or more members have
changed their views from the prevailing to
the losing side, and it is thought that by fur-
ther discussion the assembly may modify or
reverse its action, the proper course is for one
who voted with the prevailing side to move
to reconsider the vote on the question. This-
can be done on the day the vote to be recon-
sidered is taken, or on the next succeeding
day of the same session, (c) If a main mo-
tion, including questions of privilege and
orders of the day, has been adopted or re-
jected or postponed indefinitely, and no one
IS both able and willing to move to reconsider
the vote, the question can be brought up again

r
*'
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moved by any member, but. if notice of itwas not g>ven at a previous meetinr it requires a two-thirds vote or a vote o a maior•ty of the enrolled membership. At anyTS:
session, the resolution, or other main mo ionmay be rescinded in the same way if i° had

?f' it tlTu"' " •'' ""^ "^^ introduced anew
1

.
had been rejected or postponed indefi-

reached by calling up the motion to rccon-

session. A by-law. or anything else that re-quires a definite notice and vote for its amend-
ment.^re,uires the same notice and%\rt1,

(6) To Prevent Final Action on a Ques-tpn ,n an Unusually Small or VnreLsZa-

Zf^T!{ Vn '"P"^*^"' -in^ motion

niteir.f . ''f'''
'°''' ""^ P°^'P°"^d indefi-n tely at a mall or unrepresentative meeting

action T " '"'''"•'' *^^ ^PP^--^"' that thfact on ,s in opposition to the views of the

SueTfo;'' '"^"^^' ^•^^ P^°P- -"-'opursue IS for a member to vote with the pre-va hng side and then move o reconsider'^he
vote and have it entered on the minutes. Themotion to reconsider, in this form, can be

which it f,
°" ''' f^ '""^ ^°*^ -- »-"<-Which It is proposed to reconsider, and the

reconsideration cannot be called up on that

I
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^Wn/*""' I"
°PP°';'""''y '' given to notify

absent members The motion to reconsider is
tully explamed in 36.

Art. II, General Classification of
Motions.

fouow."""""'*""
'"°''°"' ™«J' b" cl«.dfi.d ..

i'",'".J>/
f^'-incipal Motions ,,i ubsidiary Motions.

.

fi
Incidental Motions.. Jf
Privileged Motions '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

{4

11. A Main or Principal Motion is a mo-
t on made to bring before the assembly, for
ts consideration, any particular subjeJt. It
takes precedence of nothing-that is. it can-
lot be made when any other question is before
the assembly; and it yields to all Privileged
Incidental, and Subsidiary iMotions-that is'any of these motions can be made while a main
motion ,s pending. Main motions are de-
batable, and subject to amendment, and can
have any subsidiary [12] motions applied tohem. When a main motion is laid on the
table, or postponed to a certain time, it carries
with It all pending subsidiary motions. If amain motion is referred to a committee it car-
ries with It only the pending amendments. As
a general rule, they require for their adoption
only a majority vote—that is. a majority of
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the votes cast; but amendments to constim-
tions, by-laws, and rules of order already
adopted, all of which are main motions, re
quire a two-thirds vote for their adoption,
unless the by-laws, etc., specify t diiTcrent
vote for their amendment; and ili motion to
rescind action previously taken requires a two-
thirds vote, or a vote of a majority of the
entire membership, unless previous notice of
the motion has L en given.

Main motior:. may be subdivided into Orig-
inal M.-'in > otioiis and Incidental Main Mo-
tions. Crijinal Main Motions are those which
bring before the assembly some new subject,
generally in the form of a resolution, upon
which action by the assembly is desired. Inci-
dcitlal Main Motions are those main motions
that are incidental to, or relate to, the business
of the assembly, or its past or future action,
as, a committee's report on a resolution re-
ferred to It. A motion to accept or adopt the
report of a standing committee upon a sub-
ject not referred to it is an original main
motion, but a motion to adopt a report on a
subject referred to a committee is an inci-
dental main motion. The introduction of an
original main motion can be prevented by sus-
taining by a two-thirds vote an objection to
its consideration [23], made just after the
ma: . motion is stated and before it i~ dis-
cussed. An objection to its consideration can-
not be applied to an incidental main motion,
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but a two-thirds vote can immc.liately sup-
press It by ordering the previous (in. -tion [291
This IS the only diflferencc between the two
classes of main motions. The following list
contains some of the most common

Incidental Main Motions.

Mccefl or .tdofl a Report upon a subject re-
icrreil to a committee.

.

«4
Adjourn at, or lo, a future tiiiie.' 17Adjaurn, if qualified in any way, 'or 'to ad-journ when the effect is to dissolve tl'e
assembly with no provision for its rcconvenmK

17
Atfoiiu tin- nme' and ' i'la'c'e' for 'il'ie' lu'xl
meehng, if introduced when no business is

.pending ,,
Amend the Constitution, liy-lous. 's]ai,d]ni,

lfn,(' "^ '^""'"Ko'is. etc., already adopted 68Kalify or Confirm action taken ... 39Kesrind or Kefeal action taken '.'.'.'.'.'..

37

-'».I1 of these motions are essentially main
motions, and are treated as such, though they
may appear otherwise.
Though a question of privilege is of high

rank so far as iiitcrruptitig a pending ques-
tion IS concerned, yet when the question has
iiterrupted business and is pending, it is
treated as a main motion so far as having in-
cidental and subsidiary motions applied to it

^50 an order of the dav, even though a special
order, after it has been taken up is treated in
the same way, as is also a question that has
been reconsidered.
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No motion is in order that conflicts withthe constitution, by-laws, or standing rule! orresolutions of the assembly, and if such a mo-tion IS adopted it is null and void. Before

TmendT^
'"''' ' •'"°''°" '' '^ necessary toamend the constitution or by-laws or amenrf

Lr'l *'f
^""'''^^'"^ stan^ding'^irorTeso

lution So too, a motion is not in order that
conflicts with a resolution previously adoptedby the assembly at the same session, or thathas been introduced and has not been finally
disposed of. If it is not too late the proper
course ,s to reconsider [36] the vote on '

!emotion previously adopted, and then amend itso as to express the desired idea. If it can-
not be reconsidered, then by a two-thirds vote
the old resolution may be rescinded when thenew one can be introduced, or by giving notice
It may be rescinded by a majority vote at thenext meeting. In ordinary societies, where
the quorum IS a small percentage of the mem-
bership and the meetings are as frequent as
quarterly, no resolution that conflicts with o;ie
adopted at a previous session should be en-
tertained until the old one has been rescinded
which requires a two-thirds vote unless proper
notice has been given. [See 37.]

12. Subsidiary Motions are such as are
applied to other motions for the purpose ofmost appropriately disposing of them Bvmeans of them the original motion may be
modified, or action postponed, or it may be
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report etc
^,'^°"""'«" '° investigate andreport, etc They may be applied to any mainmo .on, and when made they supersede themam motion and must be decidedTefore themam motion can be acted upon. None ofhem, except the motion to amend and tholthat close or hm.t or extend the hmits of de-

(exceot"an\r''r'
*° ' ^"'^^''^'^^y- '""^-'-1

(except an appeal m certain cases), or privi-

afonThr"?- M^t'''^^^
-otio„s:'exce5 tolay on the table, the previous question andpostpone indefinitely, may be amende

''
Themotions affectmg the limits of debate may be

itSrivLT '^r
^'"^.1"«t-" -gardes li

tLVZ^.' ^""^ '^''l""'" ^ two-fhirds vote

thJ^l ^''T'""-
^" '^°'^ °f lower rankthan those aflFectmg the limits of debate are

amend a
' !k 'T T "°*- '^^ -°'i°" O

IT^CT^"^-^^' ^^f ^''^^^'ly •>«" adopted,

tfnK? •
"' """V*"'- '^ "ot « subsidiary mo-

on thi M ^
'"u'"

'"°*'°" ^"'^ '^^ b^ laidon the table or have applied to it any other
subsidiary motion without affecting the by-

fTending.
""""*''' ^'''"'' '^' '""^^ "*= "«*

In the following list the subsidiary motionsare arranged in the order of their precedelic"

nn! ?lu"^ ^''"'"^ ^^^ ^'gl'^^t rank. Whenone of them is the immediately pending ques-tion every motion above it is in order,\nd

aTfXws:^'""'"^^*'"*"^-'^- ^^y^^^
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Subsidiary Motions.

{-ay on the Table
The Previous Quesl'ioi'i

^8
Lnmt or Extend [.mils of Debate f?Postpone Definitely, or to a Certain Thi.e

^ '

' |?

^s?:.^:^^::."':.^-''-''---
....•.32

Postpone Indefinitely .......'.'.'.'.' ^^

13. Incidental Motions are such as arise outof another question which is pcuh.J amitherefore take precedence of an, nu tt d"

rise or, hey are incidental to a question thitHas just been pending and should b decidedbefore any other business is taken up Thevyield to privileged motions, and general^ tohe mofon to lay on the table.^S a eundebatable, except an appeal under certancircumstances as shown in 21. They cann'^

considering . ''"''*l°"'
°' *° '^' '"^'hod ofconsidermg a question, or to methods of

tlpfiis'sh Vf' 'r'
"''^" "°---^°-he polls shall be closed. No subsidiary mo-tion except to amend, can be applied to Tyof them except a debatable appeal. When

tT "'/''"'' *''^* ^" '"-dental mott^stake precedence of a certain motion, theIncidental motions referred to are only those

are made. Thus, incidental motions take pre-
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cedence of subsidiary motions, but the inci-
dental motion to object to the consideration
of a question cannot be made while a sub-
sidiary motion is pending, as the objection is
only legitimate against an original main mo-
tion just after it is stated, before it has been
debated or there has been any subsidiary mo-
tion stated. The following list comprises' most
of those that may arise

:

Incidental Motions.

Questions of Order and Appeal 21
Suspension of the Rules 22
Objection to the Consideration of a Question. 23
Division of a Question, and Consideration by
Paragraph or Seriatim 24

Division of the Assembly, and Motiotis relat-
tngto Methods of Voting, or to Closing or
to Reopening the Polls 25

Motions relating to Methods of Making, or to
Closing or to Reopening Nominations.

.

26
Requests growing out of Business Pending or

that has just been pending; as, a Parlia-
mentary Inquiry, a Request f r Informa-
tion, for Leave to Withdran . Motion to
Read Papers, to be Excused from a Duty
or for any other Privilege .' 27

14. Privileged Motions are such as, while
not relating to the pending question, are of so
great nnportance as to require them to take
precedence of all other questions, and, on ac-
count of this high privilege, they are unde-
batable. They cannot have any subsidiary
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motion applied to them, except the motions
to fix the time to which to adjourn, and to
take a recess, which may be amended. But
after the assembly has actually taken up the
orders of the day or a question of privilege
debate and amendment are permitted and the
subsidiary motions may be applied the same
as on any main motion. These motions rire
as tollows, being arranged in order of nre-
cedence

:

^

Privileged Motions.

Pi' the Time to -which to Adjourn (if madewhile another question is pending).. ig

effe".t"t
('^"T^'ifi<=d and if i, has noV ihe

ettect to dissolve the assembly). 17Take a Hecess (ii made when another' quesl
tici IS pending) ^ .„

Raise a Question of Privilege '.'.'.'.'.
{S

Call for Orders of the Day. '.'.'.'.'.'..'.

20

IS. Some Main and Unclassified Motions.
1 wo mam motions (to rescind and to ratify)
and several motions which cannot conveniently
be classified as either Main, Subsidiary, Inci-
dental, or Privileged, and which are in com-
mon use, are hereafter explained and their
privileges and effects given. They are as
follows

:

Take from the Table ,c
Reconsider ,2
Rescind ] ^°
Renewal ..j , Motion.. ..'.','.', xL
Ratify

IIDilatory Absurd, or 'Frivolous M'dt'ioii's'. '.." M
tall of the House '

Jj
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Art. III. Privileged Motions.

See 14 for a list and the ({eneral characteristics of
these motions.

16. To Fix the Time to which the Assem-
bly shall Adjourn.* This motion is privi-
leged only when made while another question
is pending and in an assembly that has made
no provision for another meeting on the same
or the next day. The time fixed cannot be
beyond the time of the next meeting. If made
in an assembly that already has provided for
another meeting on the same or the next day,
or if made in an assembly when no question
is pending, this is a main motion and may be
debated and amended and have applied to it

the other subsidiary motions, like other main
motions. Whenever the motion is referred to
in these rules the privileged motion is meant,
unless specified to the contrary.

This motion when privileged takes prece-
dence of all others, and is in order even after
it has been voted to adjourn, provided the
chairman has not declared the assembly ad-
journed. It can be amended, and a vote on
it can be reconsidered. When the assembly

In Congress tlila motion was given tlie hlghe.st rank
or all motions, but It was so utilized for flilliusteriug pur-
poses and there was so little need of such a motion In an
assemlily meeting dally for months, that In the last revi-
sion of the rules !t wna omitted Irom the IJst of privi-
leged motions. In ordinary assemblies having short or
Infrequent sessions Its usefulness outweighs the harm
that may be done by Its Improper use.
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continuation of the nJvf
""feting is a

if the AnnuafMeetiS irn'"''"."- ^''"^'

on another day the "frf o ^'^'T''^'^
'° '"^^t

Jegal continuat^^n^of the T^ "'^1''^ '« ^
rSec fi^ 1 tI ^ *"^ Annua Meetinp-

(wh;„^°„qtaE';- isIL""'"" *° ^^^°"-

tion except vvhen fnr ? 7^'r^
Pnvileged mo-

future meetW ' ?!
'""'' °^ P^^'^'O" for a

the last meeS o « / ""'' '""*'"^' "^ ^^ '

adopted would be ^'T'T""'^'' '^''''' 'f

pernianentTy In .n
°'^' *''" ^^^^n^bly

nie severa ;. ? ^ organized society hold-

it 'rjhi x:.ifie?Xatr"^ ''?%^-''

motion. When not ntv-.!^- ? Pnvileged

any other maTn mn.i^''^ " '^ ^'^'^<i as

amendable Ttc
'

''"'"^ ^^^^^^^^le and

motion "to fix the time t^ u- t^ P"vileged

to which it yields It t n ."5 1° "'^J"""'"

can it be amended or L *
''abatable, nor

iary [12] mS apSed'o^i^L?"
^"''^''^-

onitbereconsiderS.rm;;r;i:h7rar
•
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I

honlh^f ,^"y intervening business,
though It IS simply progress in debate. Tl,e
assembly may decline to adjourn in order tohear one speech or to take one vote, and there-
fore ,t must have the privilege of renewing
the motion to adjourn when there has beenany progress in business or debate. But this
high privilege is liable to abuse to the annoy-
ance of the assembly, if the chair does not
prevent it by refusing to entertain the motionwhen evidently made for obstructive purposes,
as when the assembly has just voted it down
and nothing has occurred since to show the
possibility of the assembly's wishing to ad-
journ. [See Dilatory Motions, 40.]
The motion to adjourn, like every other

motion, cannot be made except by a memberwho has the floor. When made by one who
has not risen and addressed the chair and been
recognized, it can be entertained only by gen-
eral consent. It cannot be made when the
assembly ,s engaged in voting, or verifying
the vote, but is m order after the vote has
been taken by ballot before it has been an-
nounced. In such case the ballot vote should
be announced as soon as business is resumed
Where much time will be consumed in count-
ing ballots the assembly may adjourn, having
previously appointed a time for the next meet-
ing, or, still better, may take a recess as ex-
plained m the next section. No appeal or
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when it would be in order
'^^°"™'

mover reouestpH « -.uj
siated and the

adjournXtct".! "",''" "'°''''" '»

I
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whiS\"^'" ''"'°" °^ '*" convention,
which, however, may be reconvened as pro-
vided in the by-laws If cal1».H f^ «,-^» •

*u. o. _t.i
caiiea to meet again

ttw assembly meets as a body already organ-

When the motion to adjourn is qualified inany way, or when its eflFect is to dissolve the
assembly without any provision being made
for holding another meeting of the assembly.
It OSes Its privilege and is a main motion, de
batable and amendable and subject to having
applied to It any of the subsidiary motions

In committees where no provision has beenmade for future meetings, an adjournment is
always at the call of the chair unless other-
wise specified. When a special committee, or
the committee of the whole, has completed
the business referred to it, instead of adjourn-
ing, It nses and reports, which is equivalent
to adjournment without day.
The Effect upon Unfinished Business of an

adjournment, unless the assembly has adopted
rules to the contrary, is as follows

:

(o) When the adjournment does not close
he session [63], the business interrupted by

't IS the first in order after the reading of the
minutes at the next meeting, and is treated
the same as if there had been no adjourn-
ment, an adjourned meeting being legally the
continuation of the meeting of which it is an
adjournment.

(b) When the adjournment closes a ses-
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atoltjn r "''""''.'y '^""'"8 •«=«"'" sessions

!k m u^*
quarterly, the unfinished business

rupted, at the next succeeding session previousto new business; provided that, in a bS^.£ /
""'': ^''°"y °^ '" P^--'- fo^ a definkefme (as a l,oard of directors one-third of

ntrfatl? t?r ^""-"y)' -finished'busi!ness falls to the ground with the expiration

o1;t^r,ecTed^'^'^^*'''=^-''--nyP-

in an assembly which does not meet as oftenas quarterly, or when the asse.nbly is an elect".ve body and this session ends the term of a

an end" t ''''
T"'''''' "^^ «'^i~em t^san end to all busmess unfinished at the closeof the session. The business may be in ro-duced at the next session, the same as Tf ithad never been before the assembly.

t_|«lIy_a_combi^^
preceding, to

end of'J„!:"/iT„l '?hairhrSm'ed%?^h^of the nejt scBslon of the Mino rnU?" ^'"""^aieiuent
manner as if no aUJonrnnenf S,i ?.i?'''''\'" "=« "ame
Knie 26. In iirmtlri ti.iJ^. i , " •"'"''' Place. ' H. n
fore the HouLo a"";* '

a' to'«,"„';"'i*'?
'» "uslnesa be:

But unflnlshfd business dwa nof i>'
^'°'.^ committees,

gresa to another t'onlJess Wh„„^» ''"', '."'<'"' ""' ^'on-
onie In six mouths or a year th?re la Ch'?"? !"«<"» ""'J'a difference In the nerionnoi «> .h .

"*''' 'o be as great
logs as of two conSeciifPv» ^^'„""' '™ consecutive meet-
would result from .11!!, y* Congresses; and only trouble
over to the neu"";ea";irme?tlT"""""' """"' '»" »W
vlslo?SfTe fill oTi'/l'vlleye'd" rfi'"?.""" "- ""-« «-

S e"^^, « «"busterlcre'r;Csra'n'S"a,"gefnno''\e".'d^S
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which it yields, taking precedence of •'* other
motions. If made when other business is be-
fore the assembly, it is a privileged motion
and is undebatable and can have no subsidiary
motion applied to it except amend. It can be
amended as to the length of the recess. It
takes effect immediately. A motion to take
a recess made when no business is before the
assembly, or a motion to take a recess at a
future time, has no privilege, and is treated
as any other main motion. A recess is an
intermission in the day's proceedings, as for
ineals or for counting the ballots when much
time is required; or in the case of meetings
like conventions lasting for several days a
recess is sometimes taken over an entire day.
When a recess is provided for in the order
of exercises, or program, the chair, when the
time arrives, announces tlie fact and SLys the
assembly stands adjourned, or in recess, to
the specified hour. The assembly by a two-
thjrds vote can postpone the time for taking
a recess, or adjournment. When the hour has
arrived to which the recess was taken, the
chairman calls the assembly to order and the
business proceeds the same ns if no recess
had been taken. If the recess was taken after
a vote had been taken and before it was an-
nounced, then the first business is the an-
nouncement of the vote. The intermissions
in the proceedings of a day are termed re-

cesses, whether the assembly voted to take a
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!

lZZlt^!:r/ ^'"P'^ ^'^J°"^"*d havingprevious y adopted a program or rule provid-'ng for the hours of meeting. When an »,sembly has frequent short fcgular meeting,"

S t h"fr" '
''I'

'""" «" aSurnS n eet

ween thi mt^"""'" '''y' '"^ '"Nerval be-tween the meetmgs ,s not referred to as a

19. Questions of Privilepe 0,.»„»-

from any cause, a report that is beii^/read

k istot' ?'"'J" ' P^^* °f 'he hal %ut i?

Der rises for this purpose he should not waitto be recognized, but immediately on ZZshould say, "Mr Chairnnn " j .
^^

catchpc t^l u ' ^"^'^an- —and when he

rfse to .
'^':^'^"«" s eye, should add, "I

aTembly^-'^r'-rn: fo"^"^'^
^^^<^*'"^ ^"^

sona, p^i.,-,:;,/ -^Fhe'^h ir'^Scts hlm''^^-state his question, and then decidS wh^her
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<t is one of privilege or not. From this deci-
sion any two mcmlKrs may appeal. The chairmay decide it to be a question of privilege, but
not of sufficient urgency to justify intermpii,,-^
the speaker. In such a case the speaker ^I'.u!^

.-^L'h r''u°-'°"J'""*'
^"'"' ''^''" he \»s fm-

ished the chair should immediately as-^ign the
floor ,0 the member who raised the ,,.KstioM
of privilege to make his motion if one is ncc-

!S" .,^^''<^"'=^" his motion is made an, I

stated, It becomes the immediately pending
question and is open to debate and amend-
ment and the application of all the other sub-
sidiary motions just as any main motion. Its

r;£
P"^''^8:e "tends only to giving it the

rght to consideration in preference to any
other question except one relating to adjourn-
ment or recess, and, in cases of great urgency,
the right to interrupt a member while speak-
ing. It cannot interrupt voting or verifying
a vote. As soon as the question of privileee
IS disposed of, the business is resumed exactly
where it was interrupted; if a member had
the floor at the time the question of privilege
was raised, the chair assigns him the floor
again.

Questions of privilege may relate to the
privileges of the assembly or only of a mem-
ber, the former having the precedence if the
two come into competition. Questions of per-
sonal privilege must relate to one as a member
Of the assembly, or else relate to charges
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against his character which, if true, would

Sr'fn''™ fo>- menihership. Questions
Ke the following relate lo the privileges of
he assembly: those relating to the organiza-
tion of the assembly

; or to the comfort of itsmembers as the heating, lighting, ventilation,

o^er disturbance; or to the conduct of its
officers or employees; or to the punishing ofa member for disorderly conduct or other of-
fence; or to the conduct of reporters for the
press, or to the accuracy of published reports
ot proceeaings.

Privileged questions include, besides ques-
tions of privilege, a call for the orders of the
clay and the privileged motions relating to ad-
journment and recess. This distinction be-
tween priv.lege<l questions and questions of
privilege should be borne in mind

20. Orders of the Day.* A Call for the
Orders of the Day (which, in an ordinary
assembly, is a demand that the assembly con-form to Its program or order of business)
an be made at any time when no other privi-

leged [14] motion is pending and the order
of business is being varied from, and only
then. It requires no second, and is in orderwhen another has the floor, even though it

tbe use of orders ot 1
1"

fa v aCini '<i'.'"'5
"I'andoned

order of huslness witli several eal nfir."^";'!''' ? dfts'l'd
clal orders wb.ch maV b^'Ir^alXftlltu'rl^To^l

«"»
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iH',1

interrupts a speech, as a single member has
a nght to (leimnd that the order of business
be conformed to. It is out of order to call
for the orders of the day when there is no
variation from the order of business. Thus
the orders of the day cannot be called for'
vvhen another question is pending, provi.led
there are no special orders made for that time
or an earlier time, as general orders cannot
interrupt a question actually under considcra-
tion_ The call must be simply for the orders
of the day, and not for a specified one, as the
latter has no privilege. When the time has
arrived for which a special order has been
made a call for the orders of the day takes
precedence of everything except the other
privileged motions, namelv, those relating to
adjournment and recess, and questions of priv-
ilege to which it yields. If there are no
special orders a call for the orders of the day
cannot interrupt a pending question; but if
iT.ade when no question is pending, it is in
order even when another has the floor and
has made a main motion, provided the chair
has not stated the question. Until the time
of actually taking up the genernl orders for
consideration this call yields to a motion to
reconsider, or to a calling up of a .notion to
reconsider, previously made. \ call for the
orders of the day cannot be debated or
amended, or have any other subsidiary motion
applied to it.
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It IS the duty of the chair to announce the
business to come before the assembly in its
proper order and if he always performs this
duty there will be no occasion for calling for
the orders of the day. But there are occasions
when the chair fails to notice that the time
assigned for a special order has arrived, or he
thinks that the assembly is so interested in
the pending question that it does not wish yet
to take up the special order assigned for that
time, and therefore delays announcing it. In
such a case, as already stated, any member has
a right to call for the orders of the day, and
thus compel the chair either to announce the
order or else put the question, "Will the as-
sembly proceed to the orders of the day ?" To
refuse to take up the orders at the appointed
time is an interference with the order of busi-
ness similar to suspending the rules and
should require the same vote—namely, two-
thirds. In other words, a two-thirds vote in
the negative is necessary to prevent proceed-
ing to the orders of the day. If the assembly
refuses to proceed to the orders of the day
the orders cannot be called for again until the
pending business is disposed of.

W,"hen the orders of the day are announced,
or when they are called for, if it is desired to
prolong the discussion of the pending ques-
tion, some one should move that the time for
considering the pending (|uestion be extended
a certain number of minutes. A two-thirds
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vote IS required for the adoption of this mo-
tion as It changes the order of business or
program. After the order has been announced
and the question is actually pending, it is de-
batable and may be amended or have any
other subsidiary motion applied to it the same
as any other main motion. The orders of the
day m a mass cannot be laid on the table or
postponed, but when an order has been actu-
ally taken up it may, by a majority vote, be
laid on the table, or postponed, or committed
so that, if there is no other order to interfere'
the consideration of the question previously
pending will be resumed. Whenever the
orders of the day are disjxjsed of, the consid-
eration of the interrupted business is taken
up at the point where it was interrupted by
the call for the orders of the day. By sus-
pending the rules by a two-thirds vote any
question may be taken up out of its proper
order.

Orders of the Day. When one or more
subjects have been assigned to a particular
day or hour (by postponing them to, or mak-
ing them special orders for, that day or hour
or by adopting a program or order of busi-
ness), they become the orders of the day for
that day or hour, and they cannot be consid-
ered before that time, except by a two-thirds
vote. They are divided into General Orders
and Special Orders, the latter always taking
precedence of the former.

-Ml
'^1

V.d
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\ 1

A General Order is usually made by simolvpostpcung a question to a certain day or h^uror after a certain event. It does no^ suspend

Z: i::it't'' """°^ interruptTu2
Hvt; -fu

['" '^^ appointed hour has ar-med ,t has the preference, when no questionpend,ng. over ail other questions excep s^e"cal orders and reconsideration. It cannot beconsidered before the appointed time exceptby a reconsideration or by a two-thirds voteWhen the order of business provides fororders of the day, questions simply posLnedto a meetmg, without specifying fhe hourcome up under that head. If no provision is'made for orders of the day, then^uch pos

fhe"busine""°'" T' "'' '-'^'^^ '"^^ 'l-PO-' ofhe busmess pendmg at the previous adjourn-nent, and after the questions on the ca endar^at^.v^re not disposed of at the previo^s^

An order of business that specifies the order

Shall be transacted, together with the oostponed questions constitutes the gener 1 order

"

lh.i> order cannot be varied from except bvgeneral co.isent or by suspending the rules bva wo-th,rds vote. If all of tils bus ness s"ot disposed of before adjournment. The

hfd^^':y^^mmi%
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As general orders cannot interrupt the con-
sideration of a pending question, it follows
that any general order made for an earlier
hour, though made afterwards, by not being
disposed of in time may interfere with the
general order previously made. Therefore
general orders must take precedence among
themselves in the order of the times to which
they were postponed, regardless of when the
general order was made. If several are ap-
pointed for the same time, then they take pre-
cedence in the order in which they were made
If several appointed for the same time were
made at the same time, then they take pre-
cedence in the order in which they were
arranged in the motion making the general
order.

To Make a Special Order requires a two-
thirds vote, because it suspends all rules that
interfere with its consideration ai the specified
time except those relating to motions for ad-
journment or recess, or to questions of privi-
lege, or to -racial orders made before it was
made. A pc iding question is made a special
order for a future time by "Postponing it and
making it a special order for that time " [See
Postpone to a Certain Time, 31, which should
be read in connection with this section ] If
the question is not pending, the motion to
make it a special order for a certain time is a
m.am motion, debatable, amendable, etc. The
member desirous of making it a special order
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!
'!

may adopt this form: "I offer the foil?
•'

resolution, and move that if h! a
*°"°^'"g

order for the next meet ng." ofin' T."''

IZToTtt' '^^" ^PP-°'-"'
^ to°;ubmitTre!

sSl order fo/Th^r '^ '"^'^^ ^^e

^hereafter „nti/°[t [sXV^^^ ^

.ratr:;de^V%-:Sr''^"^^^P-

is very impon^ant thatTe'
""^ '

t'^"^^'
'^

adhered to No M,.
P'"^'^™ ^ *t"«Iy

after its lpt?o°„ ^EaTsemhl"''^ '"J^

Tier such circumstanl thefrm oTfh''P-gram .mph'es that the hourro^The^Umt

!&*\|f;-
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move ,0 «i,„d ,h. i„ aL,!; ,w '"^f!"'

™' ''•""'ion »1 Ike speaker and ,•(t
sr;™".:-^s/;y^''-*««./3a';

r.,co- / V aesired to continue the di<!cuss.on of the pending topic at another timl

41
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it can be laid on the table or postponed until

special Orders made at d'' 'rent Utu., *
specified nours. When i^:il^^t
conflict, the one that was first made takes^WMcedence of all special orders ,„ade aftemSP'^'though the latter ^vere made tor an^SSfhour No special order can be made soT^fo'nterfere with one previously made By recons.der.„g the vote making'the Sst fp'ecorder, they can be arranged in the order de

maae tor j p. m, one is made for 2 p m anH
st.ll later one is made for 4 p m if the 2
PMorderispendi„gat3P.M.,the'o;der'fof
•5 P. M., havmg been made first, interrupts itand contmues, if not previously di Josed o

foTthatV-
''•

I'l''"''''
°f the speda orderfor that hour. When it, the 3 p. m. order ld.sposed of, the special order for 2 p m sre i,med even if it is after 4 o'clock, because

order Th """'T
"" ""'"' ""''"'^ ^^e 4 .

"

order, ihe only exception to this rule is inthe case of the hour fixed for recess or adjournment. When that hour arrives the chaJr"-ounces it and declares the ass:^ ad-journed, or m recess, even though there is a

tKur/" P^"'''"^ '•^^^ -- made befor^

\\henthl\
"""''' °' adjournment was fixed.VMien the chair announces the hour, any one
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--/». u ...n-A... 'oft'elf i%S' J:made special orilpr« f«,
""jjci.i.s are

spedfyi!:^ an i^t" I
°

he' orE'of
,"''°"'

provides for orders of the day thev
""'

under th, ^ead. takin^p^^eSit^^ofTner^a'J

the day he
"' " "° P^°^'^'°" ^^ -^ "s o

ness5hat ^ 'uT "^ ""'^''" ""^"'^hed busi-less tnat IS, before new business Tf ft,

.

rhc Special Order for a Meetina 9n,r,»
t.na-s a subject is „,ade the spe Srder Tor'a n>eet,ng, as for Tuesday morning in a con

chaT";";."''^'T " '^ ''""°"--' ^y"-

HZ I P'^"'''"^ ^"'^'"'^'^5 immediately
•i/ter the disposal of the minutes. This pa -
-u^ar form is used when it is desired to'de-

necessar) to consulermg a special subject as

P chTorT ^^^^V;^-'-''^^'-^-
'^'"^ f°- of a

other fn/
/''°"'^' ^^''^^ precedence of theother forms of special orders, it is debata .^and amendable.

"eoatdble
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'

Art. IV. Incidental Motions.

thefe m«ioS',.'
"" "^ "" «'"*'«' characteristic, of

21. Questions of Order and Appeal. AQuestwn of Order takes precedencrof thepending question out of which it arises; is i,!order when another has the floor, even inter-rupting a speech or the reading of a report •

does not require a second ; cannot be ameVded
or have any other subsidiary mot,on appliedo It yields to privileged motions and the mo-
tion to lay on the table ; and must be decidedby the presiding officer without debate, unlessm doubtfu cases he submits the question tothe assembly .or decision, in which case it is
debatable wheii.ver an appeal would be. Be-
fore rendering his decision he may request
the advice of persons of experience, which
advice or opinion should usually be given sit-
ting to avoid the appearance of debate. Ifthe chair is still in doubt, he may submit the
question to the assembly for its decision in amanner similar to this: "Mr. A raises the
point of order that the amendment just offered
tsta e the amendment] is not germane to the
resolution. The chair is in doubt, and sub-
mits the que-fion to the assembly. The ques-
tion IS. 'Is the amendment germare to the
resolution ' As no appeal can 1» taken from
the decision of the assembly, th.. juestion is
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open to debate whenever an apperl would be>f the chair deeded the question and an ao-'peal were made from that decision There

JSJurn'or^'^ ""•?' ^'^^ "-'^^-"inaecorum, or transgression of the rules nf

When ,t ,s made during a division of the as

penS °Th"'"'=
"•' """^''•"''""^ -'-is

Larlnf ^'l^1"^''f'°"
is P"t thus: "As manyas are of opm.on that the amendn.ent is Z-n^ane (or that the point is well takei^I^ay-K.^as many as are of a contrary Tp^in on'

i^a^^-^rif-TtSl

of order, he has the right, without leavirhi"
chair, to state the reasons for his dedfio,

from^rr
"'"'"^ ^^^^ '•'^ "^h? to a^S

thTot^ Srd^,T ""^^'"^ ^"^^ ^''p-' -'^

foJce'tS'rH*^
°^'^' P'*=^'^'"^ ''«5«'- to en-torce the rules and orders of the assemhlv

without debate or delay. It is afso the righ't'of every member who notices the breach of a

c^ e he r-' T" 'tl?"f°^«'nent. In such acase he rises from his seat and says "MrChairman, I rise to a point of order." Thespeaker immediately takes his seat, and the

f *fi
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8o RULES OF ORDER [§2I

chairman requests the member to state his

point of order, which he does and resumes his

seat. The chair decides the point, and then,

if no appeal is taken and the member has not
been guilty of any serious breach of decorum,
the chair permits him to resume his speech.

But, if his remarks are decided to be improper
and any one objects, he cannot continue with-
out a vote of the assembly to that eiTect. [See
43 for a full treatment of this subject of inde-

corum in debate
J . The question of order must

be raised at the time the breach of order oc-

curs, so that after a motion has been discussed
it is too late to raise the question as to whether
it was in order, or for the chair to rule the
motion out of order. The only exception is

where the motion is in violation of the laws,
or the constitution, by-laws, or standing rules

of the organization, or of fundamental parlia-

mentary principles, so that if adopted it would
be null and void. In such cases it is never too
late to raise a point of order against the mo-
tion. This is called raising a question, or point,

of order, because the member in eflfect puts
to the chair, whose duty it is to enforce order,

the question as to whether there is not now a
breach of order.

Instead of the method just described, it is

usual, when it is simply a case of improper
language used in debate, for the chair to call

the speaker to order, or for a member to say,

"I call the gentleman to order." The chair-
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man decides whether the speaker is in or out

of order, and proceeds as before.

Appeal. An appeal may he made from any
decision of the chair (except when another
appeal is pending), but it can be made only

at the time the ruling is made. It is in order
while another member has the floor. If any
debate or business has intervened it is too late

to appeal. An answer to a parliamentary in-

quiry is not a decision, and therefore cannot

be appealed from. While an appeal is pending

a question of order may be raised, which the

chair decides peremptorily, there being no ap-

peal f^om this decision. But the question as

to the correctness of the ruling can be brought

up afterwards when no other business is pend-

ing. An appeal yields to privileged motions,

and to the motion to lay on the table. The
eflfect of subsidiary motions is as follows : An
appeal cannot be amended. If the decision

from which an appeal is taken is of such a

nature that the reversal of the ruling would

not in any way affect the consideration of, or

action on, the main question, then the main

question does not adhere to the appeal, and its

consideration is resumed as soon as the appeal

is laid on the table, postponed, etc. But if the

ruling affects the consideration of, or action

on, the main question, then the main question

adheres to the appeal, and when the latter is

laid on the table, or postponed, the main ques-

tion goes with it. Thus, if the appeal is from
i;

,1^
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the decision that a proposed amendment is out

of order and the appeal is laid on the table,

it would be absurd to come to final action on

the main question and then afterwards reverse

the decision of the chair and take up the

amendment when there was no question to

amend. The vote on an appeal may be

reconsidered.

An appeal cannot be debated when it relates

simply to indecorum, or to transgression of the

rules of speaking, or to the priority of busi-

ness, or if made during a division of the as-

sembly, or while the immediately pending

question is undebatable. When debatable, as

it is in all other cases, no member is allowed

to speak more than once except the presiding

officer, who may at the close of the debate

answer the arguments against the decision.

Whether debatable or not, the chairman when
stating the question on the appeal may, with-

out leaving the chair, state the reasons for his

decision.

When a member wishes to appeal from the

decision of the chair he rises as soon as the

decision is made, even though another has the

floor, and without waiting to be recognized

by the chair, says, "Mr. Chairman, I appeal

from the decision of the chair." If this appeal

is seconded, the chair should state clearly the

question at issue, and his reasons for the de-

cision if he thinks it necessary, and then state

the question thus; "The question is, 'Shall

! I
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the decision of the chair stand as the judgment
of the assembly [or society, or club, etc.] ?'

"

or, "Shall the decision of the chair be sus-
tained?" To put the question he would say,
"Those in the affirmative sny aye" and after
the affirmative vote has been taken he would
say, "Those in the negative say no. The ayes
have it and the decision of the chair is sus-
tained [or stands as the judgment of the as-
sembly]." Or, "The noes have it and the deci-
sion of the chair is reversed." In either c- se he
immediately announces what is before the as-
sembly as the result of the vote. If there is a
tie vote the chair is sustained, and if the chair
is a member of the assembly he may vote to

make it a tie, on the principle that the dec' .1

of the chair stands until reversed by a i.ia-

jority, including the chairman if he is a mem-
ber of the assembly. In stating the question,
the word "assembly" should be replaced by
"society," or "club," or "board," etc., as the
case may be. The announcement of a vote is

not a decision of the chair. If a member
doubts the correctness of the announcement
he cannot appeal, but should call for a "Di-
vision" [25].

22. Suspension of the Rules.* The mo-

* In Congress the former practice was to suspend the
rule as to the order of business In order to consider a
particular bill, but now It is customary "to suspend the
rule and pass" the resolution or bill. H. R. Rule 27 con-
tains the following

:

"1. No rule shall he suspended except by a vote of two-
thirds of the members voting, a quorum being present:
nor sjall the Speaker entertain a motion to susicnd the

if:
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tion to suspend the rules may be made at any
time when no question is pending; or while
a question is pending, provided it is for a
purpose connected with that question. It

yields to all the privileged motions (except a
call for the orders of the day), to the motion
to lay on the table, and to incidental motions
arising out of itself. It is undebatable and
cannot be amended or have any other sub-
sidiary motion applied to it, nor can a vote on
it be reconsidered, nor can a motion to suspend
the rules for the same purpose be renewed at

the same meeting except by unanimous con-
sent, though it may be renewed after an ad-
journment, even if the next meeting Is held
the same day.

When the assembly wdshes to do someihinf,

that cannot be done without violating its own
rules, and yet it is not in conflict with its

constitution, or by-lawf;, or with the funda-
mental principles of parliamentary law, it

"suspends the rules that interfere with" the
proposed action. The object of the suspension

rules except on the flist and third Mondays of each
mouth, preference beiug given on the first Monday to
individuals and on the tiiird Monday to committees, aud
during the last six days of a session.

'•2. All motions to suspend the rules shall, hefore be-
InR submitted to the House, be seconded by a majority by
tellers, If demanded,

"3. When a motion to suspend the rules has been sec-
onded, ;t shall he In order, before the final vote is taken
tliereon, to debate the proposition to he voted upon for
forty minutes, one-half of such time to bo given to debate
In favor of, and one-half to debate In opposition to, such
proposition ; and the same right of debate shall be
allowed whenever the previous question has been ordered
on any proposition on which there has been no debate."
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must be specified, and nothing else can h. H

mcr thot •
^"^ suspension. Noth-

Pe;;Jdb.Jsrth::.:rS,- ^-US-
No rule can be suspended when the negative

rsj:;!:;ded^ e"eVb;"Urr;-sSr"^
unani„,ous vote. Fo/inSct a ru eo'i;
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minority of one from exposing his vote, and
this he must do if he votes openly in the nega-
tive, or objects to giving general consent. Nor
can this result be accomplished by voting that

the ballot of the assembly be cast by the sec-

retary or any one else, as this docs away with
the e'spnt'"! principle of the ballot, namely,
sec- , is a suspension of the by-law, and
prj ...icaiij allows a viva voce vote. If it is

desired to allow the suspension of a by-law
that cannot be suspended under these rules,

then it is necessary to provide in the by-laws
for its suspension.

The Form of this motion is, "to suspend the

rules that interfere with," etc., stating the

object of the suspension, as, "the consideration

of a resolution on " which resolution

is immediately ofifered after the rules are sus-

pended, the chair recognizing for that purpose
the member that moved to suspend the rules.

Or, if it is desired to consider a question which
has been laid on the table, and cannot be taken

up at that time because that class of business

is not then in order, or to consider a question

that has been postponed to another time, or

that is in the order of business for another

time, then the motion may be made thus, "I

move to suspend the rules and take up [or

consider] the resolution " When the

object is not to take up a question for dis-

cussion but to adopt it without debate, the

motion is made thus : "I move to suspend the
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rules and adopt [or agree to] the followine
resolution, which is then read: or, "I move
to suspend the rules, and adopt [or agree tol
the resolution on - The same formmay be used in a case like this : "I move to
suspend the rules, and admit to the privileges
of the floor members of sister societies," which
merely admits them to the hall.

Instead of a formal motion to suspend the
rules, It IS more usual to ask for general con-
sent to do the particular business that is out
of order. As soon as the request is made the
chair inquires if there is any objection, and if
no one objects, h>: directs the member to pro-
ceed just as if the rules had been suspended
by a formal vote. [See General Consent 48 1

23. Objection to the Consideration of a
Question. An objection may be made to
the consideration of any original main motion
and to no others, provided it is made before
there is any debate or before any subsidiary mo-
tion IS stated. Thus, it may be applied to peti-
tions and to communications that are not from
a superior body, as well as to resolutions It
cannot be applied to incidental main motions
til J, such as amendments to by-laws, or to
reports of committees on subjects referred to
them, etc. It is similar to a question of order
in that It can be made when another has the
floor, and does not require a second ; and as
the chairman can call a member to order so
he can put this question, if he deems it ad-
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vis; 1)le, upon his own rcsponsiljility. It can-
not be (lcl)at«l, or amended, or luivc any oilier

sul)si<liary motion a])i)licd to it. It yields to

privileged motions and to the niol^' to lay
on the tahle. A negative, but not an af-
llrniative vote on the consideration may be
reconsidered.*

When an original main motion is made and
any member wishes to prevent its considera-
tion, he rises, although another has the floor,

and say;;, "Mr. Chairman, I oljjec^ to its con-
sideration." The chairman immediately puts
the question, "The consideration of the ques-
tion has been objected to : Will the assembly
consider it? [or. Shall the question be con-
sitlerod?]" If decided in the negative by
a two-thirds vote, the whole matter is dis-
missed for that session ; otherwise, the discus-
sion continues as if this objection had never
been made. The same question may be in-

troduced at any succeeding session.

The Object of this motion is not to cut oflf

debate (for which other motions are provided)

• In Congri'ss tlio introduotlon of a question uiav hepmvawa tfniiiorarll.v liy a niajority vutf und.T if It
Hulc 1«, S:i, which Is a.s follows : -&. When any motion
or proposition is made, the question, Will the Houst now
eonslder It.' shall not lie put unles."! demanded hy a meni-
lier. If the House refuses to eonslder a bill the voteeanuot be reconsidered. But this refusal does not pre-vent the question's being again Introduced the same
session. In assemblies having brief sessions lasting
usuuliy only a few hours, or at most not over a week It
Is necessary that the assembly have the power l>v atwu-thlrds vote to decide that a question shall not be
Introduced during that session. As the refusal to con-sider the question prevents Its renewal during the ses-
sion, the vote may be reconsidered.
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but to enable the assembly to r.voi.l altoKcfher

unprohtable. or contentious. If the chair con-
siders the question entirely outside the objects
of the society, he should rule it out „f order
from which decision an a,),,e.-.l m.-.v be taken
Objection to the consideration of' a question

must not be confounded with ol.jectinR where
unanimous conse.it, or a majoritv vote is re-
quired. Thus, in case of the minority of a
committee desiring to submit their vic«s a
single member say'

, "I object." prevents' it.
unless the assembly uy a majoritv vote .'rants
them permission.

24. Division of a Question, and Consid-
eration by Paragraph. Division of a Ques-
tion The motion to divide a question can be
applied only to main motions and to amend-
ments. It takes precedence of nothing but the
motion to postpone indefinitely, and yields to
ail privileged, incidental, and subsidiary mo-
tions except to amend and to postpone indefi-
nitely. It may be amended but can have no
other subsidiary motion apji^ed to it It is
undebatable. It m.iy be made at an, time
when the question to be divided, or the motion
to postpone indefinitely, is imnediately pend-
ing, even after the previous question has be-n

la substance thntoni' h„in^'",il
'"^"'""*'"""« "" distinct

proposltloS shin riMimln."
" '"" """' " substantive

tfJ

1
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ordered. But it is preferable to divide the
question when it is first introduced. When
divided each resolution or proposition is con-
sidered and voted on separately, the same as
if it had been offered alone. The motion to
adopt, which was pending when the question
was divided, applies to all the parts into which
the question has been divided and should not,
therefore, be repeated. The formality of a
vote on dividing the question is generally dis-

pensed with, as it is usually arranged by gen-
eral consent. But if this cannot be done, then
a formal motion to divide is necessary, specify-
ing the exact method of division.

When a motion relating to a certain subject
contains several parts, each of which is capable
of standing as a complete proposition if the
others are removed, it can be divided into two
or more propositions to be considered and
voted on is distinct questions, by the assem-
bly's adopting a motion to divide the ques-
tion in a specified manner. The motion must
clearly state how the question is to be divided,
and any one else may propose a different

division, and these different propositions, or
amendments, should be treated as filling

blanks ; that is, they should be voted on in the
order in which they are made, unless they
suggest different numbers of questions, when
the largest number is voted on first. If a reso-

lution includes several distinct propositiuns,

but is so written that they cannot be separated
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lunc.ions.hen'^:;:;;!^?^;;;;,;-!^

When the question L- divided, each sepa-itequestion must be a proper o ,e for th. !

c£d'\T "P°"' '^ "°"^ °f the othL isadopted. Thus, a motion to "commit w^th instructions- is indivisible; because, if^ivkledand the motion to conm,it si.ould fai , thenthe other motion, to instruct the "ommi teewould be absurd, as there would be no om-'ni.ttee to instruct. The motion to -strike o^tcertain words and insert others" is strictly oneproposition and therefore indivisible ^

lat n/fn''r^'
°' '"dependent resolutions re-

nting to different subjects is included in onemotion. It must be divided on the request ofa single member, which request may be madewhile another has the floor. But howevercomphcated a single proposition may br nomember has a right to insist upon its divi ionH remedy is to move that it be divided, if
t IS capable of division, or. if not, to move to

loiZV^'
objectionable parts.' A motion

to strike out a name in a resolution brings theassembly to a vote on that name just af well
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as would a division of the question, if it were
allowed to go to that extent, which it is not.

If a series of resolutions is proposed as a

substitute for another series, such a motion is

incapable of division ; but a motion can be
made to strike out any of the resolutions be-

fore the vote is taken on the substitution.

After they have been substituted it is too late

to strike out any of them. When a committee
reports a number 6f amendments to a resolu-

tion referred to it, one vote may be taken on
adopting, or agreeing to, all the amendments
provided no one objects. But if a single mem-
ber requests separate votes on one or more of

the amendments, they must be considered sep-

arately. The others may all be voted on
together.

Consideration by Paragraph or Seriatim.

Where an elaborate proposition is submitted,

Hke a series of resolutions on one subject, or

a set of by-laws, the parts being intimately

connected, it should not be divided. The di-

vision would add greatly to the difficulty of

perfecting the dififerent paragraphs or by-laws
by amendments. If the paragraphs are adopted
separately, and amendments to succeeding

paragraphs make it necessary to amend a pre-

ceding one, it can be done only by first recon-

sidering the vote on the preceding paragraph.
In the case of by-laws the trouble is increased,

because each by-law goes into eiTect as soon as

adopted, and its amendment is controlled by
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on the subject. When the paragraphs are

2lL°VrT''. "° ^°'^ should be takenon the whole. But in all such cases the propecourse .s to consider the proposition by7a agraph, or section, or resolution, or, as^t Is

adootTw: ' '""'""u
''^^ '•''''>'• ^''-'d always

thinklTh
P"'"^;?'^^ °'- resolutions, unless he

rnSV^ ^''""'''>' ^'^'^^^ t° act on them im-

fsi1.H
?" "P

u^
P^^agraph, and the matters settled mformally. Should the chair neglectto take up the proposition by paragraph,\ny

eredr'n""''
''.'' ''^ Proposidon be LnsTd-ered by paragraph, or seriatim

.r.ly "l''^'^
°^ procedure in acting upon acomphcated report, as, a set of by-lavvs or aseries of resolutions that cannot'well be di-vided, IS as follows, the word "paragraph"being used to designate the natural sufdivis-

Tr^WeT
''"

''f^.^^^
paragraphs, section

,articles, or resolutions. The member =nh
muting the report, having obtairdthe floo/ays that such and such a committee submUs'the following report; or, that the committeerecommends the adoption of the folSg
resolutions In either case he reads the report

Shouldt"°";
'"' "^^^^ '•'^^ adoXnShould he neglect to move their adoption thechair should call for such a motion, or he mayassume the motion and state the question ac-
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cordingly. The chairman, or the secretary, or
the member who reported it, as the chair de-
cides is for the best interest of the assembly,
then reads the first paragraph, which is ex-
plained by the reporting member, after which
the chair asks, "Are there any amendments to
this paragraph ?" The paragraph is then open
to debate and amendment. When no further
amendments are proposed to this paragraph,
the chair says, "There being no further amend-
ments to this paragraph the next will be read."
In a similar manner each paragraph in succes-
sion is read, explained if necessary, debated,
and amended, the paragraphs being amended
but not adopted. After all the paragraphs
have been amended, the chair says the entire

by-law, or paper, or resolution is open to

amendment, when additional paragraphs may
be inserted and any paragraph may be further
amended. When the paper is satisfactorily

amended, the preamble, if any, is treated the
same way, and then a single vote is taken on
the adoption of the entire paper, report, or
series of resolutions. If the previous question
is ordered on a resolution, or series of resolu-

tions, or on a set of by-laws, before the pre-

amble has been considered it does not apply to

the preamble, unless expressly so stated, be-
cause the preamble cannot be considered until

after debate has ceased on the resolutions or
by-laws. It is not necessary to amend the
numbers of the sections, paragraphs, etc., as
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it is the duty of the secretary to make all such
corrections where changes are rendered neces-
sary by amendments.

25. Division of the Assembly, and other
Motions relating to Voting. A Division of
the Assembly* may be called for, without ob-
taming the floor, at any time after the question
has been put, even after the vote has been an-
nounced and another has the floor, provided
the vote was taken viva voce, or by show of
hands, and it is called io: before another mo-
tion has been made. This call, or motion, is
made by saying, "I call for a division," or "I
doubt the vote," or simply by calling out,
Division. • It does not require a second, and

cannot be debated, or amended, or have any
other subsidiary motion applied to it. As soon
as a division is called for, the chair proceeds
again to take the vote, this time by having the
affirmative rise, and then when they are seated
having the negative rise. While any member
has the right to insist upon a rising vote, or a
division, where there is any question as to the
vote being a true expression of the will of
the assembly, the chair .should not permit this
privilege to be abused to the annoyance of the
assembly, by members constantly demanding a
division where there is a full vote and no
question as to which side is in the majority. It
requires a majority vote to order the vote to
be counted, or to be taken by yeas and nays

• See foot uote, VBge 4u77ortlie rule of Congress.
'~
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(roll call) or by ballot. These motions are
incidental to the question that is pending or
has just been pending, and cannot be debated.
When different methods are suggested they
are usually treated not as amendments, but
like filling blanks, the vote being taken first on
the one taking the most time. In practice the
method of taking a vote is generally agreed
upon without the formality o' a vote.

When the vote is taken by ballot during a
meeting of the assembly, as soon as the chair
thinks all have voted who wish to, he inquires
if all have voted, and if there is no response
he declares the polls closed, and the tellers pro-
ceed to count the vote. If a formal motion is

made to close the polls it should not be rec-

ognized until all have presumably voted, and
then it requires a tv/o-thirds vote like motions
to close debate or nominations. If members
enter afterwards and it is desired to reopen
the polls it can be done by a majority vote.

None of these motions are debatable.

26. Motions relating to Nominations. If

no m.ethod of making nominations is desig-

nated by the by-laws or rules, and the assem-
bly has adopted no order on the subject, any
one can make a motion prescribing the method
of nomination for an office to be filled. If the

election is pending, this motion is incidental

to it: if the election is not pending, it is an
incidental main motion. It is undebatable and
when it is an incidental motion it can have no
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subsidiary motion applied to it except toamend. It yields to privileged motions. The
motion may provide for nominations bci.igmade by the chair; or from the floor, or open
nominations as it is also called ; or for a nomi-
nating committee to be a,,pointcd

; or for
nominations to be made by ballot

; or by mail,
[bee Nominations and Elections, 66

JClosing and Reopcwig Nominations. Be-
fore proceeding to an election, if nominations
have been made from the floor or by a com-
mit ee, the chair should inquire if there are any
further nominations. If there is no response
he declares the nominations closed. In very
arge bodies it is customary to make a motion
o close nominations, but until a reasonable
time has been given, this motion is not in
order. It is a main motion, incidental to the
nominations and elections, cannot be debated
can be amended as to the time, but can have'no other subsidiary motion applied to it It
yields to privileged motions, and requires a
two-thirds vote as it deprives members of one
of their rights.

If for any reason it is desiied to reopen
nominations it may be done by a majority
vote. This motion is undebatable. It can beamended as to the time, but no other subsidi-
ary motion can be applied to it. It yields to
privileged motions.

r.(^Iu ^jf''"*^*^ Growing out of the Business
of the Assembly. During the meetings of
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a deliberative assembly there are occasions
when members wish to obtain information, or
to do or to have done things that necessitate
their making a request. Among these are the
following, which will be treated separately

:

(a) Parliamentary Inquiry;
(b) Request for Information;
{c) Leave to Withdraw a Motion;
(rf) Reading Papers;
(e) To be Excused from a Duty;
(/) For any other Privilege.

(a) Parliamentary Inquiry. A parliamen-
tary inquiry, if it relates to a question that
requires immediate attention, may be made
while another has the floor, or may even inter-
rupt a speech. It should not, however, be per-
mitted to interrupt a speaker any more than is

necessary to do justice to the inquirer. It

yields to privileged motions, if they were in
order when the inquiry was made, and it can-
not be debated or amend d or have any other
subsidiary motion applied to it. The inquirer
does not obtain the floor, but rises and says,
"Mr. Chairman, I rise to a parliamentary in-

quiry." The chairman asks him to state his
inquiry, and if he deems it pertinent, he an-
swers it. Or, if the inquiry is made when
another has the floor, and there is no necessity
for answering it until the speech is finished,

the chair may defer his answer until the
speaker has closed his remarks. While it is

not the duty of the chairman to answer ques-
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tmns of parliamentary law in general, it is hisduty when requested by a member, »; ans^v^an. questions on parliame.Uary la; perU ento the pending business that may be nece aryo enable the member to make a suit" ble mo^ti^on or to raise a point of order. The chair-

tary law while many of the members are notA member wishing to raise a point of orderand yet m doubt, should rise to a parliamenary inquiry and ask for informatiof Or fo"instance, he may wish to nave the -.^/mW
act immediately on a subjerthat is ?„"£hands of a committee, and he does not know

.wlryTq^\-;J'^=-^'^-— -P-

Z7 V'T' '""'' '' ' parliamentary i^qSi^;and has the same privileges. The inquirer
rises and says. "Mr. Chairman. I rise for

"

w- *wh'
°''

"' T '° ^ P°'"^ °f '^

w

on. whereupon the chair directs him to

tion and the procedure continues as in case of

I ^^TT2 '"•^"''^- " 'he information
s desired of the speaker, instead of the chair

shouWTf "P°","fg^ays. "Mr. Chairman
I should hke to ask the gentleman a question."rhe chairman inquires if the speaker is willingo be interrupted, and if he consents, he direct!
the mquirer to proceed. The inquirer then
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asks the question through the chair, thus, "Mr.
Chairman, I sliould like to ask the gentleman,"

etc. The reply is made in the same way, as

it is not in order for members to address one

another in the assembly. While each speaker

addresses the chair, the chair remains silent

during the conversation. If the speaker con-

sents to the interruption the time consum':d is

taken out of his time.

(c) Leave to Withdraw or Modify a Mo-
tion* A request for leave to withdraw a

motion, or a motion to grant such leave, may
be madp at any time before voting on the ques-

tion has commenced, even though the motion

has been amended. It requires no second. It

may be made while incidental or subsidiary

motions are pending, and these motions cease

to be before the assembly when the question

to which they are incidental or subsidiary is

withdrawn. It yields to privileged motions,

and cannot be amended or have any other sub-

sidiary motion applied to it. It is imdebatable.

When it is too late to renew it, the motion to

reconsider cannot be withdrawn without unani-

mous consent. When a motion is withdrawn,

the effect is the same as if it had never been

made. Until a motion is stated by the chair-

man, the mover may withdraw or modify it

• Id Corigrt-ss a nicition may l)i' witlidr.nwu at any time
before a deeision or unienUnient." li. K. Kule 16, §2.
The rule given above, which is in accordance with the
common purliunicntur^ law, is better adapted to ordinary
B8s«iublieB.
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Without asking consent of any one. If he

"cofd" Afte'Ar""'^^
-y 'withdraw hisecond. After the question has been stated it.s n possess.on of the assembly, and he caLneither withdraw nor modify it without thoconsent of the assembly. When thl mover requests permission to modify or withTJ u^

ro1^tf*"'•'! •'"•''" ^«''-dno It there is none he announces that th^
-otion is withdrawn or modified i„ such andsuch a way, as the case may be If anv on^objects the chair puts the question on granC
t E Vr ' '"°'"" "^^y ^' -adefo grSt. In case the mover of a main motion wishesto Tccept an amendment that has been offeredwrthout obtaining the floor, he says! "Mr'Chairnian I accept the amendment.^ If noobjection IS made the chair announces thequestion as amended. If any one obTct thechair states the question on the an,endment as

equest fo'rT'^V"J^ ''^ «"--' -"-"" Arequest for leave to do anything is treated the

thaTth''
' '"°'"" *° ^••-^' ^h^ leave excptha the request must be made by the maker

the mot*" ?" " " P'°^°'"^ *° "^°dify, whi ethe motion to grant the leave is made b^ some

r^ ?;ore"d'b ':r'°"
"^"'^^^ - -™""

-

jects a n/e^^u"^'"- .
" '^"y •'"^'"ber ob-

the clerk r^H""f' "° "^^' " ''''^' °' have

Dart nft ' 1°"" ^"^ P^P^'^ °' ^ook, as apart of his speech, without the permission of
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the assembly. The request or the motion to

grant such permission yields to privileged mo-
tions. It cannot be debated, or amended, or
have any other subsidiary motion applied to it.

It is customary, however, to allow members to

read printed extracts as parts of their speeches,
as long as they do not abuse the privilege.

Where papers are laid before the assembly,
every member has a right to have them read
once, or if there is debate or amendment he
has the right to have them read again, before
he can be compelled to vote on them. When-
ever a member asks for the reading of any
such paper evidently for information, and not
for delay, the chai- should direct it to be read,

if no one objects. But a member has not the
right to have .'..nything read (excepting as
stated above) without permission of the as-

sembly. If a member was absent from the hall

when the paper under consideration was read,

even though absent on duty, he cannot insist

on its being again read, as the convenience of
the assembly is of more importance than that

of a single member.
(e) To be Excused from a Duty. If a

member is elected to ofifice, or appointed on a
committee, or has any other duty placed on
him, and he is unable or unwilling to perform
the duty, if present he should decline it im-
mediately, and if absent he should, upon learn-

ing of the fact, at once notify the secretp.ry

or president orally or in writing that he can-
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mediately cJecline;hu"Lt:''.'°" '"' ''"-

"ffice. and is u>ider nh f„ •

'" '""I"' ^^'^

rfuty until thereto K^'"°" *° P^^"^-" »he

tunitv for hil •
^•*^" ^ reasonahle oppor-lunity for his resignation to be acccntpH t.,

om
Je responsibility of his offic- by reS-

ase umirhr"'"'*^-^^ ''"^'^^y does not

S,°°h'," ™"'""e "™i»' wE"

tion of the societv ?L 1
?-^ ^''^ °''^^"''^-

society, the election to fill the vcancy may take place at once unless notLkrequired, or other provision for (lll^gtcln-
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cics is provided by the by-laws. In the case

of a resignation, the chair may at onct state

tiie (|uestion on accepting it, or a motion to

that effect may be made. In either case it is

deb;r l)lc ami may have any siibsiuiary motion

appl. to it. It yields to privileged and in-

cidental motions.

(/) R. quest for Any Other Privilege.

When any retjuest is to be made the member

rises and addresses the chair, and as soon as

he catches the eye of the chairman, states at

once why he rises. He should rise as soon as

a member yields the floor, and, though the

floor is assigned to another, he still makes his

request. He should never interrupt a mem-
ber while s[)eai<ing unless he is sure that the

urgency of ihe case justifies it. As a rule all

su h questions are settled by general consent,

or informally, but, if objection is made, a

'Ote is tak'ii. An explanation may be re-

quested or given, but there is no debate. As
these requests arise, they should be treated so

as to interr.ipt the proceedings as little as is

consistent with the demands of justice.

Art. V. Subsidiary Motions.

See 12 for a list and the general characteristics of

these motions.

28. To Lay on the Table. This motion

takes precedence of all other subsidiary [12]

motions and of such incidental [13] ques-
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tion|. a, are ,.c„,li„g at the tin,c it i, ,„acle

considered goes to the lal.le also. No n^ionha has another motion a.lhcring to he 7"
a.cl on the tahl. by itself; if U.i.f

„" ^
"

ht

Vhen a mot.on .s tal<cn from the table f3S|everyth.ng ,s „, the san.e con<lition. as fi apractK-able, as when the motion wks laid o,

t;i^:;ir£^--£^-P-i/th:

mder the order, the .juestions sfii bVf' e theassembly n,ay he laid on the table. ThTts .f

a motionT "'"" '''"' ^" ^--'dn.ent knd

niot,on to commit, it is in order to lay on It:
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table the resolution, which carries with it the
adhering amendment.

This motion cannot be applied to anything
except a question actually pending, therefore

it is not in orde<- to lay on the table a class of
questions, as the orders of the day, or un-
finished business, or reports of committees,
because they are not pending questions, as only
one main motion can be pending at a time.

To accomplish the desired object, which is evidently
to reach a special subject or class of business, the
proper course is to suspend the rules by a two-thirds
vote and take up the desired question or class of busi-

ness. Sometimes when it is desired to pass over the
next order or class of business, that business is

"passed," as it is called, by general consent. In such
case, as soon as the business for wh. .. was
"passed" is disposed of, it is then taken up. By gen-
eral consent, the business to come before the assem-
bly .nay be considered in any order the assembly
desires.

If a motion to lay on the table has been
made and lost, or if a question laid on the table

has been taken from the table, it shows that

the assembly wishes to consider the question

now, and therefore a motion made the same
day to lay that question on the table is out of

order until there has been material progress

in business or debate, or unless an unforeseen

urgent matter requires immediate attention.

The assembly cannot be required to vote again

the same day on laying the question on the

table unless there is such a change in the state

of afifairs as to make it a new question. Mo-

1 J
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newal of the no ion
^"7' ^"''''^'"^ '^^ r-

on >he n,:L ,„".Zr°; "",'"'''"?• "'

hy Iht ,nt,i,on on the lable until 2 p m " i.

X«tttff;\rrr''™'°"'°

JiH^W^l^frtn, motion is to ,„abl. ,h,
• TPio Z

~
.

"" uuiiionty in hotli HouspV nf , ' •"-nersons Manual

take up a proposition wlifn.>v„^f".M,',''_«^elr power to
take up a proposition

--u'^nl^/rTt'^Ll^it^TJ.'k^'y
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assembly, in order to attend to more urgent
business, to lay aside tiie pending question in
such a way that its consideration may be re-
sumed at the will of the assembly as easily as
if It were a new question, and in preference to
new questions competing with it for considera-
tion. It is to the interest of the assembly that
this object should be attained instantly by a
majority vote, and therefore this motion must
either apply to, or take precedence of, every
debatable motion whatever its rank. It is un-
debatable, and requires only a majority vote,
notwithstanding the fact that if not taken from'
the table the question is suppressed. These
are dangerous privileges which are given to
no other motion whose adoption would result
in final action on a main motion. There is a
great temptation to make an improper use of
them, and lay questions on the table for the

ordor It to lie on their table. It may then be called tor
I V?A '.""'

,
""*• "" account of the enormous number

blllB iutrodueod each session and the possibility ofconsldernt! only a small fraction of them. Congress has
I,Mt°irP f'l',''

''; M,"^ 5.';'"", y"^ ''y "''''<^'' ^^•^ nmjonty canquickly kill a III 1. The high rank and undebatabUity ofthis motion enal) ed It to be used for this purpose bysimply alliiwInB its mover the right of recognition inpreterence to the member reporting the bill, and then notallowing a (luestlon to be taken from the table exceptunder a suspension of the rules (unless it Is a privlleet'dmatter), which requires a two-thirds vote. This com-plete revolution In the use of the motion to lay on the
til lie renders nil the practice of Congress In regard tothis motion useless for any ordinary deliberative assem-bly. It Is tlic e.\treme of a "gag law." and Is only Justl-

,,!l,„i?K"" /".I!"'" k'A;,
"'"''',' '* '» 'mposslble to atteid toone-tenth of the bills and resolutions Introduced. In

t ongress to lay on the table and the previous question
require the same vote (a majority), and in all ordinary
societies where to lay on the table Is habitually used to
kill questions it should require the same vote as theprevious question, namely, two-thirds
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purpose of instantly suppressing them bv a

quSf TrT' °^ "^'"^''^'^ p---question, the legitimate motion to brine theassembly to an immediate vote. The ffndamental principles of parliamentary law requirea two-thircLs vote for every motion that sup-presses a m.
1 question for the session wXout free debate. The motion to lay on thetable being undebatable. and requirin'g only a

a" uh fd'"'''
""-^ ''"'"^ "'^ highest rank'^o?

all subsidiary motions, is in direct conflict with

If habitually used in this way, it should, like

re^StrtSrv^r^^^^^'^-'^^^-'

mmmmmmm
'°<^'et'es having regular meetings as frequently as
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Quarterly. The safer and fairer method is to object
to the consideration of the question if it is so objec-
tionable that It is not desired to allow even its intro-
ducer to speak on it; or, if there has been debate so
ir cannot be objected to, then to move the previous
quistion, which, if adopted, immediately brings the
assembly to a vote. These are legitimate motions for
getting at the sense of the members at once as to
whether they wish the subject discussed, and, as they
require a two-thirds vote, no one has a right to object
to their being adopted.

The Effect of the adoption of this motion is
to place on the table, that is, in charge of the
secretary, the pending question and everything
adhering to it ; so, if an amendment is pending
to a motion to refer a resolution to a com-
mittee, and the question is laid on the table,
all these questions go together to the table, and
when taken from the table they all come up
together. An amendment proposed to any-
thing already adopted is a main motion, and
therefore when laid on the table, does not
carry with it the thing proposed to be
amended. A question of privilege may be laid
on the table without carrying with it the ques-
tion it interrupted. In legislative bodies, and
all others that do not have regular sessions as
often as quarterly, questions laid on tne table
remain there for that entire session, unless
taken up before the session closes. In de-
liberative bodies with regular sessions as fre-
quent as quarterly, the sessions usually are
very short and questions laid on the tab', re-
main there until the close of the next regular
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session, if not taken up earlier; just as in tiie

^ the next session, and the effect of themot on to reconsider, if not called up, doesnot ternnnate unt.l the close of the next seslsion The reasons for any one of these rulesappy with nearly equal Lrce to tho othersWhile a question .s on the table no .notion

anv , '"""V
i^ ^' i" order that would inany way affect the question that is on the

trom the table and move the new one as a
substitute or to make such other motL^as
IS adapted to the case.

_29^he Previous Question* takes prece-

vious debate on the subleot' tnriJ Zl ^"^
^i''''}

"» P""
be equally divided between t'hnS..L^'''"i''.'' "' dehati-, to
favor o( the nroni«ition |E"°1? "PPosed to and thus,, (n
question has b?eSTdered' Tbe nToHo,?','" ti'^ P^evloiS

V'b-aT-anS^ b^rfnf"tiSfTF?^ -'"^
the immediate question or nii^rH?.^. " "'"^t vote upon
asked and ordered ThrnPevloIrm,",?*'''''''' " ^"^ 1>''™

and oi'dered upon a slnsfe motion^ ,^"""''. ""» "'' asked
allowable under the ru?es o?^ ni n'mLn"''"''. "' ""H'os

fX"the»,r^?iL^CSS- b'''^' "-'"""^-

!n'^otPoiri„-Vrj^S?£"t ?f.n'''-.^Sd"^sSt°a"
standing or s™le^t eomm^ttee

"^""'"'* '""factions, to a

previous qne'stloj'fs ^?3e?ed'"u'nl°e2,* f." 'S Z'^" """ "-e
an aetual* eount by the Sneaker thi'f 'i"" "PP™'' "P»n
present. ' speaker that a quoru'-i is not

n,o^on1l' l"^6fTr.ftirT."io^:„Z^^', "'""i »""• «
such motion, shall be decided »??;?„ '^**'"''' ""* PoodlnR
wise, without debate,"

"hfther on nppea! or other
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dence of all subsidiary [12] motions except
to lay on the table, and yields to privileged
[14] and incidental [13] motions, and to the
motion to lay on the table. It is undebatable,
and cannot be amended or have any other sub-
sidiary motion applied to it. The effect of an
amendment may be obtained by calling for, or
moving, the previous question on a different
set of the pending questions (which must be
consecutive and include the immediately pend-
ing question), in which case the vote is taken
first on the motion which orders the previous
question on the largest number of questions.
It may be applied to any debatable or amend-
able motion or m tions, and if unqualified it

applies only to the immediately pending mo-
tion. It may be qualified so as to apply to a
series of pending questions, or to a consecutive
part of a series beginning with the immediately
pendmg question. It requires a two-thirds
vote for its adoption. After the previous
question has been ordered, up to the time of
taking the last vote under it, the questions that
have not been voted on may be laid on the
table, but can have no other subsidiary mo-
tions applied to them. An appeal made after
the previous question has been demanded or
ordered and before its exhaustion, is unde-
batable. The previous question, before any
vote has been taken under it, may be recon-
sidered, but not after its partial execution.
As no one would vote to reconsider the vote
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ordering the previous nucstin., „•(,„
opposed to th': previouT^S; '

tToIC:that .f the motion to recin.sider prevails ^

tor the previous question, ami. therefore f

placing ,h, tei„e.sS'S .r" ™ "fous question was moved. If a vn.. J^
bet/e th7^^^'°"^

'^-stion^s^rn;- ::;;

"•ere can be no debate or amendmenf nf tt,o
proposition

;
but if the reconsid rS is aftethe previous question is exhausted hen tlmotion to reconsider, as well afth;

"'^'\ ''"^

is "tL
^''^.^°™ of putting the question*

-and?d%rcXdrr"T '
r^^^ f-

"-

on which the n-v^^ °" f^P^'^'fy the motions
__;^^^^^^^^_th^pre^ question is demanded].
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ill!

As many as arc in favor of ordering the

previous question on [repeat the motions] will

rise." When they are seated he continues,

"Those opposed will rise. There being two-

thirds in favor of the motion, the afifirniative

has it and the previous question is ordered on

[repeat the motions upon which it is ordered].

The question is [or recurs] on [state the im-

mediately pending ([uestion]. As many as are

in favor," etc. If the previous question is

ordered the chair immediately proceeds to put

to vote the questions on which it was ordered

until all the votes are taken, or there is an

affirmative vote on postponing definitely or in-

definitely, or committing, either of which ex-

hausts the previous question. If there can be

the slightest doubt as to the vote the chair

should take it again immediately, counting

each side. If less than two-thirds vote in the

affirmative, the chair announces the vote thus

:

"There not being two-thirds in favor of the

motion, the negative has it and the motion is

lost. The question is on," etc., the chair stating

the question on the immediately pending ques-

tion, which is again open to debate and amend-

ment, the same as if the previous question had

not been demanded.

The question may be put in a form similar

to this: "The previous question has been

moved on the motion to commit and its amend-

ment. As many as are in favor of now

putting the question on the motion to cgmmit

ii
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S riJ'^Tu'^'^T-
^'" "'^' t»'°« oppose.!Will rise. Ihere be.ng two-thirds in favor ohe motion, the debate is closed on the mo ion

p commit and its amendment, and the cues.on IS on the amendment," ec. wSile^ th s'form IS allowable, yet it is better to conformto^the regular parliamentary form as give"

The Object of the previous question is tobring the assembly at once to a vo e on the.mmediatey pending question and on suCother pending questions as may be snecifie
.n the demand. It is the properVotiofoue
or to kin^r^'^'

"''^'•'^" '''' °''J-' - 'o -lopor to kil the proposition on which it is or-dered, without further debate or moUons to

tiolk to^l"*
of ordering the previous ques-tion ,s to close debate immediately, to prevent

idiaTv
3°' ^"'^"''•"-'^ 0-- any other sub-

to rrLT°"' """T '° '^y °" '^' '^b-^ andto bring the assembly at once to a vote on the.mmed.ately pending question, and such "tiepending questions as were specified in the de-

"rd L" n"°*'°"- l^
'^' P^-'°"^ question isordered on more than one question, then itseffect extends to those questions and is noexhausted until they are voted on, or they are

chspose^oU^h_m^^^belowunde^xha^

been abandoned by Congrels.'"""
'""* ''™'' ordered, hal
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liil

of the previous question. If the previous

question is voted down, the discussion con-

tinues as if this motion had not been made.

The cfifect of the previous question does not

extend beyond the session in which it was

adopted. Should any of the questionj upon

which it was ordered come before the assem-

bly at a future session they are divested of the

previous question and are open to debate and

amendment.
The previous question is Exhausted during

the session as follows

:

(1) When the previous question is un-

qualified, its effect terminates as soon as the

vote is taken on the immediately pending

question.

(2) If the previous question is ordered on

more than one of the pending questions its

efifect is not exhausted until all of the ques-

tions upon which it has been ordered have

been voted on, or else the effect of those that

have been voted on has been to commit the

main question, or to postpone it definitely or

indefinitely.

If, before the exhaustion of the previous

question, the questions on which it has been

ordered that have not been voted on are laid

on the table, the previous question is not ex-

hausted thereby, so that when they are taken

from the table during the same session, they

are still under the previous question and can-
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not be debated or amended or have anv othersubsidiary motion applied to them

the previous qSonfvi, "/ ^"^ "^ ^'''^'^'"^M.
debate, but to suDDress h^

""""'?''' '° '"PPress
fore, in EnK?and^M<: 1

""" ''"""on. and there-
of the meas? e who Ln voi.' iH'r^''

^^ '•''^ ="'^"'i«
first used in IfifM ,„ I

? ' '".''"^ ncg.itive. It w.is

to dSc ques^oi
"^

iT w.."",:;;^'' '?
be applied onlv

the. main question bV put-^'n" hoi,"'"
^°'"'' ".Shall

7>ain question was dismissed or h^nt"'^-""""^'
'.''^

form was afterwards chTn^fH.o.L-
'''i' session. Its

SeS;^-^|ll^f-'.?p;i;^^n:i?j

of the main queS, for if ,r .

^'y'''-'' '"^'^"ssion

main.questiorwa:"i„tedi^, y'tu'fry^.^'^'J'''^negat ve y (that is thTJl; ^ '
?"'' '^ decided

pm). it was ditmi^'sed fo^the Z'"''''"" '"= "<" """^

P.^ot^'Kion^t^^l^^lli,:^'^^;'- En«hsh
so that, while in Eneland thn m ;- '^'^"^"^ motion,

ri^ v^es agaiii^'iit Jl:^ r^;" e' ^.^^r1^

^c^ni^.rifirL^ViJ^f-'Tln:^-
»>- reported b;'iUn^-:rLn;e^-l;
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pending amendments, and finilly upon the mim ques-

tion In 1860 Congress decided that the only effect

of the previous question, if the motion to postpone

were pending, should be to bring the House to a

direct vole on the postponement—thus preventmg tne

previous question from cutting off any pendmg mo-

tion In 1860 the rule viras modified also so as to

allow it to be applied if so specified to an amendment

or to an amendment of an amendment, without af-

fecting anything else, and so that if the previous

question were lost the debate would be resumed, in

1880 the rule was further changed so as to allow it

to be applied to single motions, or to a series of

motions, the motion? to which it is to apply being

specified in the demand; and 30 minutes debate,

equally divided between the friends and the enemies

of tlie proposition, was allowed after the previous

question had been ordered, if there had been no de-

bate previously. In 1890 the 30 minutes debate was

changed to 40 minutes. The previous question now

is simply a motion to close debate and proceed to

voting on the immediately pending question aiid such

other pending questions as it has been ordered upon.

30. Limit or Extend Limits of Debate.

Motions, or orders, to limit or extend the

limits of debate, like the previous question,

take precedence of all debatable motions, may

be applied to any debatable motion or series

of motions, and, if not specified to the con-

trary, apply only to the immediately pending

question. If it is voted to limit the debate, the

order applies to all incidental and subsidiary

motions and the motion to reconsider, subse-

quently made, as long as the order is in force.

But an order extending the limits of debate

does not apply to any motions except the im-

mediately pending one and such others as are
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si)ecified. They are undebatable, an.l re.iuirc-a tvyo-thirds vote for their adoDtio. T
motions n,ay he amended, hm cn° h,v

"''

ot er subsidiary Motion applied '.oXn^'^.^h':;ytld to privdeged
14 J and incidentil fl3l'no .ons. and to the n.otions to lay on the tlhliand for ,he previous question. ^-heV ma? £made only when the immediately pendinTJuestion IS debatable. When one n! ,u^

'
pending, another one that Zs not c'onfli:-;

one of these motions has been adopted i is>n order to move another one of them nrov.ded ,t does not conflict with the one bfo'ce'

deb.te'"mrj°
"""' °' ^"'^"'^ '^^ ""^ t^ ofaeDate may be reconsidered even tho-tri, rorder has been partially execS, andlf lo';;.may be renewed after there has been si^ffi

;«tio7'^^^^'"^'^''^'^'°-^-^i'a^new
After an order is adopted closing debate at

the rnofons to postpone and to commit Ztnot be moved until the vote adopting the orderhas been reconsidered; but the pending nues.on may be laid on th. table, and if it^'s no

pied fo';:
'^'

'""^.""i'''
^f'- 'he hm ap-

voe noH K
.°""^ '^' '^'^'''' ^"d taking the

tion Aft'er th
"
H

^^^^''^''-'y P"* the quettion. After the adoption of an order limitingthe number or length of the speeches,
™!
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tending these limits, it is in order to move any

of the other subsidiary [12] motions on the

pending question.

An order modifying the limits of debate on

a question is in force only during the session

in which it was adopted. If the question in

any way goes over to the next session it is

divested of this order and is open to debate

according to the regular rules.

The various Forms of this motion are as

follows

:

( 1 ) To fix the hour for closing debate and

putting the question, the form is similar to

this : "I move that debate close and the ques-

tion be put on the resolution at 9 p. m."

(2) To limit the length of the debate, the

motion may be made thus : "I move that de-

bate on the pending amendment be limited to

twenty minutes."

(3) To reduce or increase the number and

length of speeches, the motion should be made
in a form similar to one of these : "I move
that debate on the pending resolution and its

amendments be limited to one speech of five

minutes from each member;" "I move that

Mr. A's time be extended ten minutes ;" "I

move that Messrs. A and B (the leaders on

the two sides) be allowed twenty minutes each,

to be divided between their two speeches at

their pleasure, and that other members be

limited to one speech of two minutes each,

and that the question be put at 9 p. m."
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31. To Postpone to a Certair Time or
Defimtely- takes precedence o, u,c motions
to commit to amend, and to postpone indefi-
nite y, and yields to all privileged [141 and
.nndental [13 J motions, ana .. the motions o
lay on the table, for the previous question,
and limit or to extend the limits of debate.
It allows of a limited debate which must notgo into the merits of the main question anymore than IS necessary to enable the assembly
to determine the propriety of the postpone-
ment It may be amended as to the time and
also by making the postponed c.uestion a spe-
cial order. The previous question and the mo-
tions limiting or exten.Iing the limits of de-

on th^?^,, fP"'f '° '• ^' «"""' be laidon the table alone, but when it is pending themain question may be laid on the table which
carries with it the n.otion to postpone. It can-
not be committed or postponed indefinitely Itmay be reconsidered. When it makes a ques-
tion a special order it requires a two-thirds
vote.

n„It'Vn"''-!u-'''''if''
'^ ^1""'*'°" '^ postponed

must fall withm the session or the next ses-
sion t and, if it is desired to postpone it to
a different time, which must not be beyond the
next regular session, it is necessary first to

to Vday^t^fn, '^l^i^r^^^l^lL^^^^^^
.Jon^„^»peel„,or.r5S'/J^!.;,i;LrRrr,*S.h"o^\'',e"'£o2ffs

i
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!!t

fix the time for an adjourned meeting, and
then the question may be postponed to that

meeting. Some societies have frequent meet-

ings for Hterary or other purposes at which

business may be transacted, while they hold

every month or quarter a meeting especially

for business. In such societies these rules ap-

ply particularly to the regular business meet-

ings, to which questions may be postponed

from the previous regular business meeting or

from any of the intervening meetings. Neither

the motion to postpone definitely nor an

amendment to it, is in order when it has the

effect of an indefinite postponement ; that is,

to defeat the measure, as, for instance, to post-

pone until tomorrow a motion to accept an

invitation to a banquet tonight. If the motion

to postpone indefinitely is in order at the time,

the chair may treat it as such at his discre-

tion, but it cannot be recognized as a motion

to postpone definitely. It is not in order to

postpone a class of business, as reports of

committees ; as each report is announced or

called for, it may be postponed, or the rules

may be suspended by a two-thirds vote and

the desired question be taken up. A matter

that is required by the by-laws to be attended

to at a specified time or meeting as the elec-

tion of officers cannot, in advance, be post-

poned to another time or meeting, but when

that specified time or meeting arrives the

assembly may postpone it to an adjourned
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meeting. This is sometimes advisable as i„case of an annual meeting for the election

"

that a bar. ,|nor„m ,s present. After an order

the assetn°'f
''"''"°" °^ P"""^^'^ '^ before

tio^r.^ ^ '" ''"°"' ''' f""her considera-tion may be postponed, or any other subsidiarvmot,o„ may be applied to it. When I qut "„
has been postponed to a certain time it be-

caTnot be r.'"
°' '^'. '^y '°' ^h^t 'i™e andcannot be taken up before that time except bva reconsideration, or by suspending the rules

vote rS^r'^r;
"''^.'^ ^^^"'^ a^two'third

vote. [See Orders of the Day, 20 for the

TJ'i''^
questions that have b^n post-poned definitely.] P

obSts?ught.°'*'"^'"°''°"'^^P^"^-P-''^e

n,ii- V ^
u^

°^'^^^ '' '™P'y t° postpone thequestion to the next meeting, when it will haveprecedence of new business, the form of themotion IS "to postpone the question [or thathe ques ,on be postponed] to the next meel

Z meetiiSg'"
'"°"" ' '''''''' '^'^^ '°^

(2) If the object is to specify an hourwhen the question will be taken up as soon athe question then pending, if there is any. idisposed of, the form is similar to this : "I ^'ovl
*''^/ *'i%q"estion be postponed to 3 p. m "

tion Ltn V '^^^'^^d.to postpone the ques-tion until after a certain event, when it shall
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1

immediately come up, the form is, "To post-
pone the question until after the address on
Economics."

(4) If the object is to insure its not being
crowded out by other matters there should be
added to the motion to postpone as given in
the first two cases above, the words, "and be
made a special order." Or the motion may be
made thus : "J move that the question be post-
poned and made a special order for the next
meeting [or, for 3 p. ji. tomorrow]." The
motion in this form requires a two-thirds vote,
as it suspends the rules that may interfere with
its consideration at the time specified as ex-
plained under Orders of the Day [20].

(5) If it is desired to postpone a question
to an adjourned meeting and devote the entire
time, if necessary, to its consideration, as in

case of revising by-laws, after providing for
the adjourned meeting the motion should be
made in this form : "I move that the question
be postponed and made the special order for
next Tuesday evening." Or, a question may
be postponed and made the special order for
the next regular meeting.

The Ejfect of postponing a question is to

make it an order of the day for the time to

which it was postponed, and if it is not then
disposed of, it becomes Linfinished business.

Postponing a question to a certain hour does
not make it a special order unless so specified

in the motion. The motion to postpone defi-
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n tdy may be amended by a majority vote soas to make the amended motion one to , K,k°he question a special order. If ,his is I,,'he an,ended motion .n„ .e.ttire a two-th
vote. [Orders of the Day. 20, should be readin connection with this section.]

.

32. To Commit or Refer. (.All the ru!e«;n regard to this motion, excep! wiere s atd

o Go inTn r"-''
'^''''' '^1"^"y *° the motiono Oo mto Committee of the Whole, to Con-sder Informally, and to Recommit as it scalled when a c,uestio„ is committed a secondt^me.) This motion takes precedence of themotions to amend and to postpone indefin telvand yields to all the other 'stibsidiarrr 12

1

dental [13 motions. It cannot be applied to

theMhl" "' '"°"°"' "°'- "" it be'laid 0,1

withSl',.°I-''°'*P°"''' '^"Pt '" connection
Hith the main quest-on. The previous ques-tion and motions to limit or exiend the limits

"ItfT'^"-'" """^"' ""'>' '- applied t™

dl .K. f"''"^ 'he mai,i question. It i

l^ll^^^^^g^th^n^jues^^ the motion to

l>elpg dPbntnb le and openin'^ to H»h»i'"",'','*''"'-
'"stond of

nmin question. In a lmrtv*lik°„
.-.^''*'^ ""^ "<'''*'' "' tlic

nil the business must lie attenrierf ?*'i'''"''
'''^"'' '"'"Iv

bate on referring a Dronn<,lfln„ V^ o
'" '" ,<-Ottinilttee.s. de-

be allowed. Members oanannI?r''KT"''l*r '^ould not

a^^e^b^r-ri^U^^i£ >l|p-*.v^

fa» atn"l a1WMHv" '"lli/d^wn'''''^
ferrlng the question to a comn" ':..".

^'' '"•°P''''''y »' re-
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postpone indefinitely is pending when a ques-

tion is referred to a committee, it is lost, and
is not referred to the committee. Pending

amendments go with the main motion to the

committee. The motion to commit may be re-

considered but after the committee has begun

the consideration of the question referred to

it, it is too late to move to reconsider the vote

to commit. The committee may, however,

then be discharged as shown below.

The motion to commit (that is, to refer to a

committee) may vary in form all the way
from the simple form of, "That the question

be referred to a committee," to the complete

form of referring to question "to a committee

of five to be appointed by the chair, with in-

structions to report resolutions properly cov-

ering the case, nt the next regular business

meeting." If the motion is made in the com-
plete form the details may be changed by

amendments, though they are usually treated

not as ordinary amendments, but as in filling

blanks [page 148].

If the motion is made in the simple form of

merely referring the pending question to a

committee there are three courses that may
be pursued in completing the details, the one

to be chosen depending upon the circumstances

of the case. ( 1
) The simple, or skeleton, mo-

tion may be completed by moving amend-

ments, or making suggestions, for adding the

required details as stated below. (2) The
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chair on his own initLtive may call for sug-
gestions to complete the motion, first inquirine
as to what committee the question shall be re-
ferred and continuing in the order shown
hereafter. (3) The motion in its simplest
torm may be put to vote at once by its enemies'
ordering the previous question, and where the
motion to commit is almost certain to be lost
this IS sometimes done to save the time that
would be uselessly spent in completing the
details. If It should happen that the motion
to commit is adopted, which is improbable,
then the details are completed before any new
business, except privileged matters, can be
taken up. These details are taken up in the
order given below, the chair calling for the
several items much as if he were completing
the motion before it was voted on.

In completing a motion simply to refer to a
committee, the fir., question the chair asks is,
To what committee shall the question be re-

ferred?" If different ones are suggested, the
suggestions are not treated as amendments of
those previously ofTered, but are voted on in
the following order until one receives a ma-
jority vote: Committee of the whole; as if
in committee of the whole ; consider inform-
ally

; standing committee, in the order in which
they are proposed; special (select) committee
(largest number voted on first). If the ques-
tion has already been before a standing or
special committee the motion becomes the mo-
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tion to recommit, and the committees would
be voted on in the above order except the old
committee would precede other standing and
select committees. In suggesting or moving
that the committee be a special one, the word
"special" is not generally used, the motion be-
ing made to refer the question to a committee
of five, or any other number, which makes it

a special committee; that is, not a standing
committee. If any committee except a special
one is decided upon, the chair should then put
the question on referring the question to that
committee. But any one may interrupt him
and move to add instructions, or he, himself,
may suggest them, or instructions may be
given after the vote has been taken on com-
mitting the question. Instructions may be
given to the committee by a majority vote at
any time before it submits its report, even at

another session.

If the committee is to be a special one, it

is necessary in addition to its number to decide
how it is to be apoointed. If different

methods are suggested, or moved, they are
voted on in the following order : Ballot ; nomi-
nations from the floor (or open nominations)

;

nominations by the chair; and lastly, appoint-
ment by the chair, the method that should usu-
ally be adopted in very large assemblies. When
this is decided the completed motion to com-
mit is put to vote. Instructions as heretofore

stated may be added before the vote is taken
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on the motion to conunit, or they may be given
a terwards. If the mofon to commit is
adopted, no new business, except priviletre.l
matters, can intervene until the aiipointment of
the committee by the method prescribed ex-
cept that when the chair appoints the coin-
mittee he may wish time to make his selec-
tions, which, however, must be announced to
the assembly.

If nominations are made from the floor no
one can nominate more than one, if objection
IS made. The member making a nomination
ni a large assembly rises, and, addressing the
chair without waiting to be recognized, says
I nominate Mr. A." In small assemblies the

nominations for committees are frequently
made by members from their seats suggesting
names. The chair repeat each name as he
hears it, and if no more than the prescribed
number is suggested, he puts the question on
the members named constituting the com-
mittee. If more names than the prescribed
number are suggested, the chair puts the ques-
tion on each name in succession, beginning
with the first named, until enough are chosen
to hll the committee. The negative must be
put as well as the affirmative, a majority vote
being required for ^ ,ich member of the com-
mittee. If the committee is nominated by the
chair he states the question thus : "The ques-
tion is, 'Shall these members constitute the
committee?'" It is now in order to move to
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Strike out any of the names, and if such a mo-

tion is adopted the chair replaces them with

other names. When he appoints the com-

mittee no vote is tai<en, but he must announce

the names of the committee to the assembly,

and until such announcement is made the com-

mittee cannot act. If it is desired to permit

the chair to appoint a committee after adjourn-

ment, it must be authorized by a vote. The

power to appoint a '-otnmittee carries with

it the power to app( i i' its chairman and to

fill any vacancy that may arise in the com-

mittee. The resignation of a member of a

committee should be addressed to the appoint-

ing power.

The Forms of this motion are as follows:

"To refer the question to a committee;" "To

recommit the resolution;" "That the subject

be referred to a committee of three to be ap-

pointed by the chair, and that it report by reso-

lution at the next meeting;" "That it be re-

ferred to a committee with power :" "That the

assembly do now resolve itself into [or, j,o

into] committee of the whole, to take under

consideration," etc., specifying the subject

[55] ; "That the resolution be considered

as if in committee of the whole" [56] ;
"That

the resolution be considered informally

[57]. , ,

The Object of the motion to refer to a

standing or special committee is u ally to

enable a question to be more carefully inves-
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tigatcd and put into l)cttcr shai.c for the as-
sembly to consider, than can lie done in the
assembly itself. Where an assembly is large
and has a very large amount of liusincss it is
safer to have every main ([ucstion go to a
committee before final adion on it is taken.
.\ special committee to investigate and report
upon a subject should consist of representative
members on both sides of the question, so that
both parties in the assembly may have confi-
dence in the report, or reports in case there
IS disagreement and a minority reirort is sub-
nutted. By care in selecting committees in
ordinary assemblies, debates upon delicate and
troublesome questions can be mostly confined
to the committees. It is not at all necessary
to appoint on the committee the member who
makes the motion to refer, but it is usual, and
the courteous thing to do, when he is spe-
cially interested or informed on the subject.
If the appointing power does not designate a
chairman of the committee, the member first

named acts as such unless the committee elects
its own chairman. Consequently it is very
important that the first named .should be an
efficient person, especially in a committee for
action.

Sometimes a question is referred to a com-
mittee with full power to act in the case.
When the duty assigned it his been performed,
it should report what it has done, and when
this report has been made the conmiittee ceases
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to exist. When the assembly has decided a

question and appoints a committee to take

certain action (such as a committee of ar-

rangements for holding a |)ublic meeting),

then the committee shoulil be small, and all

should he favorable to the action to be t.iken.

If any one is api)ointed on such a committee

who is not in sympathy with the proposed

action, he should say so and ask to be ex-

cused. Sometimes such a committee is given

power to add to its number.

The object of going into committee of the

whole, or considering a f|uestion as if in com-

mittee of the whole, or informally, is to enable

the assembly to discuss a question with per-

fect freedom, there being no limit to the num-
ber of speeches. The first method is used in

the United States House of Representatives,

and the second in the United States Senate.

The last one is the simplest, and is best

adapted to ordinary societies that are not very

large. They are explained in 55-57.

If any form of the motion to commit is

made with reference to a question not pend-

ing, it become a main motion. Thus, a mo-
tion to go into committee of the whole on a

question not pending, or to appoint a com-

mittee upon a subject not pending, or to ap-

point a committee to take certain action, is a

main motion.

To Discharge a Committee. When a com-

mittee has made its fina' report and it has been
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received by the assembly, the oinniittce ccises
to exist without any tnotioii heiiii; ma<lc to that
effect. If, for any reason, the assembly wishes
to take a question out of the haii.is of a cotn-
tnittee, and it is too late t.. reconsider the vote
on the committal, it is necessarv to "discharge
the committee from fiirtber coiisi.lcration" of
the resolution or other matter referred to it

for as long as the matter is in the hands of
the committee, the assembly cannot consider
anything involving practically the .same ques-
tion. If the committee has not yet taken up
the question referred to it, the proper motion
on the day or the day after it was referred, is
to reconsider the vote to commit, which re-
quires only a majority vote. If the n-otion to
reconsider cannot be made, a motion to dis-
ch...g, the ..ommittee should be made, which.
if ..dopt.,^ pr.ictically rescinds action taken,
and therefore requires a two-thirds vote, or a
vote of a majority of the membership, unless
previous notice of the motion has been given,
when it requires only a majority vote. When
the committee is discharged its' chairman re-
turns to the secretary all papers that have
been entrusted to him. It requires a motion
to bring the matter referred before the assem-
bly, and this motion may be combined with
the motion to discharge, thus: "I move that
the committee to whom was referred the reso-
lution on immigration be discharged, and that
the resolution be now taken up for consider-

m
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»:':

ation for, be considered at some other specified

time]."*

33. To Amend takes precedence of the
motion to postpone indefinitely, and yields to

all other subsidiary [12] motions and to all

privileged [14] and incidental [13] motions,

except the motion to divide the question. It

can be applied to all motions except those in

the List of Motions that Cannot be Amended
[page 146]. It can be amended itself, but
this "amendment of an amendment" (or

amendment of the second degree) cannot be
amended. The previous question and motions
to limit or extend the limits of debate may be
applied to an amendment, or to only an amend-
ment of an amendment, and in such case they

do not affect the main question, unless so spec-

ified. An amendment is debatable in all cases

except where the motion to be amended is

undebatable. An amendment of a pending

question requires only a majority vote for its

adoption, even though the question to be

amended requires a two-thirds vote. An

• In FI. R. Rule 27 is the following : "4. Any member
may present to the clerk a motion in writing to dis-
charge a committee from further consideration of any
public bill or joint resolution which may have been re-

ferred to such committee fifteen days prior thereto. All
such motions shall be entered in the Journal and printed
on ft calendar to be linown as a 'Calendar of Motions to
Discharge Committees.' . . . When such motions shall
be called up . . . debate on such motion shall be lim-
ited to twenty minutes, one-half thereof in favor of the
proposition and one-half in opposition thereto. Such
motions shall have precedence over motions to suspend
the rules and shall require for adoption an affirmative
vote of a majority of the membership of the House."
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amendment of a constitution or by-laws or
ritles o order, or order of business, prevTousK
adopted, requires a two-thirds vote; but anamendment of that amendment requires on'y

fs uX '
'°M-

^''^'" ' "°''°" "'resolution

L filT
"""'"'^T^^f"" °"'y one amendment ofthe first degree is permitted at a time, and oneamendment of that amendment-that is

",'

amendment of the second degree-is allowed
also An amendment of the third degreewould be too complicated and is not in order *
Instead of makmg it, a member may say that
>i the amendment of the amendment is voted

niuit of the amendment. While there can beonly one amendment of each degree pending
at the same tmie, any number of them may be
offered m succession. An amendment mustbe germanet to the subject to be amended-
that IS, It must relate to it, as shown further

nm'euiSilTTtblV,! aZ'^^lL^/ ^^ comn.lttoe while
nx shown oil paK° 22(! In rorSl?.f '^^F^ T' Pending
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on. So an amendment to an amendment must
be germane to the latter.

Form. An amendment may be in any of
the following forms: (o) to insert or add
(that is, place at the end)

; (b) to strike out;
(c) to strike out and insert, or to substitute,

as it is called, when an entire paragraph or
resolution is struck out and another is in-

serted. The third form is a combination of
the other two and cannot be divided, though,
as shown hereafter, for the purposes of
amendment the two motions are treated sep-
arately, the words to be struck out being first

amended and then the words to be inserted.
No amendment is in order the effect of which
is to convert one of these forms into another.
The motion to amend is made in a form

similar to this : "I move to amend the resolu-
tion by inserting the word 'very' before the
word 'good

;'

" or, it may be reduced to a form
as simple as this: "I move to insert 'very'

before 'good.' " The motion to insert should
always specify the word before or after which
the insertion is to be made. The motion to

strike out should also locate the word, pro-
vided it occurs more than once. When the
chair states the question on the amendment
he should repeat the motion in detail so that
all may understand what modification is pro-
posed. Unless the effect of the amendment
is very evident, he should, in putting the ques-
tion, show clearly the effect of its adoption,
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even though it requires the reading of the
entire resolution, and then the words to be
inserted, or struck out, or struck out and in-
serted, and finally the resolution as it will
stand if the amendment is adopted. He then
says "As many as are in favor of the amend-
ment [or. of striking out, etc., or of inserting,
etc.] say aye; those opposed, say no. The
ayes have it, the amendment is adopted, and
the question is on the resolution as amended,
which IS, Resolved, That,'" etc., reading the
resolution as amended. If the vote is taken
by Show of hands or by rising, the question is
put and the vote announced thus : "As many
as are in favor of the amendment will rise For,
will raise the right hand] ; those opposed will
rise Lor, will manifest it in the same way].
Ihe affirmative has it and the amendment is
adopted. The question is on the resolution,"
etc. The instant the amendment is voted on
whether it is adopted or lost, the chair should
announce the result of the vote and state the
question that is then before the assembly
To Insert or Add Words. When a motion

to insert [or add] certain words is made, the
words to be inserted should be perfected by
amendments proposed by their friends before
the vote is taken on inserting or adding them.
After words have been inserted or added they
cannot be changed or struck out except by a
motion to strike out the paragraph, or such a
portion of It as shall make the question an
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entirely diflfereiit one from that of inserting

the particular words ; or by combining such a
motion to strike out the paragraph or a por-

tion of it with t^e motion to insert other

words. The principle involved is that when
the assembly has voted that certain words
shall form a part of a resolution, it is not in

order to make another motion that involves

exactly the same question as the one it has
decided. The only way to bring it up again

is to mo\ to reconsiuer [36] the vote by
which thr '. jrds were inserted. If the motion
to insert is lost, it does not preclude any other

motion to insert these words together with

other words, or in place of other words, pro-

vided the new motion presents essentially a
new question to the assembly.

To Strike out Words. The motion to strike

out certain words can be applied only to con-

secutive words, though, as the result of amend-
ments, the words may be separated when the

final vote is taken. If it is desired to strike

out separated words, it is necessary to strike

out the separated words by separate motions,

or still better, a motion may be made to strike

out the entire clause or sentence containing

the words to be struck out and insert a new
clause or sentence as desired. The motion to

strike out certain words nay be amended only

by striking out words '
. -m the amendment,

the effect of which is to retain in the resolu-

tion the words struck out of the amendment
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provided both motions are adopted. If the
motion to strike out certain words is adopted
he same words cannot be again inserted unless
the place or the wording is so changed as to
make a new proposition. If the motion to
strike out fails,* it does not preclude a motion
to strike out the same words and insert other
words, or to strike out a part of the words, or
to strike out a part and insert other words ; or
to strike out these words with others, or to
do this and insert other words. In each of
these cases the new question is materially dif-
ferent from the old one. For striking out all,
or a part, of something that has been previ-
ously adopted, see "Rescind, etc." [37].
To Strike Out and Insert Words is a com-

bination of the two preceding motions, and
is indivisible.* For purposes of amendment
It is resolved into its constituent elements, and
the words to be struck out are first amended,
after which the words to be inserted are
amended. After their amendment the question
IS put on the motion to strike out and insert. If
it is adopted, the inserted words cannot be
struck out, nor can the words struck out be in-
serted, unless the words or place are so changed
as to make the question a new one, as described
above. If the motion is lost, it does not pre-
clude either of the single motions to strike out

nnln,i„ ^^
^'"^""^ ""* '"''''B '<>»» "hall fleithpr preclude

II I! Ru"e le!""?".'"' " *" '""" ""' ""•' Insert; ."
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or to insert the same words, nor another mo-
tion to stril<e out and insert, provided there
is any material change in either the words to
be struck out or the words to be inserted, so
that the questions are not practically identical.

When it is desired to strike out or modify
separated words, a motion may be made to
strike out so much of the resolution as is nec-
essary to include all the words to be struck
out or changed, and to insert the desired re-

vision including these words. If the words
are inserted in the place previously occupied
by the words struck out, they may differ ma-
terially from the latter, provided they are
germane to it. If the words are to be inserted
at a different place, then they must not differ

materially from those struck out, as it must
be in the nature of a transfer. The combined
motion to strike out words in one place and to
insert different words in another place is not
in order. Either the place or the words must
be substantially the same. If there are sev-
eral changes to be made, it is usually better to
rewrite the paragraph and offer it as a sub-
stitute, as shown further on.

Amendments Affecting an Entire Paragraph.
A motion to insert (or add) or to strike out
a paragraph, or to substitute one paragraph
for another, is an amendment of the first de-
gree, and therefore cannot be made when an
amendment is pending. The friends of the
paragraph to be inserted or struck out should
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put it in the best possible shape by amending
It before it is voted on. After a paragraph
has been inserted it cannot be amended ex-
cept by adding to it; and it cannot be struci<
out except in connection with other paragraphs
so as tc -nalce the question essentially a new
one. If a paragraph is struck out, it cannot
be mserted afterwards unless it is so changed
ni wording or place as to present an essentially
new question. If the motion to insert or to
strike out a paragraph is lost, it does not pre-
clude any other motion except one that pre-
sents essentially the same question as the one
that the assembly has already decided, as
shown above in the case of amending words
of a paragraph. Thus, when a motion to in-
sert a paragraph has been lost, it is in order
to move to insert a part of the paragraph or
the entire paragraph if materially altered. So,
though the assembly has refused to strike out
a paragraph, it is in order to strike out a part
of the paragraph or otherwise to amend it,

though it is safer for its friends to make it

as nearly perfect as possible before the vote
is taken on striking it out, with a view to
defeating that motion.
A motion to substitute one paragraph for

another (which is a combination of the two
preceding motions) after being .stated by the
chair is resolved into its two elements for the
purpose of amendment, the chair at first en-
tertaining amendments only to the paragraph
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to be struck out, these amendments being of
the second degree. After it is perfected by
its friends, the chair asks if there are any
amendments proposed to the paragraph to be
inserted. When both

, .iragraphs have been
perfected by amendments the question is put
on substituting one paragraph for the other.

Even though the paragraph constitutes the
entire resohition and the motion to substitute

is cirried, it is necessary afterwards to vote
on adopting the resolution, as it has only been
voted to substitute one paragraph for another.
A paragraph that has been substituted for an-
other cannot be amended afterwards, except
by adding to it, like any other paragraph that

has been inserted. The paragraph that has
been replaced cannot be again inserted unless

so modified as to constitute a new question,

as with any paragraph that has been struck
out. If the motion to substitute is lost, the
assembly has only decided that that particular

paragraph shall not replace the one specified.

It may be willing that it replace some other
paragraph, or that it be inserted, or that the

paragraph retained in the resolution be fur-

ther amended, or even struck out. But no
amendment is in order that presents to the

assembly practically a question that it has
already decided.

In parliamentary language it is not correct

to speak of "substituting" one word or part

of a paragraph for another, as the term is

H
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applied to nothing less than a paragraph.
When a question is being considered by sec-
tion, It IS in order to move a substitute for
the pending section. A substitute for the en-
tire resolution, or report, cannot be moved
untd the sections have all been considered and
the chair has announced that the entire paper
IS open to amendment. When a resolution
with amendments of the first and second de-
gree pending, is referred to a committee, they
may report it back with a substitute for the
resolution which they recommend, even though
two amendments are pending. In such a case
the chair states the question first on the
amendments that were pending when the reso-
lution was committed. When they are dis-
posed of, he states the question on the substi-
tute recommended by the committee and
proceeds as in case of any other substitute
motion.

Improper Amendments. An amendment is
not m order which is not germane to the ques-
tion to be amended; or merely makes the af-
hrmative of the amended question equivalent
to the negative of the original question ; or is
Identical with a question previously decided
by the assembly during that session; or
changes one form of amendment to another
form

;
or substitutes one form of motion for

another form; or strikes out the word Re-
solved from a resolution; or strikes out or
inserts words which would leave no rational

m
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proposition before the assembly; or is friv-

olous or absurd. An amendment of an amend-
ment must be germane to—that is, must relate

to—the subject of the amendment as well as
the main motion. No independent new ques-
tion can be introduced under cover of an
amendment. But an amendment may be in

conflict with the spirit of the original motion
and still be germane, and therefore in order.

Illustrations: A resolution of censure may
be amended by striking out the word "cen-
sure" and irwerting the word "thanks," for

both relate to opinion of certain conduct ; re-

fusing to censure is not the same as expressing
thanks. A resolution to purchase some books
could not be amended by striking out the
words relating to books and inserting words
relating to a building. Suppose a resolution

pending directing the treasurer to purchase a
desk for the secretary, and an amendment is

offered to add the words, "and to pay the ex-
penses of the delegates to the State Conven-
tion ;" such an amendment is not germane to

the resolution, as paying the expenses of the

delegates is in no way -lated to purchasing
a desk for the secretary, <ind is therefore out
of order. But if an amendment were offered

to insert the words "and a permanent record
book" after the word "desk," it would be in

order, because both are articles to enable the

secretary to perform his duties. If a resolu-

tion were pending condemning certain things,

n
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it could be amended by adding other things
that were similar or in some way related to
them. Suppose a resolution coniniending A
and B for heroism is pending; if the acts of
heroism were not connected, aniciidnicnts arc
in order adding other names for other acts of
heroism; but if the commendation is for an
act of heroism in which A and B were joined,
then no names can be added to the resolution
unless the parties were connected with A and
B in that act. Suppose the following resolu-
tion pending: '•Resolved, That the Secretary
be instructed to notify our representative in
Congress that we do approve of his course in
regard to the tarifT." A motion to amend by
inserting not after the word be would be out
of order, because an affirmative vote on "not
instructing" is identical in eflfect with a nega-
tive vote on "instructing." But the motioi to
insert the word not after do is in order, for
an affirmative vote on disapproving of a cer-
tain course is not the same as a negative vote
on a resolution of approval, as the latter may
mean nothing but an unwillingness to express
an opinion on the subject. Tf a resolution is

pending and a member makes the motion, "/
move to strike out the zmrds 'pine benches'
and insert the iwrds "oak chairs,'" it is an
amendment of the first degree, and no other
amendment of that degree is in order until
this is acted upon. All the words in italics

are necessary for this form of motion, and

.;1|
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are not subject to aniciulnient. The only

amendments in order are those that change the

words "pine l)onches" or "oak chairs"—tiiat

is, first those to lie struck out, and when thty

are perfected, then those to br insened. Sup-

pose the motion to "strike out 'pi-.i' ' is pend-

ing, and it is moved to amend by adding "and

insert 'oak.' " This motion is out of order, as

it changes one form of amendment to another

form. It is not i,, order to move to strike out

the word "adept" in a motion and insert the

word "'ei' ,," as "adopt" is a formal word

necessars' -O show the kind of motion made.

Practically, however, the same result may be

attained by moving to postpone indefinitely

—

thit is, to reject, the main question. The chair

should never rule an amcndnK>nt out of order

unless he is perfectly sure that it is so. If he

is in doubt he should admit the amendment,

or submit the question as to its being in order

to the assembly as described in 21.

Every original main motion may be

amended. All others may be amended, ex-

cept those contained in the following list of

Motions That Cannot Be Amended.

To adjourn (except when it is qu.ilitied, or

when made in an assembly with no provi-

sion for a future meeting) 17

Call for the orders of the day 20

Juestion of order, and afpeal 21

To object to consideration of a iincstion.. . 23

Call for a division of tlic asscmhly 25

To grant leave to withdraw a motion ...,.,,. 27
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^ request of any kind Si
/(' lake ul> a question out of ,n ,"•}','/ order' 227o suspend the rules

'^ "' '• S
To lay on the tahle fj
To take from the tabic «
7 o reconsider J?
The previous question '.'.'.'.'.','.'.',

XJ
T- postpone indefinitely

.
. ,:

7 o amend an onundmenl ..'.['.'.'. «
To fill a blank "
A nomination m
A motion to adojit a resolution or a by-lawmay be amended by a.lding. '•and that it be

printed and that members be siinnlied witi,
copies or, "that they go into effect at the
close of this annual meeting," or anything of
a similar kind. Under each of the privileged
incidental, and subsidiary motions, it is stated
whether or not the motion may be amended,
and, when necessary, the way in which it may
be amended is explained. An amendment to
anything already adopted is not a subsidiary
motion. The matter to be amended is not
pending and is therefore not affected by any-
thing done with the amendment, provided it
is not adopted. Such an amendment is a main
motion subject to amendments of the first and
second degrees. If the motion is to strike out
an entire resolution that has been adopted it
is usually called to Rescind and is explained
under that head [371. H the motion is to
amend a by-law, etc., it will be found under
Amendments of Constitutions, By-laws, etc
[68]. Minutes are usually amended (cor-
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reeled) informally, the chair directing the cor-

rection to be made when suggested. But if

objection is made, a formal vote is necessary

for the amendment. The minutes may be cor-

rected whenever the error is noticed regardless

of the time which has elapsed ; but after their

adoption, when too late to reconsider the vote,

they require a two-thirds vote for their amend-

ment, unless previous notice of the proposed

amendment has been given, when only a ma-

jority vote is required for its adoption, the

same as with the motion to rescind [37]. This

is necessary for the protection of the records,

which otherwise would be subject to the risk

of being tampered with by temporary majori-

ties. The numbers prefixed to paragraphs,

articles, etc., are only marginal indications and

should be corrected by the secretary, if neces-

sary, without any motion to amend. For

amending a long paper, such as a series of

resolutions, or a set of by-laws, which should

be considered and amended by paragraph, see

24.

Filling Blanks* Propositions for fillmg

blanks are treated somewhat differently from

other amendments, in that any number of

members may propose, without a second, dif-

• While Congress has no rule on filling blanks "cept

the common parliamentary law as laid dow"
.
° '«*"„-

son's Manual, It rarely makes use of this law, but aval i«

Itself o" Its rule wlilef. allows of 'our amendments pend,

UB at the same time, namely, amendments of the first

an*d second degree, and a substitute and amendment

to it.
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ferent names or numbers for filling the blanks

ZS^ /"-"posing, more than one name o;number for each place, unless by general con-

on. nflV.*''^*''^ "°^ ^' amendments,
one of another, but as independent proposi-Uons to be voted on successively IfX
blank >s to be filled with a name! the chair
repeats the names as they are propos.J 30 allmay hear them, and finally takes a vote oneach name, beginning with the first proposed
unti one receives a majority vote. If theblank ,s to be filled with several names andno more names are suggested than required,
he names may be inserted v thout a vote
It more names than required are suggested avote .s taken on each, beginning with the fir'st!
until enough to fill the blank have received amajority vote. If the number of names is not
specified, a vote is taken on each name sug-

fnserted
'^" '''''^' " ""^^'""'y ^°'« ^^«

If the blank is to be filled with a number ora date, tl en the largest sum, or the longest
time, or the most distant date, is put first, un-
less It is evident to the chair that the reverse
order is necessary to enable the first vote to
be taken on the proposition that is least likely
to be adopted. Suppose a committee is being
mstructed to purchase a building for a blank
amount: the voting on filling the blank should
begin with the largest sum proposed; if that
IS lost, all who voted for it, and some others

Bl
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would favor the next largest sum, so that the

vote would be greater, and so on down to the

largest sum that is favored by a majority. If

the voting began with the smallest sum, every

one would be willing to pay that amount, and

it might be adopted and thus cut off voting on

the other propositions, whereas a majority

would prefer authorizing the committee to

spend a larger amount. On the other hand,

suppose the committee was being authorized

to sell a building for a blank amount: here

it is evident that there would be more in favor

of the large sum than of the small one. So

to get at the wish of the assembly the voting

should begin with the smallest sum proposed

;

all who are willing to sell for that amount,

and some additional ones, will be willing to

sell for the next larger sum ; and so the small-

est sum for which the majority is willing to

sell will be gradually reached.

It is sometimes convenient to create a blank,

as in the following example: A resolution is

pending requesting the proper authorities to

prohibit the erection of wooden buildings north

of A street, and an amendment to strike out

A and insert B, and an amendment of the

second degree to strike out B and insert C,

have been made. The debate developing the

fact that several other streets have their ad-

vocates, the best course is for the chair to state

that, if there is no objection, the motion would

be treated as having a blank for the name of

If
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the street, and that A, B, and C have been
proposed for filling the blank. In this way
other names could be suggested and they
would be voted on successively beginning with
the one that made the prohibited area the
largest, and continuing down until one was
reached that could get a majority in its favorU objection is made to leaving a blank for
the name, the chair may put the question with-
out waiting for a motion, or any one may
move, as an incidental motion, that a blank be
created for the name of the street. This mo-
tion IS undebatable, and cannot be amended
but It may be moved to fill the blank by ballot
or in any other way.
The blanks in a resolution should be filled

usually before voting on the resolution. But
sometimes, when a large majority is opposed
to the resolution, the previous question is or-
dered without waiting for the blanks to be
filled, thus stopping debate and further amend-
ment, and bringing the assembly at once to a
vote on the resolution Under such circum-
stances the resolution would usually be re-
jected. But should it be adopted, it would
be necessary to fill the blanks in the skeleton
resolution before any other than privileged
business would be in order.
The method adopted in filling blanks has

sometimes a great advantage over ordinary
amendment. In amending, the last one pro-
posed is the first one voted on, whereas in

m
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filling blanks the first one proposed, or nomi-

nated, is voted on first, except where, from

the nature of the case, another order is prefer-

able, and then that order is adopted as ex-

plained above.

Nominations are treated like filling blanks

;

any number may be pending at the same time,

not as amendments of each other, but as in-

dependent propositions to be voted on in the

order in which they were '^ade until one

receives a majority vote. [See 66.]

34. To Postpone Indefinitely takes prece-

dence of notliing except the main motion to

which it is applied, and yields to all privileged

[14], incidental |;i3], and other subsidiary

[1?] motions. It cannot be amended or have

any other subsidiary motion applied to it ex-

cept the previous question and motions limit-

ing or extending the limits of debate. It is

debatable and opens the main question to de-

bate. It can be applied to nothing but main

questions, which include questions of privi-

lege and orders of the day after they are be-

fore the assembly for consideration. An
affirmative vote on it may be reconsidered,

but not a -;gative vote. If lost it cannot be

renewed. It is simply a motion to reject the

main question. If a main motion is referred

to a committee while to postpone indefinitely

is pending, the latter motion is ignored and

does not go to the committee.

The Object of this motion is not to postpone,

il
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but to reject, the main motion without incur-
ring the risk of a direct vote on it, and it is

made only by the enemies of the main motion
when they are in doubt as to their being in
the majority.

The Effect of making this motion is to en-
able members who have exhausted their right
of debate on the main question, to speak again,
as, technically, the question before the assem-
bly is different, while, as far as the subject of
discussion is concerned, there is no difference
caused by changing the question from adopting
to rejecting the measure, because the merits
of the main question are open to debate in
either case. If adopted, its effect is to sup-
press the main motion for that session, unless
the vote is reconsidered. As this motion does
not suppress the debate on the main question,
its only useful effect is to give the opponents
of the pending measure a chance of killing
the main motion without risking its adoption
in case of failure. For, if they carry the in-

definite postponement, the main question is

suppressed for the session ; if they fail, they
still have a vote on the main c|uestion, and,
having learned their strength by the vote
taken, they can form an opinion of the af'visa-

bility of continuing the struggle.
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Art. VI. Some Main and Unclassified

Motions.

See IS for a list of these motions.

35. To Take from the Table takes prece-

dence of no pending question, but has the

right of way in preference to main motions

if made during the session in which it was

laid on the table while no question is actually

pending, and at a time when business of this

class, or unfinished business, or new business,

is in order ; and also during the next session

in societies having regular business meetings

as frequently as quarterly. It yields to privi-

leged [14] and incidental [13] motions, but

not to subsidiary [12] ones. It is undebatable,

and no subsidiary motion can be applied to it.

It is not in order unless some business has

been transacted since the question was laid on

the table, nor can it be renewed until some

business has been transacted since it was lost.

The motion to take from the table cannot be

reconsidered, as it can be renewed repeatedly

if lost, and, if carried, the question can be

again laid on the table after progress in debate

or business.

In ordinary deliberative assemblies, a ques-

tion is supposed to be laid on the table only

temporarily with the expectation of its con-

sideration being resumed after the disposal of
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the interrupting question, or at a more con-
venient season.* As soon as the question that
was introduced when the first question was
laid on the table, is disposed of, any one may
move to take this first question from the table.
When he rises to make the motion, if the
chair recognizes some one else as having first
risen, he should at once say that he rises to
move to take a question from the table. The
chair then assigns him the floor if the other
member has risen to make a main motion. If
the new main motion has been stated by the
chair before he claims the floor, he must wait
until that question is disposed of before his
motion will be in order. When taken up, the
question with everything adhering to it is be-
fore the assembly exactly as when it was laid
on the table. Thrs, if a resolution has amend-
ments and a motion to commit pending at the
time it was laid on the table, when it is taken
from the table the question is first on the mo-
tion to commit. If a motion to postpone to a
certain time is pending when the question is

laid on the table, and it is taken from the table
after that time, then the motion to postpone
is ignored when the question is taken up. If
the question is taken up on the day it was laid

• See foot note on page 107, for the Congressional
practice. As stated there, Consfress has abandoned the
ordinary parliamentary use of the motion to lay on the
table and has converted It Into a motion to enable the
majority to kill a measure Instantly. Therefore Con-
gressional practice In regard to laying on, or taking from,
the table Is of no authority In assemblies using these
motions in the common parliamentary law sense
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on the table, members who have exhausted
their right of debate cannot again speak on
the question. But if tai<en up on another day,
no notice is tai<en of speeches previously made.
The previous question is not exhausted if the
question upon which it was ordered is taken
from the table at the same session, even
though it is on another day.

36. Reconsider.* This motion is peculiar

in that the making of the motion has a higher
rank than its consideration, and for a certain

time prevents anything being done as the re-

sult of the vote it is proposed to reconsider.

It can be made only on the day the vote to be
reconsidered was taken, or on the next suc-

ceeding day, a legal holiday or a recess not
being counted as a day. It must be made by
one who voted with the prevailing side. Any
member may second it. It can be made while
any other question is pending, even if an-

other member has the floor, or after it has
been voted to adjourn, provided the chair has

• H. R. Rule IS, 81. Is as follows: "1. When a motion
has been made and carried, or lost, it shall be In order
for any member of the majority, on the same or succeed-
ing day, to move for the reconsideration thereof, and such
motion shall take precedence of 1!! other questions except
the consideration of a conferon^e report or a motion to
adjourn, and shall not be withdrawn after the said suc-
ceeding day without the consent of the House, and there-
after any member may call It up for consideration

:

Provided, That such notion, if made during the last six
days of a session, shall be disposed of when made." Thia
rule is construed to mean that the motion to reconsider
may be made by any member who voted on the question,
except when the yeas and nays were ordered to be re-
corded In the Journal, which Is done, however, with every
important vote.
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bate the merits of the question to be recon-

sidered. It cannot be withdrawn after it is

too late to renew the motion. If the motion

to reconsider is lost it cannot be repeated ex-

cept by general consent. No question can be

twice reconsidered unless it was materially

amended after its first reconsideratiori. A re-

consideration requires only a majority vote,

regardless of the vote necessary to adopt the

motion reconsidered.

The motion to reconsider cannot be applied

to a vote on a motion that may be renewed

within a reasonable time ; or when practically

the same result may be attained by some other

parliamentary motion ; or when the vote has

been partially executed (except in case of the

motion to limit debate), or something has been

done as the result of the vote that the assem-

bly cannot undo ; or to an affirmative vote m
the nature of a contract, when the other party

to the contract has been notified of the vote

;

or to a vote on the motion to reconsider. In

accordance with these principles, votes on the

following motions cannot he reconsidered:

Adjourn; Take a Recess; Lay on the Table;

Take from the Table ; Suspend the Rules or

Order of Business ; and Reconsider. Affirma-

tive votes on the following cannot be reconsid-

ered: Proceed to the Orders of the Day;

Adopt, or after they are adopted, to Amend,

or Repeal, or Rescind, the Constitution, By-

laws, or Rules of Order or any other rules
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that require previous notice for their amend-
ment; Elect to membership or f.ice if the
member or officer is present and does not de-
chne, or if absent and has learned of his elec-
tion m the usual way and has not declined; to
Keopen Nominations. A negative vote on the
motion to Postpone Indefinitely cannot be re-
considered as practically the same question
comes up again when the vote is taken on themam question. After a committee has taken
up the matter referred to it, it is too late to
reconsider the vote committing it, though the
committee may be discharged. But after de-
bate has proceeded under an order limiting
or extending the limits of debate, the vote
making that order may be reconsidered, as
the debate may develop facts that make it
desirable to return to the regular rules uf
debate. The minutes, or record of proceed-
ings, may be corrected at any time without
reconsidering the vote approving them.

If the main question is pending and it is
moved to reconsider the vote on any subsid-
iary [12], incidental [13], or privileged [14]
motion, the chair states the question on the
reconsideration the moment the motion to be
reconsidered is in order if it were made then
for the first time. Thus, if, while the motions
to commit, for the previous question, and to
lay on the table are pending, it is moved to
reconsider a negative vote on postponing to a
certain time, the chair proceeds to take the
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vote on laying on the table and. if that is lost,
next on the previous question, and then on
reconsidering the vote on the postponement,
and if that is adoincd, then on the postpone-
ment, and if that is lost, then on to commit.
If the motion to lay on the table had been car-
ried, then when the question was taken from
the table the same method of procedure would
be followed; that is, the question would be
first on ordering the previous question, and
next on reconsidering the vote on the post-
ponement, etc. If the reconsideration of an
amendment of the first degree is moved while
another amendment of the same degree is

pending, the pending amendment is first dis-
posed of and then the chair announces the
question on the reconsideration of the amend-
ment. If the reconsideration of an amend-
ment to an immediately pending question is

moved the chair at once announces the ques-
tion on the reconsideration.

If the reconsideration is moved while an-
other subject is before the assembly, it can-
not interrupt the pending busii. ss, but, as
soon as that has been disposed of, if called up
it has the preference over all other main mo-
tions and general orders. In such a case the
chair does not state the question on the recon-
sideration until it is called up.

If the motion to reconsider is made at a
time when the reconsideration could be called
up if it had been previously made, the chair
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at once states the question on the reconsidera-
tion, unless the mover adds to his motion the
words, "and have it entered on the minutes,"
as explained further on.

If, after the vote has lieen taken .

adoption of a main motion, it is desirti!
consider the vote on an aniendnii si;

necessary to reconsider the vote 0,1 ilu ....

question also, and one motion shouM he ina ,

to coyer both votes. The same i,ri'i(ip|.. ,|i

plies in case of an amcndmcni to an .inicti,!-

ment, whether the vote has been taken on tho
resolution, or only on the amendment vi iIil

first degree. When the motion covers the
reconsideration of two or three votes, the de-
bate is limited to the question that was first

voted on. Thus, if the motion is to reconsider
the votes on a resolution and amendments of
the first and second degree, the debate is lim-
ited to the amendment of the second degree.
If the motion to reconsider is adopted the
chair states the question on the amendment
of the second degree and recognizes the mover
of the reconsideration as entitled to the floor.
The question is now in exactly the same con-
dition it was in ju.'^t previous to taking the
original vote on that amendment.
The Forms of making this motion are as

follows: "I move to reconsider the vote on
the resolution relating to a banquet." "I move
to reconsider the vote on the amendment to
strike out 'Wednesday' and insert 'Thurs-

a ™.
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day.'" [This form is used when the resolu-

tion is still pending.] "I move to reconsider

the votes on the resolution relating to a ban-

quet and on the amendment to strike out

'Wednesday' and insert 'Thursday.'" [This

form is used when the vote has been taken on

the resolution, and it is desired to reconsider

the vote on an amendment.] When the mo-
tion to reconsider is made the chair states the

question, if it can then be considered, and

proceeds as with any other question. If it

cannot be considered at that time, he says,

"Mr. A moves to reconsider the vote on. . .

.

The secretary will

make a note of it," and proceeds with the

pending business. The reconsideration, after

being moved, is brought before the assembly

for action as explained in the previous para-

graph. If it is called up by a member, he

simply says, after obtaining the floor, "I call

up the motion to reconsider the vote on
" This call requires

no second or vote. If the call is in order, as

previously explained, the chair says, "The mo-

tion to reconsider the vote [or votes] on. . .

.

is called up. Th-

question is, 'Will the assembly reconsider the

vote [or votes] on ?

Are you ready for the question?' " If the re-

consideration is one that the chair states the

question on as soon as it can be considered (as

when it is moved to reconsider an amendment
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While another amendment is pending) as sonnas the proper time arrives the cha?r slates thequestion on the reconsideration the same as.Hhe motion to reconsider were made aTtWs

^,.^^^"/^ ''^''^*^' '^ ^^^'^ >s any. is finishedhe puts the question thus: "As many as aVen favor of reconsidering the vote on the reso!lution relatmg to a banquet, say aw those

votr:' the'r"", J'^
.^^^ ^^- -'-d thevote on the resolution is reconsidered The

etc. Ur the question may be put thus • "TheS Tn TheT";':^
--mbl/recon'derlhe

and on ?hl ^^ "*'°" '^'^''"^ to a banquet,and on the amendment to strike out 'Wednes-day' and insert 'Thursday?' As many as are.n favor of the reconsideration sa^K thoseopposed say no. The ayes have^ta^d the

r«:Lide?e7"t'"" ^"' *'^ ^'"-^-"' -
rSm:nfwhS^^"r"I^the°;o?" '';^

reconsider is adopted Ihetsine's; i TeTct y"

the same condition it was in before taking the

ered' Zut "T' ''''' ""''' l'"" "consiS!

tTon'on th • '";"'*f"''^
^'^'« the ques-tion on the immediately pending question

as befo're " °P'" *° '^"^'^ ^"^—S
neL'^'iF'^-'

''^,^''*'''^ this motion is to sus-pend a I action that the original motion wouldhave required until the reconsideration is
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acted upon; but if it is not called up, this

eflfect terminates with the session* [63], ex-

cept in an assembly having regular meetings

as often as quarterly, when, if not called up,

its effect does not terminate till the close of

the next regular session. As long as its effect

lasts, any one at an adjourned, or a special,

or a regular meeting, may call up the motion

to reconsider and have it acted upon, though

it is not usual for any one but the mover to

call it up on the day it is made if the session

lasts beyond that day and there is no need of

prompt action.

The Effect of the Adoption of this motion is

to place before the assembly the original ques-

tion in the exact position it occupied before

it was voted upon ; consequently no one, after,

the reconsideration is adopted, can debate the

question reconsidered who had on that day

exhausted his right of debate on that ques-

tion ; his only recourse is to discuss the ques-

tion while the motion to reconsider is before

the assembly. I: the question is not reconsid-

ered until a later day than that on which the

vote to be reconsidered was taken, then it is

open to free debate regardless of speeches made

previously. When a vote taken under the

operation of the previous question is reconsid-

ered, the question is then divested of the pre-

sossl
mov

• In Congress the effrct always terminates w th the

sslmi ami It ciuinct he called up liy any one l^'t the

'vl uu 11 the exmratlon of the time during wUkU It

wiii be to ordVr to mK^ a reconsideration.

{^i:wm.
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vious question, and is open to debate andamendment provided the previous question
had been exhausted by votes taken on all the
questions covered by it. before the motion to
reconsider was made.

In standing and special committees a votemay be reconsidered regardless of the time
elapsed since the vote was taken, provided
the motion .s made by one who did not vote
with the losing side, and that all memberswho voted with the prevailing si<le are pres-
ent, or have received due notice that the re-
consideration would be moved at this meetingA vote cannot be reconsidered in committee
of the whole.

Reconsider and Have Entered on the Min-
utes* The motion to reconsider, as previ-
ously explained in this section, provides means
for correcting, at least on the day on which
It occurred, errors due to hastv action. By
using the same motion and having it entered
on the minutes so that it cannot be called up
until another day. a means is provided for
preventing a temporary majoritv from taking
action that is opposed bv the majoritv of the
society. This is needed in large societies with
frequent meetings and small quorums, the at-

On the oontrary I? has Jon f„ 'Jh
'""" '" ''"" """""•

except the immaev lu i-iiargc ot the measure.
" '

E5m
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tendance in many cases not exceeding ten per

cent of the membership. It enables a society

with a small quorum to protect itself from

injudicious action by temporary majorities,

without requiring previous notice of main mo-

tions and amendments as is done in the Eng-

lish Parliament. To accomplish this, however,

it is necessary to allow this form of the mo-

tion to be applied to a vote finally disposing

of a main motion, regardless of the fact that

the motion to reconsider has already been

made. Otherwise it would be useless, as it

would generally be forestalled by the motion

to reconsider, in its simple form, which would

be voted down, and then this motion could

not be made. As this form of the motion is

designed only to be used when the meeting

is an unrepresentative one, this fact should be

very apparent, and some members of the tem-

porary minority should vote with the tempo-

rary majority on adopting or postponing

indefinitely a main motion of importance, when

they think the action is in opposition to the

wishes of the great majority of the society.

One of them should then move "to reconsider

the vote on the resolution [or motion] and

have it [or, request that it be] entered on the

minutes," which has the effect of suspending

all action required by the vote it is proposed

to reconsider, as previously explained, and

thus gives time to notify absent members of

the nroposed action. If no member of the

i' i
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the objectioLble tte at the r/°
"'"'''"'

which may be donlbv fm ! '""^""S^'

this notice^a! S"n gteu
'°"'^ """'' ^''^

Should a minority make an improper use of

lilT. °^ *^' '"°''°" '° reconsid'^r by an

appomtmg a suitable day when thp r^^I -J'
eration could be called Vardtposed'^f"The mere making of this motion wouM prob:ably cause the withdrawal of the motion toreconsider, as it would defeat the ob e!" ofthat mot,on if the majority of the sooietv Iin favor of the motion to be reconsidered If

course the other would be

(1) It can be made only on the div tt,»
vote to be reconsidered is taken Ua me' tL

'

;s held on the next day the simple forn ofthe motion to reconsider, made then adnPhshes the object of this motion by bnng-ing the auestini, hpf„,„ ,1,,, _^ ,{ "S
-.. -, .„,^ ^hl assembly on a
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dififerent day from the one when the vote was

taken.

(2) It outranks the simple form of the mo-

tion to reconsider, and may be made even

after the vote has been taken on the motion

to reconsider, provided the result of the vote

has not been announced. If made after the

simple form of the motion to reconsider, it

supersedes the latter, which is thereafter

ignored.

(3) It can be applied only to votes which

finally dispose of the main question. They

are as follows : an afifirmative or negative vote

on adopting, and an affirmative vote on post-

poning indefinitely, a main question. And it

may be applied to a negative vote on the con-

sideration of a question that has been objected

to, provided the session extends beyond that

day.
.

(4) In an assembly not having regular busi-

ness meetings as often as quarterly, it cannot

be moved at the last business meeting of a

session.
. .

(5) It cannot be called up on the day it is

made, except when it is moved on the last day

of a session of an assembly not having regular

business sessions as often as quarterly, when

any one can call it up at the last business

meeting of the session.

After it is called up there is no difference

in the treatment of the two forms of the

motion.

'i:^jMM: '4d:S.
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37. Rescind, Repeal, or Annul. Any v„to
taken by an assembly, except those mentioned
further on may be resdnded by a majority
vote, provided notice of the motion has been
given at the previous meeting or in the call
tor this meetmg; or it may be rescinded with-
out notice by a two-thirds vote, or by a vote
of a majority of the entire membership. The
notice may be given when another question is
pending, but cannot interrupt a member while
speaking. To rescind is identical with the
motion to amend somethii;g previously
adopted, by striking out the entire by-law
rule, resolution, section, or paragraph, and is
subject to all the limitations as to notice and
vote that may be placed by the rules on similar
amendments. It is a mai. motion without any
privilege, an<I therefore can be introduced onlywhen there is nothing else before the assem-
bly. It cannot be made if the question can
be reached by calling up the motion to recon-
sider which has been previously made Itmay be made by any member; it is debatable
and yields to all privileged and incidental mo-
tions; and all of the subsidiary motions may
be app led to it. The motion to rescind can
be applied to votes on all main motions, in-
cluding questions of privilege and orders of
the day that have been acted uixin, and to
votes on an appeal, with the following cvccp-
hr/H.f.- votes cannot be rescinded after some-
t.iiRg has been done as a result ot that vote
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that the assembly cannot undo; or where it

is in the nature of a contract and the other

party is informed of the fact; or, where a

resignation has been acted upon, or one has

been elected to, or expe'v * from, member-

ship or office, and was ^.esent or has been

officially notified. In I'l' case of expulsion,

the only way to reveise the action after-

wards is to restore the person to member-

ship or office, which requires the same pre-

liminary steps and vote as is required for an

election.

Where it is desired not only to rescind the

action, but to express very strong disapproval,

legislative bodies have, on rare occasions, voted

to rescind the objectionable resolution and

expunge it from the record, which is done by

crossing out the words, or drawing a line

around them, and writing across them the

words, "Expunged by order of the assembly,"

etc., giving the date of the order. This state-

ment should be signed by the secretary. The

words expunged must not be so blotted as not

to be readable, as otherwise it would be impos-

sible to determine whether more was expunged

than ordered. Any vote less than a majority

of the total membership of an organization is

certainly incompetent to expunge from the rec-

ords a correct statement of what was done

and recorded and the record of which was

officially approved, even though a quorum is

present and the vote to expunge is unanimous.

'X**!S52-;-
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38. Renewal of a Motion. When an
original main motion or an amendment has
been adopted, or rejected, or a main motion
has been postponed indefinitely', or an objec-
tion to Its consideration has been sustained it
or practically the same motion, cannot 'be
again brought before the assembly at the same
session, except by a i./otion to reconsider or
to rescind the vote. But it may be introduced
again at any future session.

In assemblies having regular sessions as
often at least as quarterly, a main motion can-
not be renewed until after the close of the
next regular session, if it was postponed to
that next session; or laid on the table; or
adopted, or rejected, or postponed indefinitely,
and the motion to reconsider was made and
not acted on at the previous session. In these
cases the question can be reached at the next
session at the time to which it was postponed
or by taking it from the table, or by reconsid-
ering the vote.

In assemblies whose regular sessions are
not as frequent as quarterly, any motion which
has not been committed or postponed to the
next session may be renewed at that next
session. The motions to adjourn, to take a
recess, and to lay on the table, may be made
again and again, provided there has been prog-
ress in debate or business, but the making of,
or voting on, these motions is not business
that justifies the renewal of a motion. Neither

<^ -^'si

* M
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a motion to postpone indefinitely nor an

amendment can be renewed at the same ses-

sion, but the other subsidiary motions may
be renewed whenever the progress in debate

or business is such as to make the question

before the assembly practically a different one.

To take from the table and a call for the

orders of the day may be renewed after the

business is disposed of that was taken up when
the motion to take from the table, or for the

orders of the day, was lost. To postpone in-

definitely cannot be renewed even though the

main motion has been anieiuied since the in-

definite postponement was previously moved.

A point of order cannot be raised if an iden-

tical one has been raised previously without

success during the same session. And after

the chai' has been sustained in a ruling he

need n<jt entertain an appeal from a similar

decision during the same session. Minutes

may be corrected regardless of the time

elapsed and of the fact that the correction had

been previously proposed and lost.

When a subject which has been referred to

a committee is reported back at the same meet-

ing, or a subject that has iie-;n laid on the table

is taken up at the san)c meeting, it is not a

renewal.

The following motions, unless they have

been withdrawn, cannot be renewed at the

same -ession : to adopt or postpone indefinitely

an original main motion ; to amend ; to recon-
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sider, unless the question to be reconsidered
was amended materially when previously re-
considered; to object to the consideration of
a question

;
to fix the same time to which to

adjourn; to suspend the rules for the same
purpose at the same meeting, though it may
be renewed at another meeting held the same
day.

It is the duty of the chair to prevent the
privilege of renewal from being used to ob-
struct business, and when it is evident that it
is being so misused he should protect the as-
sembly by refusing to recognize the motions,
as explained under Dilatory Motions [40].

39. Ratify. This is a main motion and is
used when it is desired to confirm or make
valid some action which requires the approval
of the assembly to make it valid. The assem-
bly may ratify only such actions of its officers
or committees, or delegates, as it had the right
to authorize in advance. It cannot make
valid a viva voce election when the by-laws
require it to be by ballot, nor can it ratify
anything done in violation of the laws of
the state, or of its own constitution or by-
laws, except that it may ratify emergency ac-
tion taken at a meeting when no quorum was
present, even though the quorum is provided
for in a by-law. A motion to ratify may be
amended by substituting a motion of censure,
and vice versa, when the action has been taken
by an officer or other representative of the
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assembly. It is debatable and opens the entire

question to debate.

40. Dilatory, Absurd, or Frivolous Mo-
tions. For the convenience of deliberative

assemblies, it is necessary to allow some highly

privileged motions to be renewed again and

again after progress in debate or the transac-

tion of any business, and to allow a single

member, by calling for a division, to have an-

other vote taken. If there was no provision

for protecting the assembly, a minority of

two members could be constantly raising ques-

tions of order and appealing from every de-

cision of the chair, and calling for a division

on every vote, even when it was nearly unani-

mous, and moving to lay motions on the table,

and to adjourn, and offering amendments that

are simply frivolous or absurd. By taking

advantage of parliamentary forms and meth-

ods a small minority could practically stop the

business of a deliberative assembly having

short sessions, if there was no provision for

such contingency. Congress met it by adopt-

ing this rule: "No dilatory motion shall be

entertained by the speaker." But, without

adopting any rule on the subject, every de-

liberative assembly has the inherent right to

protect itself from being imposed upon by

members using parliamentary forms to pre-

vent it from doing the very thing for which

it is in session, and which these forms were

designed to assist, namely, to transact busi-
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ness. Therefore, whenever the chair is satis-

fied that members are using parliamentary
forms merely to obstruct business, he should
either not recognize them, or else rule them
out of order. After the chair has been sus-
tained upon an appeal, he should not entertain
another appeal from the same obstructionists
while they are engaged evidently in trying by
that means to obstruct business. While the
chair should always be courteous and fair, he
should be firm in protecting the assembly from
imposition, even though it be done in strict

conformity with all parliamentary rules except
this one, that no dilatory, absurd, or frivolous
motions are allowed.

As an illustration of a frivolous or absurd
motion, suppose Mr. A is to be in the city

next week and a motion has been made to
invite him to address the assembly at its next
meeting, the meetings being weekly. Now, if

a motion is made to refer the question to a
committee with instructions to report at the
next regular meeting, the chair should rule it

out of order as frivolous or absurd.

41. Call of the House.* (This cannot be used
in ordinary assemblies, as they have not the power to
compel the attendance of members.)

• In the early history of our Congress a oall of the
bouie required a day's notice, and In the English Par-
liament It Is usual to order that the call shall he made
on a certain day In the future, usually not over ten daya
afterwards, though It has been as long as sli weeks after-
wards. The object of this Is to give notice so that all
the members may be present on that day, when Important
business is to come before the bouse. In Congresa 1 call
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The object of a call of the house is t-> compel the

attendance of absint members, and is allowable only
in assemblies that have the power to compel the

attendance of absentees. It is usual to provide in such
assemblies that when no quorum is present, a specified

small number can order a call of the house. In Con-
gress a call of the house may be ordered by a majority
vote, provided one-fifth of the members elect are

present. A rule like the following would answer for

city councils and other similar bodies that have the

power to enforce attendance.
Rule. When no quorum is present, if one-fifth of

the members elect are present, they may by a majority
vote order a call of the house and compel the attend-

ance of absent members. After the call is ordered, a

—otion to adjourn, or to dispense with further pro-

ceedings in the call, cannot be entertained until a
quorum is present, or until the sergeant-at-arms*
reports that in his opinion no quorum can be obtained
on that day.

If no quorum is present, a call of the house takes

precedence of everything, even reading the minutes,

except the motion to adjourn, and only requires in its

favor the number specified in the rule. If a quorum is

present a call should rank with questions of privilege

[19], requiring a majority vote for its adoption, and
if rejected it should not be renewed while a quorum
is present at that meeting. After a call is ordered,

until further proceedings in the call are dispensed

with, no motion is in order except to adjiurn and a

motion relating to the call, so that a recess could not

be taken by unanimous consent. An adjournment
puts an end to all proceedings in the call, except that

the assembly before adjournment, if a quorum is

present, can order such members as are already

of the bouse is only used now when no quorum is pres-
ent, and as soon as a quorum appears it is usual to
alspenae with further proceedirgs in the call, and this

is in order at any stage of the proceedings. In Congress
It Is customary afterwards tu remit the fees that nave
been assessed. In some of our legislative bodies proceed-
ings In the call cannot be dispensed with except a ma-
jority of the members elect to vote in favor of so doing.

• The term sergeant-at-arms should be replaced by
"chief of police,'

the warnot.
or the title of whatever officer serves
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42. Debate. In 1-6 are explained the nec-

essary steps preliminary to debate—namely,

that when no business is pending a member

shall rise and address the chair by his title,

and be recognized by the chair as having ob-

tained the floor; and that the member shall

then make a motion which, after being sec-

onded, shall be stated by the chair, who shall

then ask, "Are you ready for the question?"

The question is then open to debate, as is par-

tially explained in 7, which should be read in

connection with this section. No member shall

speak more than twice during the same day

to the same question (only once on an appeal),

nor longer than ten minutes at one time, with-

out leave of the assembly; and the question

upon granting the leave shall be decided by a

two-thirds vote without debat•^* No member

can speak a second time to a question as long

as any member desires to speak who has not

spoken to the question. If greater freedom

is desired, the proper course is to go into com-

mittee of the whole, or to consider it infor-

mally, either of which requires only a majority

vote; or to extend the limits of debate [30],

undebatable.
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Which requires a two-thirds vote. So the de-
bate, by a two-thirds vote, may be Hmited toany extent

, esired, as shown in 30. The mem-
ber upon whose motion the subject was
brought before the assembly, is entitled to
close the debate with a speech, if he has not
previously exhausted his twenty minutes, but
not until every one else wishing to speak has
spoken. He cannot, however, avail himself of
this privilege after debate has been closed *
An arnendment, or any other motion, being
offered, makes the real question before the as-
sembly a different one, and, in regard to the
right to debate, is treated as a new question.
When an amendment is pending the debate
must be confined to the merits of the amend-
ment, unless it is of such a nature that its
decision practically decides the main question
Merely asking a question, or making a sug-
gestion, IS not considered as speaking The
maxer of a motion, though he can vote against
It, cannot speak against his own motion. [To
close the debate see 44.]
The right of members to debate and make

motions cannot be cut off by the chair's put-
ting a question to vote with such rapidity as
to prevent the member's getting the floor after
the chair has inquired if the assembly is ready
for the question. Even after the chair has

fill
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announced the vote, if it is found that a mem-

ber arose and addressed the chair with rea-

sonable promptness after the chair asked, "Are

you ready for the question?" he is then en-

titled to the floor, and the question is in ex-

actly the same condition it was before it was

put to vote. But if the chair gives ample

opportunity for members to claim the floor

before putting the question and they do not

avail themselves of it, they cannot claim the

it of debate after the voting has com-

. .enced.

43. Decorum in Debate. In debate a

member must confine himself to the question

before the assembly, and avoid personalities.

He cannot reflect upon any act of the assem-

bly, unless he intends to conclude his remarks

with a motion to rescind such action, or else

while debating such a motion. In referring

to another member, he should, as much as

possible, avoid using his name, rather refer-

ring to him as "the member who spoke last,'

or in some other way describing him. The

officers of the assembly sh. uld always be re-

ferred to by their official titles. It is not al-

lowable to arraign the motives of a member,

but the nature or consequences of a measure

may be condemned in strong terms. It is

not the man, but the measure, that is the

subject of debate.

If one desires to ask a question of the .icm-

ber speaking, he should rise, and without wait-
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ing to be recognized, say. '•.Mr. Chairman, I
should hke to ask the gentleman a question."
Ihe chair then asks the .sj.eaker if he is will-
ing to be interrupted, or the sjjeaker may at
once consent or decline, addressing, however,
the chair, through whom the conversation
must be carried on, as members cannot di-
rectly address one another in a deliberative
assembly. If the speaker consents to the ques-
tion, the time consumed by the interruption
comes out of the time of the speaker.

If at any time the chairman rises to state
a point of order, or give information, or other-
wise speak, within his privilege, the member
speakmg must take his seat till the chairman
has been heard fir.st. When called to order
by the chair the member must sit down until
the question of order is decided. If his re-
marks are decided to be improper, he cannot
proceed, if any one objects, without the leave
of the assembly expressed by a vote, upon
which question no debate is allowed.

Disorderly words should be taken down by
the member who objects to them, or by the
secretary, and then read to the member If
he denies them, the assembly shall decide by
a vote whether they are his words or not. If
a member cannot justify the words he used,
and will not si Itably apologize for using them
It IS the duty of the assembly to act in the
case. If the disorderly words arc of a i^er-
sonal nature, after each party has been heard,

'^M
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aiul before the assembly proceeds to deliberate

upon the case, both parties to the personality

should retire, it bei-g a general rule that no

member should be present in the assembly

when any matter relating to himself is under

debate. It is not, however, necessary for the

member objecting to the words to retire unless

he is personally involved in mc case. Disor-

derly words to the presiding officer, or in re-

spect to the official acts of an officer, do not

involve the officer sc as to require him to

retire. If any busl-.ess has taken place since

the member spoke, it is too late to take notice

of any disorderly words he used.

During debate, and while the chairman is

speaking, or the assembly is engaged in voting,

no member is permitted to disturb the assem-

bly by whispering, or walking across the floor,

or in any other way.
_

^4. Closing Debjits and Preventing De-

bate. When the debate appears to the

chairman to be finished, he should inquire,

"Are you ready for the question?" If, after

a reasonable pause, no one rises to claim the

floor, the chair assumes that no member wishes

to speak and, standing, proceeds to put the

(lucstion. Debate is not closed by the chair-

man's rising and putting the question, as until

both the affirmative and the negative are put,

a member can rise and claim the floor, and re-

open the debate or make a motion, provided

he rises with reasonable promptness after the
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chair asks, "Are ymi ready for the f|uostion r
If the debate is resun-»ci the (|iiestioii must he
put again, both the affi m.Mive and the ncRa-
tive. Should this privilege be -bused bv mem-
bers not respon(hng to the in(|i;iry, "Are you
ready for the question?" and inteMionallj
waitmg until the aflfirmative vote has been
taken and then rising and reopening the de-
bate, the chair should act as in case of dilatory
motions [40], or any other attempt to obstruct
business, and protect the assembly from an-
noyance. When a vote is taken a sec( nd time,
as when a division is called for, debate cannot
be resumed except by general consent.

If two-thirds of the assembly wish to close
the debate :hout allowing all the time de-
sired by others, they can do .so by ordering
either the previous question or the closing of
the debate at a certain time ; or they can limit
the length of the speeches and allow each
member to speak only once on each question
as fully explained in 29 and 30. These mo-
tions require a two-third=* vote, as they sus-

^.onT, «-K
"uupifu ny a nioro mnloritv hii
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pend the fundamental right of every member

of a deliberative assembly to have every <|ues-

tion fully discussed bctDre it is finally dis-

posed ot. A majority VDte may lay the

question on the table and thus temporarily

suspend the debate, but it can be resumed by

taking the question from the table by a ma-

jority vote when no <|uestion is before the

assembly [35 1. at a time wbon business of this

class, or unfinished business, or new business,

is in order. If it is desired to prevent any

discussion of a subject, even by its introducer,

the only way to do it is to object to the coti-

sideration of the question |23! before it is

debated, or any subsidiary motion is stated. If

the objection is sustained by a two-thirds vote,

the question is thrown out for that session.

45. Principles of Debate and UndebaUble

Motions. All main motions are debatable,

and debate is allowed or prohibited on other

motions in accordance with the following prin-

ciples :

(a) High privilege is, as a rule, incompat-

ible with the right of debate of the privileged

motion: and, therefore, all highly privileged

motions are undebatable, except those relating

to the privileges of the assembly or a mem-

ber. Que.stions of privilege [19] "rely arise,

but 'vhen they do, they are likely to be so

important that they must be allowed to inter-

rupt business, and yet they cannot generally

be acted upon intelligently without debate,
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and, therefore, they are debatable. The sanu-
is true of appe.'Js from the diiisioti of tlic

chair which are debatable, unless they relate

to indecorum, or to transgression if the lules
of speaking, or to iiriority of business, or are
made while an undebatable cjues' m is pend-
ing

; in which cases there k not sulticient need
of debate to justify making them an exce()tion
to the rule, and therefor-' an appeal under any
of these circumstances . , nn(kl)atable.

(b) Motions that have the effect of sus-
pending a rule are not debatable. Conse-
quently motions to suppress, or to .iniit, or
to extend the limits of, debate an undebat-
able, as they suspend the ordinat rules of
aebate.

(c) Appeals made after the previous ques-
tion has been o.dered are undebatable, as it

would be manifestly impro])er to permit de-
bate on them when the assembly by a two-
thirds vote has closed debate on the pending
question. So any order limiting debate on the
pending question applies to questions arising

while the order is in force.

(rf) To Amend, or to Reconsider, an unde-
batable question is undebatable, whereas to

amend, or to reconsider, a debatable question
is debatable.

{e) A Subsidiary Motion [12] is debatable
to just the extent that it interferes with the
right of the assembly to take up the original

question at its pleasure. Illustrations: To

'"''i|

M
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"Postpone Indefinitely" a question places it

out of the power of the assembly to again take

it up during that session, except by reconsid-

eration, and consequently this motion allows

of free debate, even involving the whole merits

of the original question. To "Commit" a

question only delays the discussion until the

committee reports, when it is open to free

debate, so it is only debatable as to the pro-

priety of the commitment and as to the in-

structions, etc. To "Postpone to a Certain

Time" prevents the consideration of the ques-

tion till the specified time, except by a recon-

sideration or suspension of the rules, and

therefore allows of limited debate upon the

propriety of the postponement. To "Lay on

the Table" leaves the question so that the as-

sembly can consider it at any time that that

question or that class of business is' in order,

and therefore to lay on the table should not

be, and is not, debatable.

Because a motion is undebatable it does not

follow that while it is pending the chair may
not permit a question or an explanation. The
distinction between debate and asking ques-

tions or making brief suggestions, should be

kept clearly in mind, and when the latter will

aid the assembly in transacting business, the

chair should permit it before taking the vote

on an undebatable question. He should, how-

ever, remain standing during the colloquy to

show that he has the floor, and he should not
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S^nhTJ T°r\df='y;" pitting the question
than he feels is helpful to the business.

1 he following lists of motions that open
the main question to debate, and of those thatare undebatable, are made in accordance with
the above principles:

4
Motions That Open the Main Question to Debate.

Postpone Indefinilcly
.

.

,,

RlTcind^'"
" ^^^"""'''^ Question

'. '. '.

'.

] '.

'. [ ] [ [ ] U
ji^tify ••••••••^;;;:;::::;:;;:::;:;;;:;:; 39

Undebatable Motions.

Pix the Time to zvhich to Adjourn (when a
privileged question)

16-4rf;o«™ (when unqualified in ' an asVembiy
that has provided for future meetings) 17

/•"m ," "^'"f (when privileged) . .

.

' lo
Call for the Orders of the Day. and question^

relating to priority of business.
.

.

2OAppeal ^h^n made while an undebatable ques-
tion IS pending, or when simply relating to
indecorum, or transgression of the rules of
speaking, or to priority of busine?^. .

.

21
Suspension of the Rules 22
Objection to the Consideration of a Question 23
incdental Motions, except an Appeal as shown
above in this list under Appeal .

.

13Lay on the Table 28
Previous Question [29] and Motions to Close
Umtt, or Extend the Limits of Debate. .

' 30Amend an Undebatable Motion '33
Reconsider an Undebatable Motion 35

,^i
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Art VIII. Vote.
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46. V oting ;
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47. Votes that arc Null and Void even if

Unanimous .•.••

48. Motions requiring more than a majority

vote *"'

46. Voting. If the question is undebat-

able, or debate has been closed by order of

the assembly, the chair, immediately after

stating the question, puts it to vote as de-

scribed un''cr Putting the Question [9], only

allowing time for members to rise if they

wish to make a motion of higher rank.

If the question is debatable and no one

rises to claim the floor, after the question is

stated by the chair, he should inquire, "Are

you ready for the question?" After a mo-

ment's pause, if no one rises, he should put

the question to vote. If the question is de-

bated or motions are made, the chair should

wait until the debate has apparently ceased,

when he should again inquire, "Are you ready

for the question?" Having given ample time

for any one to rise and claim the floor, and

no one having done so, he should put the

question to vote and announce the result.

The usual method of taking a vote is vtva

voce (by the voice). The rules require this

method to be used in Congress. In small

assemblies the vote is often taken by "show

of hands," or by "raising the right hand' as
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it is also called. The other methods of voting
are by rising; by ballot; by roll call, or -yeas
and nays," as it is also called

; by general con-
sent; and by mail. In voting by any of the
first three methods, the affirmative answer aye,
or raise the right hand, or rise, as the case
iTiay be: then the negative answer no, or raise
the right hand, or rise.

The responsibility of announcing, or declar-
ing, the vote rests upon the chair, and he,
therefore, has the right to have the vote taken
again, by rising, if he is in doubt as to the
result, and even to have the vote counted, if
necessary. He can.iot have the vote taken by
ballot or by yeas and nays (roll call) unless
It IS required by the rules or by a vote of the
assembly. But if the viva voce vote does not
make him positive as to the result he may at
once say, "Those in favor of the motion will
rise;" and when they are seated he will con-
tinue, "Those opposed will rise." If this does
not enable him to determine the vote, he
should say, "Those in favor of the motion [or.
Those in the affirmative] will rise and stand
until counted." He then counts those stand-
ing, or directs the secretary to do so. and then
says, "Be seated. Those opposed |or. Those
in the negative] r:s? and stand until counted."
After both sides are counted the chair an-
nounces the result as shown below. In a very
large assembly the chair may find it necessary
to appoint tellers to count the vote and report
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to liini the numbers. In small assemblies a

show of hands may be substituted for a rising

vote.

When the vote is taken by voice or show of

hands any member has a right to require a

division of the assembly [25 1 by having the

affirmative rise and then the negative, so that

all may see how members vote. Either before

or after a decision any member may call for,

or demand, a count, and, if seconded, the chair

must put the question Dn ordering a count. In

organizations where it is desired to allow less

than a majority vote to order a count or

tellers, a special rule should be adopted speci-

fying the necessary vote. Where no rule has

been adopted a majority vote is required to

order a count, or that the vote be taken by

ballot or by yeas and nays (roll call).

Announcing the Vote. When the vote has

been taken so that the chair has no doubt as

to the result, and no division is called for,

or, if so, the assembly has divided, the chair

proceeds to announce, or declare the vote thus

:

"The ayes have it and the resolution is

adopted." If he is not very positive, he may
.say, "The ayes seem to have it," and, if no one

says he doubts the vote or calls for a division,

after a slight pause he adds, "The ayes have

it," etc. If the vote was by show of hands

or by rising, it would be announced thus:

"The affirmative has it (or, the motion is

carried) and the question is laid on the table
;"
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or if there was a count, the vote would be an-
nounced thus: "There are 95 votes in the
affirmative, and 99 in the negative, so the
amendment is lost, and the question is now on
the resolution; are you ready for the ques-
tion ?" In announcing a vote the chair should
state first whether the motion is carried or
lost; second, what is the effect, or result, of
the vote; and third, what is the immediately
pending question or business, if there is any.
If there is none, he should ask, "What is the
further pleasure of the assembly?" One of
the most prolific causes of confusion in de-
liberative assemblies is the neglect of the chair
to keep the assembly well informed as to what
is the pending business. The habit of an-
nouncing the vote by simply saying that the
"motion is carried" and then sitting down,
cannot be too strongly condemned. Many
members may not know what is the eflfect of
the vote, and it is the chair's duty to inform
the assembly what is the result of the motion's
being carried or lost, and what business comes
next before the assembly.

When a quorum [64) is present, a majority
vote, that is a majority of '''c votes cast, ig-
noring blanks, is sufficient for the adoption of
any motion that is in order, except those men-
tioned in 48, which require a two-thirds vote.
A plurality never adopts a motion nor elects
any one to office, unless by virtue of a special
rule previously adopted. On a tie vote the
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motion is lost, and the chair, if a member of

the assembly, may vote to make it a tie unless

the vote is by ballot. The chair cannot, how-

ever, vote twice, first to make a tie and then

give the casting vote. In case of an appeal

[21], though the question is, "Shall the deci-

sion of the chair stand as the judgment of the

assembly?" a tie vote, even though his vote

made it a tie, sustains the chair, upon the prin-

ciple that the decision of the chair can be re-

versed only by a majority, including the chair

if a member of th6 assembly.

It is a general rule that no one can vote on

a question in which he has a direct personal or

pecuniary interest. Yet this does not prevent

a member from voting for himself for any

office or other position, as voting for a dele-

gate or for a member of a committee; nor

from voting when other members are ir. .-luded

with him in the motion, even though he has a

personal or pecuniary interest in the result,

as voting on charges preferred against more

than one person at a time, or on a resolution

to increase the salaries of all the members.

If a member could in no case vote on a ques-

tion affecting himself, it would be impossible

for a society to vote to hold a banquet, or for

a legislature to vote salaries to members, or

for the majority to prevent a small minority

from preferring charges against them and sus-

pending or expelling them. By simply includ-

ing the names of all the members, except those

t
'
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of their own faction, in a resolution preferring
charges against them, the minority could get
all the power in their own hands, were it not
for the fact that in such a case all the mem-
bers are entitled to vote regardless of their
personal interest. A sense of delicacy usually
prevents a member from exercising this right
of voting in matters affecting himself except
where his vote might affect the result. After
charges are preferred against a member, and
the assembly has ordered him to appear for
trial, he is theoretically under arrest, and is

deprived of all rights of membership and
therefore cannot vote until his case is dis-
posed of.

A member has the right to change his vote
up to the time the vote is finally announced.
After that, he can make the change only by
permission of the assembly, which may be
given by general consent ; that is, by no mem-
ber's objecting when the chair inquires if

any one objects. If objection is made, a mo-
tion may be made to grant the permission,
which motion is undebatable.

While it is the duty of every member who
has an opinion on the question to express it by
his vote, yet he cannot be compelled to do so.

He may prefer to abstain from voting, though
he knows the effect is the same as if he voted
on the prevailing side.

Voting by Ballot. The main object of this

form of voting is secrecy, and it is resorted to
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when the question is of such a nature that

some members might hesitate to vote publicly

their true sentiments. Its special use is in the

reception of members, elections, and trials of

members and oflficers, as well as in the pre-

liminary steps in both cases, and the by-laws

should require the vote to be by ballot in such

cases. Where the by-laws do not require the

vote to be by ballot, it can be so ordered by

a majority vote, or by general cjnsent. Such

motions are undebatable. Voting by ballot is

rarely, if ever, used in legislative bodies, but

in ordinary societies, especially secret ones, it

is habitually used in connection with elections

and trials, and sometimes for the selection of

the next place for the meeting of a convention.

As the usual object of the ballot is secrecy,

where the by-laws require the vote to be taken

by ballot any motion is out of order which

members cannot oppose without exposing their

views on the question to be decided by ballot.

Thus, it is out of order to move that one per-

son cast the ballot of the assembly for a cer-

tain person when the by-laws require the vote

to be by ballot. So, when the ballot is not

unanimous it is out of order to move to make

the vote unanimous, unless the motion is voted

on by ballot so as to allow members to vote

against it in secrecy.

In some cases black balls and white ones and a ballot

box are provided for voting, where the question can be

answered yes or no. The white ball answers yes, and

the black one no. But in ordinary deliberative assem-
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blics the ballots arc strips of pacer unon which ii-oprinted, or written, ye, or ho, or the nimes o Ihncandidates .-s the case may be. These b.Xs are fir t

ether''"h"'h'"'' T '"''"^'^"is collected I y^ellerf
nlmL,^ ''?'"« '''°.PP'=<' '"«" a hat or box by themembers, who remain in their seats; or by the incm-

,hlTJ r
"• y^" <i^VO^<t^ it in the ballot box. Inthe latter case it is necessary for the tellers to sec tha^no member votes twice, which in large societies can benest drne by checking off the names from a Ms" ofmembers as the ballots are deposited. The balloU

vni'."J''h"'Jlf"^
*"= '"^'^•-''^ '" "'•" -f -"ore than one ,

ttUl'^^^s•:,''o\7oMe'd.''•
''' ™'"= -^ '^ ^'^^^

When every one appears to have voted, tb- chairinquires, "Have all voted who wish to?" and if there

nnon ^^""^"1^ ""^ '='^'' '"^^^ P""^ ^'^ closed," where-S -^
'fu'"u fi^^^'' '° "^"""t 'he ballo s. Iffn

folH,H'?*' '^1! ''='l'°'d
' '^ f"""-! 'hat two have been

wink n e?e of'
'""'' "^ '^J^'^"^'' =" fraudulent Ablank piece of paper is not counted as a ballot andwould "0' cause the rejection of the ballot wfth which

n,n,.' *°'J'''^-
'^" '''='"''' ""-^ 'K""^<^d as simply wa 'epaper and are not reported, the members who do not

Tact Sm\Tt.'tP"T "^'^
'"r^"^'"'

°f concea°ing "he

w5^
Smal technical errors, like the misspelling of a

Zun^ •'^"''' T ''? "°""'' if 'I'c meaning of the

h^ fh'ir'f'"'-
^°'- '"''^"?'=- 'f " the trial of a mem!

was imended'' T"",,"
silty," every one know, whatwas intended. In all cases where the name on the

\^Y TJ?'^'
'''« "^^ "^^ of one of the cand^d.-.tes

" ^'1,°''^ hf/e "Edited. If a ballot is written ••John-
">. T J?''--'^*0"." or "Johnstone." it should becredited to the candidate whose name is one of these

no ili ''l,7^
^'^

'u"'°
'^^'."didates with these names andno eligible member with the name on the ballot Umust be rejected as illegal, or reported to the claiwho will at once submit the question to the assembly

1 Z,'"}'!"',,^^^
'""ot should be credited. If the edoubtful ballots will not affect the result the tellersmay make their full report without asking for instruj.

I
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lions in regard to llicin, platinK these (loHbtful votes

opposite the exact name as written on the ballot.

Votes for ineligible persoi.s and fraudulent votes

should be reported under the heailing of "Illegal

Votes," after the legal votes. When two or three

tilled-out ballots are folded together thcj are counted

as one fraudulent vote. 1 he names of the candidates

should he arranged in order, the one recei-ing tlie

highest number of legal votes being lirsi. In rcportmis'

the number of votes cast and the number necessary f"r

election, all votes except blanks must he counted.

Suppose the tellers find 100 ballot papers, 4 of which

are blank. 1 conlai'is two filled-out ones folded to-

gether, and 50 are ca»l ior a person who is ineligible

because of having held the office as long as permitted

by the constitution : the tellers' report should be in

this form

:

Number of votes cast 96
Necessary for election 49
Mr. A received ' 37

Mr. B receivti 8

Illegal Votes,

Mr. C (ineligible) received SO

One ballot containing two for Mr. D, folded

together, rejected as fraudulent 1

The teller first named, standing, addresses the chair,

reads the report and hands it to the chairman, and

takes his seat, without saying who is elected. The
chairman again reads the report of the tellers and

declares who is elected. In the case just given he

says there is no election, stating the reason. If no

one is elected, it is necessary to ballot again, and to

continue balloting until there is an election. The
chairman should ahv.iys vote in case of a ballot.

Should he fail to do so before the polls are closed, he

cannot then do it without the permission of the assem-

bly. When the tellers report, they should hand the

ballots to the secretary, who should retain them until

it is certain that the assembly will not order a "-ccount,

which is within its power to do by a tnajorily vote.
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Veas and Nays* or Roll Call. When a vote
has lieen ordjrcd to I.e taken hy yeas and nays
(see 25 for the motion] the chair puts the ques-
tion in a f

1 ni similar to this : "As many as
are m f.-. ,jr of the adoption of these reso-
lutions will, as their names are called, answer
yes (or yea]

; those opposed will answer iio
[or nay]." The chairman then directs the clerk
to call the roll. The negative being put at
the same time as the affirmative, it is too la'.c,

after one person has answered to the roll call
to renew the debate. The cleil; calls the roll,'
and eacii member, as his name is called, rises'
and answers "yes" or "no," or "present" if he
does not wish to vote, aid the clerk notes the
answers in separate columns. Upon the com-
pletion of the roll call the clerk reads the
names of those who answered in the affirma-
tive, and afterwards those in the negative, and
then those who answered "present," that mis-

^^'iX z^^s^ J^^i?::i.-a«
tbcv should Bdopt n nilp nllowlng tho v™» nndbe ordpred by n onoHfth vot<.. as In rongrpR"by a murh smallpr numhor. In some °m«ll 1

upon the demand of a single membr. * '

I

.i.f
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takes may be corrected ; he then gives the num-

ber voting on each side to the chairman, who

announces the icsult. An entry must be made

in the minutes of the names of all voting in

the affirmative, and also of those in the nega-

tive, and those who answered "present." A
convenient method of noting the answers at

the roll call is to write the figure 1 on the left

of the name ot the first member answering in

the affirmative, the figure 2 to the left of the

second name in the affirmative, and so on.

The negative answers are treated similarly,

being entered on the right of the names, and

those answering "present" should be entered

similarly in a third column. In this \/ay the

last figures on each side at any time show how

the vote stands at that time. The yeas and

nays cannot be ordered in committee of the

whole.

General Consent. Business can be expedited

greatly by avoiding the formality of motions

r id voting in routine business and on questions

of little importance, the chair assuming gen-

eral (unanimous) consent until some one ob-

jects. It does not necessarily mean that every

member is in favor of the motion, but, that

knowing it is useless to oppose it, or even to

discuss it, the opposition simply acquiesces

in the informality. Thus, in the case of ap-

proving the minutes, the chair inquires if there

are any corrections, and, if one is suggested,

it is made : when no correction [or no further

m
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correction] is suggested, the chair says:
"There being no corrections |or no further
corrections] the minutes stand approved."
While routine and minor matters can be
rapidly disposed of in this way, if at any time
objection is made with reasonable promptness,
the chair ignores what has been done in that
case even if he has announced the result, and
requires a regular vote. [See also page jo.>.J

Abientee Voting. In a strictly deliberative assem-
Dly no member can vote who is not nresent when the
ques.ion is completely put. But in many societies the
membership is scattered all over a state, or even still
wider, and it has been found expedient to provide amethod of voting that will enable all the members to
vote upon certain matters, as upon amendments to
constitutions, by-laws, and in elections of officers.
I his provision when it is deemed advisable to adopt

It, should be placed in the constitution or hy-l.iws as
otherwise, unless the charter or state laws autiorizc
absentee voting no member can vote except in person,
there are two forms of absentee voting—by mail ar,d
proxy voting,

Noting by Mail is used for election of officers, and
for amendments to -.ne constitution or by-laws, and for
such other important matters as the society may order
to be voted on in this way. If an amendment to the
by-laws is to be voted on bv mail a printed copy of
the proposed amei.dment is mailed to every member,
with the words "yes" and "no" printed underneath, or
on a separate slip, with directions to cross out one of
them, and retu'-n in the enclosed envelope, upon which
should be printed the words, "Ballot for Amendment
to Constitution." This envelope should usually have
the signature of the voter on it, and be sealed and en-
closed in another one addressed to the secretary, or to
the chairman of the tellers, so that the inner envelope
will not be opened except by the tellers when the votes
are counted. If it is desired to present the arguments
pro and con, the society can allow the leaders on the
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two sides to prepare brief statements to be printed

and mailed vviili tlie proposed amendment to every

member. Instead of having tlic voter's signature on

the inner envelope, it may be placed on the ballot, but

a place for the signature should be indicated, so that

there may be some means of protection against votes

being cast by other than legal voters. Voting by mail

cannot be a secret ballot, as it is necessary for the

tellers to know by whom each vote is cast. By some

such method as the above it is practicable to give all

the i.iembers, however scattered they may be, an

opportunitv to vote on questions of great importance.

Proxy I'ofing. A proxy s a power of attorney

given by one person to another to vote in his stead,

and it is also used to designate the person who holds

the power of attorney. It is unknown to a strictly

deliberative assembly, and is in conflict with the idea

of the equalitv of members, which is a fundamental

principle of de'liberative assemblies. There can be but

little use for debate where one 1" '"r has more votes

than another, possilily more than uii the others com-

bined. If the proxv'voting is limited to the election

of a board of directors, as it is practically in stock

corporations, and if, also, the proxies must be given

10 members of the corporation in all cases where it

requires an election to become a member—with these

two limitations proxy voting would be useful and do

no harm. In stock companies the members meet only

annually to elect directors, who elect the officers and

transact the business of the corporation. Though the

(hrectors are elected largely by proxies, their own
meetings, where all tlie business is done, are as secret

as they choose to make them, no proxies being allowed

in them, and therefore proxy voting does not interfere

with their business. As any one can dispose of his

stock to any one else, there is no objection to his

appointing any one as his proxy. But the case is very

<lifferent with maiiv incorporated societies of a social,

benevolent, or religious character, whose business

meetings are sometimes secret. Their membership

Cinnot be transferred by the members like stock, and

therefore they should not be allowed to appoint any

proxies who arc not members of the organization.

The otate law is aliove the bv-laws of the society, and if

\M
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the state law empowers mcinhurs of all corporations to
appoint proxR-3 to vote at all l.iisincss meeting^; no
by-laws of an incorporated secret society eoiild prevent
non-members holding proxies from 'attending and
voting at all bu-incss meetings of the society This
should not be the case. With stock corporations it
does no harm, because all the business is done bv
directors and no proxies are allowed in their meet-
ings, and no one can be present without their consent
l.ut 111 many societies of the kind mentioned the busi-
ness IS transacted in meetings atleiuled bv none but
members, and unlimited proxies would be a serious
mterference with their work. If the state law renuires
proxy voting m all corporations, it should be limited
to the election of officers, including directors, and also
the proxies should be required to lie held by members
ot the corporation in all organizations whose primary
object is not pecuniary profit.

47. Votes that are Null and Void even if

Unanimous. Xo motion is in order that coii-
flii-ts with the laws of the nation, or state, or
with the assembly's constitution or by-laws,
and if such a motion is adojited, even by a
unanimous vote, it is null atid void. No rule
that conflicts with a rule of a higher order is

of any authority
; thus, a by-law providing for

the suspension by general consent of an article
of the constitution would be null atul void ; so,
the general parliamentary rule allowing a two-
thirds vote to amend the bydaws after due
notice, is only in force when the by-laws are
silent on the subject. Rules that protect ab-
sentees cannot be suspended informally by
general consent, or formally by a unanimous
vote, as the absentees have not given their con-
sent. For instance, a rule requiring the giv-

'i:

h^

1,1
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ing of a specified notice of certain motions,

as an amendment of the by-laws, cannot be

suspended by general consent or by a unani-

mous vote. When a vote is required to be

taken by ballot, the object is to enable mem-

bers to conceal their votes, and any motion

that defeats this object is out of order. Thus,

when the rules require the • ote to be by ballot,

as is usual in elections to office or membership,

this rule cannot be suspended even by general

consent, because no one can object without

exposing his vote, which he cannot be com-

pelled to do. When the election must be by

ballot, a motion to have the ballot cast by one

person is out of order. So, when the rules re-

quire the vote to be by ballot, a motion to make

unanimous a vote that was not unanimous,

must be voted on by ballot, as otherwise the

vote would not be secret.

48. Motions requiring more than a Ma-

jority Vote. Majority Vote. Any legiti-

mate motion not inclutled among those men-

tioned below as requiring more than a ma-

jority vote, requires for its adoption only a

majority; that is, more than half of the votes

cast, ignoring blanks, at a legal meeting where

a quorum is present, unless a larger vote for

its adoption is required by the rules of the

assembly.

General Consent or Unanimous Vote. By

general, or unanimous, or silent, consent the

assembly can do business with little regard for
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the rules of procedure, as they are made for
the protectian of the minority, and when there
is no minority to protect, there is Httie use for
the restraint of the rules, except such as pro-
tect the rights of absent members, or the right
to a serret vote. In the former case the con-
sent of liie absentees cannot be given, and in
the lat'-r case tiie consent cannot be withheld
by the minority without exposing their votes,
which they cannot be compelled to do. When
the election is not by ballot and there are sev-
eral candidates one of whom receives a ma-
jority vote, sometimes a motion is made to
make the vote unanimous. It should never be
made except by the candidate with the largest
number of votes after the successful one, or
his representative, and even then its propriety
is doubtful. One negative vote defeats a
motion to make a vote unanimous, as a
single objection defeats a request for general
consent.

By the legitimate use of e principle that
the rules are designed for the protection of the
minority, and generally need not be strictly
enforced when there is no minority to protect,
business may be greatly expedited. When
there is evidently no opposition, the formality
of voting can be avoided by the chair's asking
if there is any objection to the proposed action,
and if there is none, announcing the result. The
action thus taken is said to be done by general
consent, or unanimous or silent consent. Thus,

-J
;«!
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.after an order has been adopted limiting the

speeches to two minutes each, if a speaker is

so interesting that wlien his time has expired

there is a general demand for him to go on,

the chair, instead of waiting for a motion and

taking a vote, could accept it as the will of

the assembly that the speaker's time be ex-

tended, and would direct him to proceed. Or,

he might say that if there is no objection the

member's time will be extended two minutes,

or some other time. [See also page 198.]

Tivo-thirds Vote. A two-thirds vote means

two-thirds of the votes cast, ignoring blanks

which should never be counted. This must

not be confused with a vote of two-thirds of

the members present, or two-thirds of the

members, terms sometimes used in by-laws.

To illustrate the difference : Suppose 14 mem-
bers vote on a question in a meeting of a

society where 20 are present out of a total

membership of 70, a two-thirds vote would be

10 ; a two-thirds vote of the members present

would be 14; and a vote of two-thirds of the

members would be 47.

There has been established as a compromise

between the rights of the individual and the

rights of the assembly the principle that a two-

thirds vote is required to adopt any motion

that suspends or modifies a rule of order pre-

viously adopted ; or prevents the introduction

of a question for consideration , or closes, or

limits, or extends the limits of debate ; or
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limits the freedom of nomination or voting;
or closes nominations or the polls ; or deprives
one of membership or office. It will be found
that every motion in the following list belongs
to one of the classes just mentioned.

.4

Motions Requiring a Two-thirds Vote.*

Amend (Annul. Refeal, or Rescind) anv fart
of the Constitution, By-lazcs, or Rules vf
Order, previously adopted; it also requires
pret'iotts notice go

Amend or Rescind a S;(indi'ng Rule, a Pro.
gram or Order of Business, or a Resolution,
previously adopted, i^nthout notice being
given at a previous meeting or in the call
for the meeting 3^

Take up a Question out of its Proper Order. ' 22
Suspend the Rules

[ 22
Make a Special Order 20
Discharge an Order of the Pay before "it is
Pending 20

Refuse to Proceed to the Orders of the Day. '. 20
Sustain an Objection to the Consideration of
a Question 23

Previous Question 29
Limit, or E.rtcnd the Limits, of Debate 30

1 m"""'!'?
'"• *'• t'onst'tutlon requires o two-thirds vote of

yJnl f,?"H,T r„n'"Jr? ,t
•>'''?'''t'nn Proposing nn oinencl-

liieUL to the Constitution, to pass ii vetoed olll. or toremove polltleal disabilities; a two-thirds vote of Hther
llouse to e.\pel a member; and a vot.^ of two-thirds of
the Senat<irs presi>ut to ratlf.v ii treat.v or convict on an
Impenchnient. The House requires a two-thirds vote tosuspend the rules. b\it Is olillged to allow a iiialorltv toorder the previous question or to limit debate, as other-wise Its business could never be trnnsneted. Still a Mil
ns"t,?«f V ""n *"' ^'"';:"' "' !'"»' fo'-'v "'ln"tes of debate.»s that Is nUowed after the suspension of the rules orthe previous question has been ordere i. [Sec foot note
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Extend the Time Appointed for Adji'Urnment
or for Taking n Heccss 20

Close Nominations L26| or the I'oUs 25

Limit the Somes to he I'oted for
lixpel from Membership: it also requires

previous notice and trial 75

Depose from Office: it also requires previous

notice • •

Discharge a Committee zvlien previous notice

has not been given 32
Reconsider in Committee when a member of

the majority is ahsCfit and has not been

notified of the proposed reconsideration ... 36

il

L

Art. IX. Committees and Boards

FACE

49. Comii .tees Classified 206

50. Boards of Managers, etc., and Executive
Committees 207

51. Ex-Ofiicio Members of Boards and Com-
mittees 210

52. Committees, Special and Standing 211

53. Reception of Reports 220

54. Adoption or Acceptance of Reports 223

55. Committee of the Whole 229

56. As if in Committee of the Whole 233

57. Informal Consideration 234

49. Committees Classified. A Committee

is a body of one or more persons appointed

or elected by an assembly or society to consider,

or investigate, or take action in regard to, cer-

tain matters or subjects, or to do all of these

things. Committees may be divided into two

distinct classes

:

(1) Boards of Managers or Directors,

Boards of Trustees, Executive Committees, etc.

(2) Ordinary Committees, Special or
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Standing, and Committee of the Wliolc and its
substitutes.

Tlicse different kinds of committees are
considered separately in the following five
sections.

50. Boards of Managers or Directors,
Boards of Trustees, Executive Committees,
etc. Committees of this class are essen-
tially small deliberative assemblies, subordi-
nate to the body that appoints them, with their
duties and authority, and the number of their
regular meetings and their .[uorums, defined
by the parent body, or by its authority. Boards
or Committees of this class are usually ap-
pointed by organizations that meet only an-
nually or quarterly. With such an organiza-
tion it IS customary and necessary to delegate
to a committee, usually known as the Board
of Managers or Directors, all its authority,
with slight limitations, to be exercised between
Its meetings. The by-laws of the Board are
adopted by the parent body, or the Board may
be authorized to adopt its own by-laws. It is
usual to authorize the Board to appoint from
Its membership an Executive Committee of a
specified number who shall have all the power
of the Board between the meetings of the
Board, just as the Board has all the power of
the Society between the meetings of the So-
ciety, except that the subordinate body cannot
modify any action taken by its superior. The
Executive Committee should be small and the

4'
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members should live near eriijugh each other

to be able to have fre(|uciit regular meetings,

besides special meetings in emergencies. Where
the organization is local, such as a society for

sustaining an orphan asylum, the Uoard of

Managers usually divides itself into commit-

tees having charge of different branches of the

work during the intervals between the monthly
or quarterly meetings of the Board, when these

committees report on the work done. It is

seldom that resolutions or other matters are

referred to boards or committees of this class

for them to report back to the society with

recommendatioiis. If papers are referred to

them it is usually for their information and
action. They are organized as any other de-

liberative assembly with a chairman and a

secretary, whom they elect if they are not ap-

pointed by the society. Frequently the by-laws

of the society make its president and its cor-

responding, or executive secretary, ex-oiificio,

[51] president and secretary of the Board of

Managers.

In large boards business is transacted the

same as in the society meetings; but in small

boards the same formality is not necessary t,r

usual, the informality observed by committees

being generally allowed. In a board meeting

where there are not more than about a dozen

present, for histance, it is not necessary to rise

in order to make a motion, nor to wait for rec-

ognition by the chair before speaking or mak-

if
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"•ff a motion, nor for a motion to luvo •,

^-"".i;noristlK.rc..-,nyiinm,o,lH.nnn,l.;r
of >p.cohcs. nor .Iocs ,l,c chair.nan Kvn theclKi.r when making a n.otion or ,lisn.ssin//n
qucsfon. iic fonnaliti.s necessary i„Z'
J.transact,.„sinessinalar«easse„n,lywo:i
himler business m so small a i,o(ly

Boards arc often constitute,! so that the

exp es each year. After each annual meeting
'" Mu-h a.se, the hoanl elects new officersam committees, the same as if the entire l.oanihal been re-electerl. All unlMMshe.l business

elected
^'°""'' "'''" '^'^ ""'' ''"•''"' '^

It is customary for the by-laws to remtirean atinual report from the Roard of .ManaLrs
which usually gives a brief account of its do-ings for the year with recommendations forhe future. After discussion, and amendment
f necessary, the report is usually adoptecL bythe society and published in its" annual pro-

ceedings as the report of the board. In such
a case, care should be taken in publishing it to
'nclose in brackets all that has been struck outand to put in italics whatever has been in-
serted, and to insert a note to that effect at the
beginning of the report, so that exactly what
the board recommende.l can readily be seen
1 he minutes should read thus: "The Board

after discussion and amendment was adopted
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as follows, lli^ words in brackets havinR

liccii struck out aiul those utulerscorctl (in

italics) having hetii inserted before the report

was adopted." The society cannot alter the

report of the hoard. It niay decline to indorse

it, or even to allow it to he printed, hut it

cainiot make it appear that the hoard str.ied

anything dilTerent from what H has reported.

By the above plan is .shown exactly what the

board reported and what the society adopted,

or endorsed.

51. Ex-Offick) Members of Boards and

Committees. Freciuently boanls and com-

mittees contain some members who are mem-

bers by virtue of their office, and, therefore,

are termed ex-officio members. When such a

mrniber ceases to hold the office his member-

ship of the board terminates automatically.

If the ex-officio member is under the control

of the society, there is no distinction between

him and the other members except where the

president is ex-officio member of all com-

mittees, in which case it is evidently the in-

tention to permit, not to require, him to act

as a member of the various committees, and

therefore in counting a quorum he should not

be counted as a member. The president is

not a member of any committee except by vir-

tue of a special rule, unless he is so appointed

by the assembly. If the ex-ofhcio member is

not under the authority of the society, he has

all the privileges, including the right to vote,
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but none of the ol)ligatioiis of meinhership

;

ns when the governor of a state is, cx-oftWio,'
a nianafjer or a trustee of a private academy.

53. Committees, Special and Standing.
It is usual in (lelil)crative asscmhlics, to have
ail preliminary work in the preparation of
matter for llieir action done liy nicans of com-
mittees. The committee may be either a
"standing conunittec," ai)])ointed for a (Icfniite

lime, as a session or a year; or a "special |ar
select] committee," appointed for a special
purpose; or a "commiitce of the whole" con-
sisting of the entire assembly. [!"or method
of appointing committees of the whole, see 55

;

other committees, sec Commit, 32.
|

Com-
mittees of the whole are not used mucli except
in legislative bodies, and when the word com-
mittees is used in this .Manual, unless specified
to the contrary, standing or special committees
are meant. Unless the assembly has appointed
a chairman, either directly or through its pre-
siding officer, the first named on a committee,
and in his absence the next named member,
becomes chairman, and so on and should act
as such unless the com nittee by a majority
of its number elects a chairman, which it has
the right to do if the assembly has not ap-
pointed one, ..nd which a standing committee
usually does. The clerk should furnish him,
or, in his ab.sence, some other member of the
committee, with notice of the appointment of
the committee, the names of the members, the

''ll
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paiwrs or niattiT rofi-rri-il to it, aii<l suih in-

striu-tiotis as llu- assiinbly lias di'cidcti upon.

Upon tlic i<.iiimittci''s roiucsl, all papers an.l

Looks mrossary (or llic i)r(.pfr pcrfonuaiu-c

of its <lutiis should l)i' tiirm'.l over to it by the

proper oIlK-crs.

It is the duty of the ehairnian to call the

committee together, hut, if he is ahsent, or

uenlecls or declines to call a meeting of the

committee, it is the duty of the committee to

meet on the call of any two of its members.

In small special committees the chairman usu-

ally acts as secretary, but in large ones and in

all staiKling committees, it is customary to

elect a secretary, who keeps a brief mcmo-

randimi of what is done, for the use of the

committee. Members of the society have a

right to appear at the committee meetings ari>'

present their views on the subject before it at

such reasonable times as, upon retiucst, the

committee mav appoint. But during the de-

liberations of the committee no one has a right

to be present, e.xcept members of the com-

mittee. .

The rules of the assembly, as far as possible,

apply to the committee, but motions to close or

limit debate are not allowed, and there is no

limit to the number of times a member may

speak, and unless the committee is very large,

it is not necessary for any one to rise and

address the chair before making a motion or

speaking, nor does the chairman rise to put the
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question, nor docs he leave tlu' .hair to speakor make nmti.nis. nor are n,oti,.,>s scco.'.lol
Ihcse forniaiuies arc unnecessary k-cansc the
committee is so sm,,-.I|. hut, unless aL'rmI t„ hv
general consent, all .jnesiions must he nut to
vote. Ins.ea.| of the chairn,an-s ahstaininR
from spcakmg on c,ni.stions, he is, nsuallv themost active participant in the .liscussions'an.l
work of the crmunitlee. In onler that the as-
semhly may have the l.cnefit of the n.atnre.l
judgment of the committee, a reconsi.Kration

tmic and of prevtons rcconsi.leration, an<! itmay he move.l l.y any one who ,lid not vote
with the mmorify. even if he was ahsent when
the previous vote was taken ; hut it shall re-
quire a two-thirds vote for its adoptio.i unless
every mcmh.r who voted with the nKii>.r:tv is
ether present or received ample notice of the
meeting and that the reconsideration was to
he moved. This prevents taking advantage of
the ahsence of mcmhers to reverse action, and
enables mcmhers who were ahsent to bring ui,
the question of reconsideration.
The committee constitute a miniature as-

sembly, being able to act only when a ciuorum
(a majority of the members) is present If a
paper is referred to them, they must not write
on It, but should write their amen.lments on
a separate sheet. If the amendments arc nu-
merous it IS better to write out a substitute and
submit It. If a resolution is referred to a com-
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mittee while a motion to postpone >nJ«fi"f y

^ pending. o...y -he resolution .s referred to

the committee, the motion to postpone in-

definitely being ignored. If

^^f
^d";^'^

"J
nending they go to the committee, who may

^ecom^end 'their adoption or reje<.u>n or

make no recommendation in regard to them.

If the committee originate the paper^ all

amendments must be incorporated in .t_ When

they originate it, usually one member has

previously prepared a draft, which is read en-

Ky through and then read by paragraphs,

le chairman pausing afte- each paragraph,

and asking : "Are there any amendments pro-

po ed to fhis paragraph?" No vote is taken

^n he adoption of the separate paragraph .

but after the whole paper has been read in

?hi way, it is open to a-ndment genera ^.

by striking out any paragraph, or by subst

tuting or inserting new ones, or by subst.tut

in? an entirely new paper for it. If there is a

preamble it il considered last. When the en-

tire paper has been amended to suit the com-

m ttee they should adopt it as their report

"fd "Vect t'he chairman or some other -ember

to report it to the assembly. When com

mittees are appointed to investigate, or to re-

po fupon, certain matters, the report should

close with or be accompanied by, formal reso-

£nrco;ering all
----"'^ro^is^e e

when their report is made no motion is neces

sary except to adopt the resolutions.
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r. ;:. ow. form, "Your commit-
at Mr. A s i

I slimild l)e paiil,"

'.i';t as to th. effect of the adnp-
tiun ni- !i,e tport. The report

ticn that the following

If the repoil is w^'
tee are of the opinii ,

•

there might be some i'

tion of the recommen .

should close with a ret. „. ...^ .„..„ ^
order be adopted : "Ordered. That the Treasurer pay
Mr. A's hill for $10.15." If p report recommends that
charges be preferred against Mr. B. it should close
WMth recommcndmg the - otion of resolutions, which
should be written out, providing for holding an ad-
journed meeting, and for citing the member to appear
at the adjourned meeting for trial on charges that
must be specified. These should be prepared by the
committee and submitted as a part of their report.
The committee should never leave to others the re-
sponsibility of preparing resolutions to carry out their
recommendations. They should consider this as one
of their most important duties.

When the report has been adopted by the
committee a clear copy is made, usually com-
mencing in a style similar to this : "The com-
mittee to whom was referred (state the matter
referred), beg leave to submit the following
report;" or, "Your committee appointed to

(specify the i^bject), respectfully report." etc.

If the report is of much importance it should
be signed by all the members concurring in the
report; but when it is of little importance, or
merely recommends amendments, etc., it may
be signed by the chairman alone, his signature
being followed by the word "Chairman." He
should not, however, place "Chairman" after
his signature except when he signs the report
alone and by the authority of the committee.
The report: must always be in the third per-
son though written and signed by only one.

<•
: >!

1
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The signature may be preceded by the words,

"Respectfully submitted," but it is not neces-

sary. Usually the report is not dated or ad-

dressed, and sometimes it consists merely of

a resolution, or a, set of resolutions. In the

latter case the chairman states he is instructed

by the committee to submit and to move the

adoption of the resolutions. The report of

the majority is the report of the committee

and should never be referred to as the majority

report.

If the minority submit a report, (or more

properly, their "views,") it may commence

thus: "The undersigned, a minority of the

committee appointed, etc., ot agreeing with

the majority, desire to express their views in

the case." After the committee's report has

been read and the motion to adopt has been

made and the question stated, it is usual to

allow the minority to present their views, but

if any one objects to its reception the chair

should put the question to vote on its being re-

ceived. It requires a majority vote to receive

it, the question being undebatable. When the

minority report is read it is for information,

and it cannot be acted upon except by a mo-

tion to substitute it for the report of the com-

mittee. Whether the views of the minority

are read or not, any one can move to substi-

tute the resolutions they recommend for those

recommended by the committee. Where the

minority cannot agree, each member may sub-
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nut his views scjiaratcly. In some cases a
nicniher agrees to the report with a single ex-
cei)tion, in which case instead of suhniitting
his views separately, after all have signed who
agree m the report he may write that he agrees
to the report except the i)art which he specifies,
and then sign the statement.
The committee's report* can contain only

that which has been agreed to by a majority
vote at a meeting of which every member has
been notified, or at an adjourned meeting
thereof (a quorum, a majority of the members,
bemg present), except where it is impracticable
to have a meeting of the committee, when it

may contain what is agreed to by every mem-
ber. If a committee is appointed from dif-
ferent sections of the country with the expec-
tation that its work will be done by cor-
respondence, its report can contain only
what IS agreed to by a majority of the mem-
bers.

A committee, except a committee of the
whole, can appoint a sub-committee which,
however, reports to the committee, and never
to the assembly. This sub-committee must
consist of members of the committee, except
in cases where the committee is appointed to
take action that requires the assistance of

„itf'" .'^""B'J!'; nothlnsr can he "tlio n-port of tho com-mlttcp j)ut what has been agreed to In committee actuallvassembled," so that a report signed by a majorltv of acommittee acting separately wSs ruled out In some
l„r'°I'^^-

,';?»''*''''••'' '» "ft™ Impracticable to have reg™!lar committee meetings with a majority present

i

il
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others, as to make arrangements for holding

a bazaar. In such a case it is best to appoint

the committee with power to appoint such sub-

committees as are rctiuired ; or, as is frequently

done, to appoint the committee "with power,"

which means with power to take all the steps

necessary to carry out its instructions. A
committee has no power to punish its members

for disorderly conduct, its recourse being to

report the facts to the assembly. No allusion

can be made in the assembly to what has oc-

curred during the deliberations of the com-

mittee, unless it is by a report of the committee

or by general consent. When a special com-

mittee is through with the business assigned

it, a motion is made for the committee to

"rise" (which is equivalent to the motion to

adjourn without day), ard that the chair-

man (or some member who is more familiar

with the subject) make its report to the as-

sembly. A special committee ceases to exist

as soon as the assembly receives its report.

When a committee adjourns without appoint-

ing a time for the next meeting, it is con-

sidered as having adjourned at the call of the

chair, so that all the meetings of a special

committee constitute one session. A meeting

of a special committee may be called at any

time by the chairman or by any two of its

members, every member being notified. When

a committee adjourns to meet at another time,

it is not necessary (though usually advisable)
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that absent members should be notified of ilie

adjourned meeting.

A standing committee is either wholly, or
partially, elected at each annual meeting in
ordinary societies, and immediately thereafter
it reorganizes by electing a chairman (unless
he has been appointed by the assembly) and a
secretary. Therefore, a standing committee
must report at the annual meeting, or before,
on everything referred to it during the year.'
'1 he motion to rise is never used in standing
committees or boards, nor is it used in other
committees except when the committee is

ready to report so that it will never meet again.
A special committee is appointed for a specific
purpose, and until the duty assigned it by the
.society is accomplished it continues to exist,
unless sooner discharged, which requires a
two-thirds vote if done without notice being
given. The fact that an annual meeting has
intervened does not discharge a special com-
mittee appointed by a society. But in an
elected or appointed body, as a convention,
special committees that have not reported cease
to exist when the new officers assume their
duties at the next annual meeting. When dis-
charged, the chairman of the committee re-
turns to the secretary all documents received
from him.

While in small assemblies, especially in
those where but little business is done, there
is not much need of committees, in large as-

II

\^- < i\

11
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scmblies, or in those doing a great deal ()f

business, committees are of the utmost im-

portance. When a committee is properly se-

lected, in nine cases out of ten its action de-

cides that of the assembly. A committee for

actiun should be small, and consist only of

those iieartily in favor of the proposed action.

If one not in sympathy with it is appointed,

he should ask to be excused. A committee for

deliberation or invi'Stigation, on the contrary,

should be large, and represent all parties in the

assembly, so that its opinion will carry with it

as great weight as possible. The usefulness

of the committee will be greatly impaired if

any important faction of the assembly is un-

represented on the committee. The appoint-

ment of a committee is fully explained in 32.

53. Reception of Reports. When there

is a place in the order of business provided for

reports of committees, they are not made until

they are called for by the chair. Upon the ar-

rival of the time for these reports, the chair

calls for the reports of such officers and stand-

ing committees as are required to make re-

ports, in the order in which they are arranged

in the rules; after which he calls for the re-

ports of the special committees in the order

of their appointment. When called upon, the

reporting member (who is the chairman of the

committee unless another member is appointed

to make the report") rises and addresses the

chair, and, when recognized, reads the report

Bli ::l

! <i
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and hands it to the presiding officer, or the sec-
retary, and, when necessary, moves its adop-
tion or acceptance as explained in tlie next
section. If the comnittee reports Iiacl: a paper
with amendments, the amendments are read
with sufficient of the related parts to make
them understood. If it is desired to h.ave a re-
port made earlier than the rules allow, it can
he done, hy a two-thirds vote, hy suspending
the rules [22] and receiving the report at once.

If the order of business makes no provision
for the report of the committee, the reporting
member, when ready to report, obtains the
floor when no business is pending, and informs
the assembly that the committee to which was
referred such a subject or paper has agreed
upon a report which he is now prepared to
submit. If the chair thinks the assembly
wishes to hear the report he directs him to pro-
ceed, whereupon he reads the report and hands
it to the chairman and makes the proper mo-
tion for its disposal. If before it is read any
one objects to its reception, or if the chair is
in doubt as to whether it should be received
now, he puts to the assembly the question,
"Shall the report be received now?" It re-
quires a majority vote to receive it, and the
question is undebatable. If the vote is in the
regative, a time for the reception of the .eport
should be appointed either by a vote or by gen-
eral consent. Usually no motions are made or
votes taken in regard to receiving reports,
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these lualters being all settled informally by

general consent.

If the report is a final one, when the assem-

bly has received the report the committee has

completed its work, and, without any motion,

it is automatically discharged from further

consideration of the subject, and, if it is a spe-

cial committee, it ceases to exist. If the report

is only a partial one the comniiltee is not dis-

charged unless the assembly so votes. If the

subject is recommitted the committee is re-

vived (uiiless the reference is to another com-

mittee), and all parts of the report that have

not been adopted by the assembly are ignored

by the committee as if the report had never

been made. If any member or members wish

to submit the views of the minority it is cus-

tomary to receive such a report immediately

after receiving the report of the committee.

In such case the reporting member should no-

tify the assembly that the views of the mi-

nority will be submitted in a separate paper.

As soon as the chair has stated the question

on the report, he should call for the views

of the minority, which are then read for infor-

mation. They cannot be acted upon unless it

is moved to substitute them for the commit-

tee's report, or rather to substitute the recom-

mendations of the minority for those of the

committee.

A very common error is, after a report has

been read, to move that it be received, whereas
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the fact that it has been read shows that it has
been already received by the assembly. An-
other mistake, less common, but dangerous, is

to vote that the rcDort he accepted, which is

equivalent to adopting it [sec next section],
when the intention is only to have the report
up for consideration and afterwards to vote on
its adoption.

54. Adoption or Acceptance of Reports.
When the report of a committee has been re-

ceived, that is, has been ijrcsented to the as-
sembly and either read or handed to the chair
or the secretary, the next business in order is

the disposal of the report, the proper disposi-
tion depending upon its nature.

( 1 ) If the report contains only a statement
of fact or opinion for the information of the
assembly, the reporting member makes no mo-
tion for its disposal, as there is no necessity
for action on the repc t. But if any action is

taken, the proper motion, which should be
made by some one else, is to "accept the re-

port," which has the effect of endorsing the
statement and making the assembly assume
responsibility for it.

If it is a financial report, as in case of a
board of trustees or a treasurer, it should be
referred to an auditing committee, as the vote
to accept the report does not endorse the ac-
curacy of the hgures, for the assembly can only
be sure of that by having the report audited.

Whenever such a financial report is made, the
h:i

«Sr
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chair, without any motion, should say it is

referred to the auditing committee or audi-
tors, if there are any. If there are none, then
the i)ropcr motion is to refer it to an auditing
committee to be appointed by the chair. When
the auditing coniniittcc rei)orts, this report
shouhl be accepted, or adopted, which carries

with it the endorsement of the financial report.

(2) If the report contains recommenda-
tions not in the form of motions, they should
all be placed at the end of the report, even if

they have been given separate!;- before, and
the proper mt i-n is to adopt the recom-
mendations.

(3) If the report concludes with a reso-

lution or a series of resolutions, the proper
course is for the reporting member to move
that the resolution or resolutions be adopted
or agreed to. This method should be adopted
whenever practicable.

(4) If a committee reports back a resolu-

tion which was referred to it, the motion to

postpone int' .-finitely, if it was pending, is

ignored; if an amendment was pending it

should be reported on. The form of the

question to be stated by the chair dejiends upon
the recommendation of the committee as fol-

lows : (a) If the committee recommends
its adoption, or makes no recommendation
(where it can come to no agreement), the

question should be stated on the amendment
if there was one pending, and fhn on the reso-

m
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lution. These motions were peiidiiiK when the
question was referred to the ecnnmiee, an.l
therefore should not he made aK.iin, (/,) If
the recommendatio,, is that the ivsnhition he
not adopted, the ,|uestion on the resohition
when It IS put, should he stale.l thus- "The
question is on the a.Ioption of .he resohiti.M.
the recommendation of the committee to tlij
contrary notwithstan.iinjr." A similar course
IS pursued if the committee recommen.ls that
an amendment he not adopted, (c) If the
committee recomtnenrls that the resohition he
postponed indefinitclv, or i)ostpone(l to a cer-
tain time, the question should he on the post-
ponement, and, if that is lost, then on the
resolution.

((/) If the committee reports hack a resolu-
tion or paper with ameiulments, the reportiiu'
member reads only the ameii,hncnts with sut^
hcient of the context to make them understood
and then moves their ado|)tion. The chiir-
nian after stating the question on the a.Ioption
of the amendments, calls for the rea.linjr of
the f^rst amendment, after which it is open for
debate and amendment. A vote is then taken
on adopting this amendment, and the ne.xt is
read, and so on till the amendments are
adopted or rejected, admitting amendments to
the committee's ameiiflments. hut no others
When through with the committee's amend-
ments, the chairman pauses for any other
amen.Imcnts to be prop >scd by the assembly
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and when these are voted on he puts the ques-

tion on agreeing to, or adopting, the paper as

amended, unless, in a case hkc revising the

by-laws, tiiey have lucn already adopted. By

suspending the rules [22], or by general con-

sent, a report cm be at once a(lo|)ted without

following any of the above routine.

If tlie atnendnicnts do not call for debate

or amendment, as when reportcil from the

committee of the whole, where they have been

already discussed, the chair puts a single ques-

tion on all the committee's amendments except

those for which a member asks a separate

vote, thus: "As many as are in favor of

adopting the amen<iincnts recommended by the

committee, except tho.se for which a separate

vote has been asked, say aye; tho^e ojjposed

say no." He then takes up the remaining

amendments separately in their order.

(f) If the committee reports back a reso-

lution with a substitute which it recommends

for adoption, the chair stales the question on

the substitute, if there were no amendments

pending when the resolution was committed.

If, however, amendments were pending when

the resolution was committed, the chair first

states the questions on those pending amend-

ments, and when they are disposed of he states

the question on the substitute. In either case

the substitute is treated like any other substi-

tute motion, the resolution being first jierfected

by amendments and then the substitute resolu-
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tion After both have U-en thus pcrfoctcl the
question ,s put on the substitutu,,., an.l tlnallyon the resolution. If ,hc substitute is lost the
resolution .s open to amcn.lmcnts pro,,osc,l by

co^T ^^^ ^^
"^r^""^'

'' "f -^ -'"nation
comnuttee no vote should be taken. .Mnv morethan fa men,ber ha.l „,a,le the nominations.

n^ii iU 'T'- " ^'°'" "'•= "'^'"I'crship com-
mittee, the chair at once states the questionon the reception as members of the candidatesrecommends by the committee
A partial rejwrt of a committee is treated

he same as the final report. If it reports prog-
ress only, Nvithout recommen.lations or com-
elusions. ,t IS treated as any other report for
information, and no action need be taken. But
«f the partial report recommends action, thenthe question is to be put on adopting the re-
port, or Its recommendations, or the resolu-
tions he same as if it were the final report.

'11U ;i IS customary in ordinary societies

'a
".'" '" .^^™"'' * """''o" to accept oradopt a committee's report, yet if the motion

IS not made and the chair deems it best to have
a vote taken on the question, he may state the
appropriate question without waiting for a
motion, accepting the submission of the report
by a committee as equivalent to moving the
adoption of the appropriate m-Hion for dis-
posing of It, just as is the case when one offers
a re.solution. To wait to see if two members
are in favor of a proposition which at least

l\

m

1
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two have signed, or authorized the chairman,

or reporting member, to sign, would appear

useless. In ordinary societies the chairman

of the assembly usually knows better than the

reporting member how the business should be

managed, especially if a resolution is reported

with many amendments. However, unless the

assembly is accustomed to having its chairman

put the proper questions on the report with-

out any formal motion, it is better for the

reporting member to move the "adoption" of

the resolutions or recommendations, as that

is generally understood.

When the chair has stated the question on

the adoption of the recommendations or reso-

lutions, or of the report, the matter under con-

sideration is open to debate and amendment,

and may have applied to it any of the subsidi-

ary motions, like other main questions. Its

consideration cannot be objected to if the mat-

ter was referred to the committee. While the

report of the committee or its resolutions may
be amended by the assembly, these amend-

ments only affect that which the assembly

adopts, as the assembly cannot in any way

change the committee's report.

For example: A committee expresses the

opinion that Mr. A has no right to commit a

certain act, and the assembly strikes out this

statement from the report before adopting it.

This does not alter the report, but, when the

assembly adopts the report, this statement is
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exactly as it was subm£ Ih '

h
P""'';'

the committee, a °he cat ^"t l"
'""'"^^ ''y

better to use them at heTetSe'lS '
I'f

SSe:T;ti^t:f^,rt^'^"^^
understood.

''^'''^ *° be mis-

tion, or when fnr , ?l "^ definite ac-

sirable for th^ ^L^, "f"''
'"^^^o". it is de-

with all the freedom nf^ T'"^" ^ ^"''ject

?t is the praSTo^^rtrt::rrCommmee of the Whole." If i^fSsil Jo'

'm

ft
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consider the question at once, the motion is

made, "That the assembly do now resolve it-

self into a committee of the whole, to take

under consideration," etc., or, "That we go

into committee of the whole to consider," etc.,

specifying the subject. This is really a motion

to "commit." [See 32 for its order of prece-

dence, etc.] If adopted, the chairman imme-

diately calls another member to the chair, and

takes his place as a member of the committee.

The committee' is under the rules of the as-

sembly, excepting as stated hereafter m this

section.

The only motions in order are to amend and

adopt, and that the committee "rise and re-

port," as it cannot adjourn ; nor can it order

the "yeas and nays." An appeal from the

decision of the chair can be made, and it must

be voted on directly, as it cannot be laid on the

table or postponed, those motions not being

allowed in committee of the whole. Each

member can speak only once on the ppeal.

The only way to close or limit debate in com-

mittee of the whole is for the assembly, before

going into committee of the whole, to vote that

the debate in committee shall cease at a certain

time, or that after a certain time no debate

shall be allowed, excepting on new amend-

ments, and then only one speech in favor of

and one against it, of, say, five minutes each;

or in some other way to regulate the time for

debate.
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has directed me to report the same with (or

without, as the case may be) amendments,

provided the committee has concluded its busi-

ness If the committee has failed to come to

a conclusion, strike out of the report all after

"and has" and insert "c^ e to no conclusion

thereon." If no amendm-nts are reported,

the chair at once states the question on the

resolution or other matter referred to the com-

mittee. If amendments are reported the re-

lorting member reads them, and hands the

p per to the chair, who reads, and states and

puts the question on the amendments as a

whole, unless a member asks for a separate

vote on one or more amendments, in which

case a single vote is taken on all the other

amendments, and then the question is stated

separately on each of the amendments for

which a separate vote was asked. The amend-

ments may be debated and amended.

The secretary does not record in the minutes

the proceedings of the committee, but should

keep a memorandum of the proceedings for

its use In large assemblies the secretary va-

cates his chair, which is occupied by the chair-

man of the committee, and the assistant sec-

retary acts as secretary of the committee.

Should the committee become disorderly, and

the chairman be unable to control it, the pre-

siding officer hould take the chair and de-

clare the committee dissolved. The quorum

of the committee of the whole is the same as
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that of the assembly f6il rf tu^
finds itself without I 'oL. Vc ,"7;

'S:and report the fact to the assembly whVh nsuch case must adjourn.
In large assemblies, such as the U. S. Houseof Representatives, where a member can spelo any question only once, the commiUee of

s:Ks:----s^,;X^

-ittee of the Whole," S used „ the^ 5 s"Senate, or "Informal Consideration "as fre'quently used in ordinary societies These are'exphmed in the next two sections.
56 As ,f ,n (or Quasi) Committee of theWhole >s used m the U. S. Senate insteadof the committee of the whole, and is r^oreconvenient m small assemblies. The mXnshould be made in a form similar to tWs Tmove that the resolution be considered a if incommittee ofthe whole." This being adopted

Sh'all he \l °r '°
f'l''''

^"'^ ™^-et
wLi Tt.

"'°'" °f ^^^ committee of thewhole. The presiding officer, however, retains

s done"V"'l!f^
°^ 'PP°'"''"S ^ chai;man asIS done when the assembly goes into committee

4 .n I ';, " '"^' '"°*'°" « adopted, ex-
^ -pt an amendment, it puts an end to he auasicommmee of the whole' Thus, the modo'n to

^ rl
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i^^

commit is equivalent to the following motions

when in committee of the whole: (1) That

the committee rise; (2) that the committee of

the whole be discharged from the further con-

sideration of the subject; and (3) that it be

referred to a committee. When the assembly

has finished amending the proposition under

consideration, without further motion the

chairman announces that, "The assembly, act-

ing as if in committee of the whole, has had

such subject under consideration, and has

made certain amendments," which he then re-

ports The subject comes before the assembly

then as if reported by a committee, the chair

stating the question on the amendments as de-

scribed at the close of the previous section un-

der committee of the whole. The secretary

should keep a memorandum of the proceed-

ings while acting as if in committee of the

whole, but it should not be entered in the min-

utes, being only for temporary use. The chair-

man's report to the assembly should be en-

tered in the minutes, as it belongs to the as-

sembly's proceedings.

57. Informal Consideration. In ordinary

societies the meetings of which are not large,

instead of going into committee of the whole,

or considering questions as if in committee ot

the whole, it is more usual to consider the

question informally. The motion is made

thus- "I move that the question be consid-

ered 'informally." The effect of the adoption
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Of this motion is to open the main question andany amendments that may be proposed, to freedebate as if m committee of the whole No

Son'a's" r^' '^' '''"'"' ''"'' '« »he samequestion as long as a member who has notspoken desires the floor. This informal con
s.derat,on applies only to the main ques °o„

that t 'Zl'"'"V ^^j"* '"y othe 'motioi:

debate Zt " ""^". '^e regular rules of

allv tt ,^^''V°"«'dermg a question inform-
ally the assembly by a two-thirds vote may limitthe number or length of speeches, or in a^yother way hmit or close the debate. While the
consideration of the main question and itsamendments ,s informal, all votes are formalthe mformahty applying only to the numbeof speeches allowed in debate. The instantthe mam question is disposed of temporarily,
or permanently, the informal consideration
automafcally ceases without any motion or

t !|

I
i
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58. Chairman or President. The presid-

ing officer, when no special title has been as-

signed him, is ordinarily called the Chairman,

or the President, or, especially in religious as-

semblies, the Moderator. In organized so-

cieties the constitution always prescribes his

title, that of President being most common. In

debate he is referred to by his official title and

is addressed by prefixing Mr. or Madam, as

the case may be, to that title. In referring to

himself he should never use the personal pro-

noun ; he generally says, "the chair," which

means the presiding officer of the assembly,

regardless of whether his position is perma-

nent or temporary. If his position is only

temporary he is called the chairman.

His duties are generally as follows : To open

the session at the time at which the assembly

is to meet, by taking the chair and calling the

members to order; to announce the business

before the assembly in the order in which it is

to be acted upon [65] ; to recognize members

entitled to the floor [3] ; to state [6] and to

put to vote [9] all questions which are regu-
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larly moved, or necessarily arise in the course

Of the vote; to protect the assembly from an

tnot.ons by refusmg to recognize them [401 •

to assist m the expediting of business in ive y*

way compatible with the rights of the mem
baTa^r; .lr"°"'"^

'"^^ -'"'^- -h- undt

advislbi: T"' f' PT'""^' 'f he thini<s itadvisable to restram the members when en-gaged m debate, within the rules of order oenforce on all occasions the observanc o 'o ?der and decorum among the members, decid-

to the assembly by any two members) unlesswhen .„ doubt he prefers to submit the qt^emn for the decision of the assembly [2ll to

etTed to ?"T"^'
"'^^" "^"--y- - when

or nr/1-
'^' P^'P"'"' °" ^ P°i"t of orderor practice pertinent to pending business • toauthenticate, by his simatnrp wL '

all ftio o » J
i-'gnature, when necessary,

!c
^h^,^"^*^- ""-d^s. and proceedings of theassemb'y declaring its will and in !ll thingsobeymg its commands ^

or^other%°r '^r*
"°'' °' '"^ ^^"°"^ disorder,

Xf,f .. 1 ^^ emergency, the chair has the

joumed to some pf-.er time (and place ifnecessary), if ,t is impracticable to take a vote

a vot"
°P'"'°"' dangerous to delay for

The chairman should rise to put a question

:?;<
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t

L

to vote, except in very small assemblies, such

as boards or committees, but may state it sit-

ting; he should also rise from his seat (with-

out calling any one to the chair) when giving

his reasons for his decision upon a point of

order, or when speaking upon an appeal,

which he can do in preference to other mem-

bers. During debate he should be seated and

pay attention to the speaker, who is required

to address his remarks to the presiding officer.

He should always refer to himself as "the

chair," thus, "The chair decides," etc., not "I

decide," etc. When a member has the floor,

the chairman cannot interrupt him excepting

as provided in 3, so long as he does not trans-

gress any of the rules of the assembly.

If a member of the assembly, he is entitled

to vote when the vote is by ballot (but not

after the tellers have commenced to count the

ballots), and in all other cases where the vott

would change the result. Thus, in a case

where a two-thirds vote is necessary, and his

vote thrown with the minority would prevent

the adoption of the question, he can cast his

vote; so, also, he can vote with the minority

when it will produce a tie vote and thus cause

the motion to ...il ; but he cannot vote twice,

first to make a tie, and then to give the casting

vote. Whenever a motion is made referring

to the chairman only, or which compliments or

condemns him with others, it should be put to

vote by the Vice President if in the room, or
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by the Secretary, or on their failure t« a
by the maker of the motion Thfchar-ho'.H

TJ:'f:"l '° P"' "'^ question on a iSo

£^=e^hrwfe^-S
thirds vote; nor can he prevent the makinl nf

proceeaings. If members are reasomhlv

S?motio""r'"! '.'^^'^ "«h' '° ica-^
"oter iT'h K '^t""

'^•"""°* P^«^^"' 'heiraomg so. If he has hurriedly taken and announced a vote while a member is r.W to"

and the member must be recomized On Ttl'
other hand the chairman shoulK 'perSit theobject of a meeting to be defeated by a fewfactious persons using parliamentar- ?o m^with the evident object of obstructing bu -.ineTsIn such a case he should refuse to entertainthe dilatory or frivolous motion, and.l? a"appeal is taken, he should enterta n it and ifsustained by a large majority he may aftewards refuse to entertain even an appeal made
S ' \'*'°" ^'''=" ^^'^'^•"'y made mereTy to

ado^such
"""" ^"* '''' ^^^'- should ne'vr

nesTwheJ th^"'''
"'"''^ *° ^^^P^^ite busi-ness, when the opposition is not factious. Its only justifiable when it is perfectly clear

nes %T^fr '\r^"^ ^° °''^*'-"'* bu'i-ness. [bee Dilatory Motions, 40].
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If it is necessary for the chairman to vacate

the chair the first Vice Presidt-iit, if there is

one, should take the chair, and in his absence

the next one in order should talce it If there

is no vice president in the hall, then the chair-

man may, if it is neccssnr; \<j vacate the chair,

appoint a chairman /'ro l,-in., but the first ad-

journment puts an end to the appointment,

whii'' the assembly can terminate before, if it

pleases, bv electing another chairman. But the

regular chairman, knowing that he will be

absrvi from a future meeting, cannot author-

i.'.j another member to act in his place at such

•nceting; the secretary, or, in his absence, some

other member should in such case call the

meeting to order, and a chairman pro tern, be

elected who would ho'd office during that ses-

sion, unless such office is terminated by the

entrance of the president or a vice president,

or by the election of another chairman pro

t'^m., which may be done by a majority vote.

The chairman sometime; calls a member to the chair

and takes part in the debate. This sliould rarely le

done, and nothing can justify it in a case where muci'

feeling is shown and there is a liability to difficu'ti

in preserving order. If the chairman ha^ even the

appearance of being a partisan, he loses much of his

ability to control those who are on the opposite side

of the question. I'here is nothing to justify the un-

fortunate habit some chairmen have of constantly

speaking on questions before the assembly, even

interrupting the member who has the floor. One who
expects to take an active part in debate should never

accept the chair, or at least shou, not resume the

chair, after having made his speech, until after the
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.'•''' ''"'"'"ally

course is to enforce stric tlv Tm ,h^''"7'""'"^ ""'' ^afe
parliamentary law H, .j

all the rules an,| forms of
after every tioti^^;- is "ide^T.''.''

""'''•'"> "^«'"'
announce the next bu^ness fn n H j: ''W^-,!'

^''^^" «°
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knowledge: then
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I:

1:-

may authorize committees, but cannot aPP°int °f

nominate them: The president, however, cannot ap-

po^ any committees except those authorized by fie

bv-laws or by a vote of the assembly. Sometimes the

hv Iws make the president ex-officio a member of

evercommiltee. *here this is.done he has the rights

of oiher members of the committees but "»» the obh-

aition to attend every committee meeting. [See 51.1

* A chairman wUl often find himself perplexed w.tfi

the difficuUies auending his position, and m such cases

he wU do well to re^mbe'r that parliamentary law

was made for deliberative assemblies and no the

Additional Duties of the ^C" !*'„ ' "L^iTes as
nnd the Vice Pres dents. In addition to his duties as

Dresiding officer, in many societies the Pje'-de^ has

dut es as an adm nistrative or executive officer. Where

fhi^ls des"ired, the by-laws ?ho"'d dearly, set forU,

ttipsp duties as they are outside of his duties as pre

siting officer of the'^assembly. and do not come within

"'^TheTame IftrT o?Tice*presidents. Sometimes

thcv have charge of different departments of work,

and thev should be chosen with those duties in view

is ot^scribed by the by-laws. It must not be forgotten

fhaHn the cas'e of tL absence <> the pres.den he

first vice president must preside, and '"./ase °t tne

il ness or resignation or death of the president that the

first vire oresident becomes president tor tne unex

Dired term unless the rules^pecify how vacancies

?hall b/fiUed In such case 'he second v«:epr«.den

moment you may need this knowledge. If a memoer
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tlO,] Vou 'shoud "memorize .h° 'r'l
^'? =" °"^-

motions arranged in the^ oiH,r 5f
'"'

S^ ordinary
7], and should be able to ,e er ,0 thrT^Kf"". L^^K^
[page 8 so qmcklv that Vhpr- ^T J^''''=

°f R"lfs
deciding all points coma neSfn T\^^ "° '''^''•y ^
with the nrs? te, secUo, s nf^h ^^^""^ f='™'iar
simple, and wi 1 emhi ,

"'"*' ''"'<^'
^
">ey are

parl?nmen"tar;iL^'^;i''; -°fM"'>Hy to m^aster
as to become accustomed mH,^. ''''''"' ^^'^L so

all of whicilTrfa^fo^^^b^'"
°' '°'"« "'^ "•"= 'hTg!

be^or^ tKetr '^^^!'&^^ -me regu.ar,.
Have with you a list of mem ,^^ t" n' '"''S"'''"' °rder.
guide you ij; np?ni„1,4Tr7^rr^i?,' c?"''"'""'-

'°

be^^a?lorryLTt• t-^'sir -^ -'-

for a second, until vou h-,v,/P°"".'° y"""- "11
except in case o a mah? motion w ""'=?''• """ ^^<^^

or stated some one rises Tnd s.v^i!°'' " " seconded
reconsideration, or to call unth^mn.- "f' '° ""^^ ^
or to move to take a nnelt^L f °"u " *° reconsider,
of these cases vou sh^ld ^ecoenTJ^ll

"^''- ^" ^"^
metiiberas entitled to the floor^31 ^f"""

'"'"rupting

3 m,st -ke and assigned the floor to fi/°" ^"^ '"*''"

or recognized a motion hat was noil ZT^ ^""'"^

^^T^:T\^r:^}p^ -'^^ - ''""so!
what queltion, f any "s the"„°nendin^//?""

""<* ''^°
ng any member tha^'addresses th "fha^r v;"°«"'>-for mere routine motions t^u '="air iS'ever wait
know no one obTecrtoThe.l,° %lVl'f"^'

^l'^" y°«

do nol S"u'fo"rordS bm " ""J
™P.-°P" """io",

proper one. If it"* movA?"'}u°"'^^ '^88^^' the
table until 3 p m " T^h. JZ-^^

the question on the

>!
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"to postpone the question," without stating the time,

do not rule it out of order, but ask the mover if he

wishes "to postpone the question mdefinitely (which

kills it), or "to lay it on the table" (which enables it

to be taken up at any other time); then state the

question in accordance with the motion he intended to

make. So, if after a report has been presented and

read, a member moves that "it be received, ask him i_£

he means to move "its adoption" (or "acceptance,

which is the same thing), as the report has been

already received. No vote should be taken on receiv-

ing a report, which merely brings it before the assem-

bly, and allows it to be read, unless some one objects

to its reception.
. „ , .l ^

The chairman of a committee usually has the most

to say in reference to questions before the committee;

but the chairman of an ordinary deliberative asseinbly,

especially a large one, should, of all the members, have

the least to say upon the merits of pending questions.

Never interrupt members while speaking, simply

because you know more about the matter than they

do- never get excited; never be unjust to the most

troublesome member, or take advantage of his igno-

rance of parliamentary law, even though a temporary

good is accomplished thereby.
^ , .

Know all about parliamentary laW, but do not try to

show off your knowledge. Never be technical, or

more strict than is absolutely necessary for the good

of the meeting. Use your judgment; the assembly

may be of such a nature through its ignorance of

parliamentary usages and peaceable disposition, that a

strict enforcement of the rules, instead of assisting,

would greatly hinder business ; but in large assemblies,

where there is much work to be done, and especially

where there is liability to trouble, the only safe course

is to require a strict observance of the rules.

59. Secretary, or Clerk. The recording

officer is variously called Clerk, or Secretary,

or Recording Secretary (where there is also

a Corresponding Secretary), or Recorder, or

Scribe, etc. The secretary is the recording
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%ned to othet afth^ '^ZS^:^ T"fnese records a r,. „. 1
"^'''Urers books.

a commlitee „„ds 8„y ,"
o i, of .

*'"

In addition to keeninir th^ ^ . ,

society and the minmes ^f th/
^"'^^ °^ *^^

the duty of the secreta °V^ '"^«""&'^. it is

furnish cl^tinltlhaTZ''""'^'. "^'' *°

them, and delegates w,>h ^y? T^^"''^''
*»

sign with the SenT , ^^dS^n' tl, T '°

urer authorizorl h,- -

°™ers on the treas-

wise speciSt e oylCTV"t" ,frkeep one book in wh rh fh •

''""''^ ^'^°

laws ruleci of n.^ . ""^ constitution, by-

all b; wSten Ztlln:
'''"'j."^ '"^''^ ^^0""^

ofthe.i„„tes;?e;e"i;rr:::o;d:r'p^^'=
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In addition to the above duties, when there

is only one secretary, it is his duty to send out

proper notices of all called meetings, and of

other meetings when necessary, and to con-

duct the correspondence of the society, except

as otherwise provided. Where there is a Cor-

responding Secretary these duties devolve on

him, as well as such others as ..re prescribed

by the by-laws. The by-laws should always

clearly define the additional duties of the cor-

responding secretary if any are to be imposed

on him. When the word "secretary is used

it always refers to the recording secretary if

there is more than one.

The secretary should, previous to each meet-

ing for the use of the chairman, make out an

order of business [65], showing in their exact

order what is necessarily to come before the

assembly. He should also have, at each meet-

ing a list of all standing committees, and such

special committees as are in existence at the

time, as well as the by-laws of the organization

and its minutes. His desk should be near that

of the chairman, and in the absence of the

rhairman (if there is no vice president pres-

ent) when the hour for opening the session

arrives, it is his duty to call the meeting to

order, and to preside until the election of a

chairman pro tem., which should take place

immediately. He should keep a record of the

proceedings, stating what was done and not

what was said, unless it is to be published.
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and never making criticisms, favorable orotherwise, on a.iything sai.l or done ThUrecord, usually called the minutes, is ker, asexplamed in the next section. When a com

the names of the committee, and all papersre erred to ,t, to the chairman of theTm
shoS

°''/°'"' "'^^ °^ '« "'^"bers. He

tees the'"^/'' rj^' ''P°''' °f ^""'"it-

f^rth .-^ °^ "^"''" '•^'^eption, and what

ser^eThem
°" ""

'f^" "P°" '^'^' ^"<> I- "
serve them among the records, for which hes responsible. It is not necessary to vote

Jn Ihk'PJ""' ^' "P^""'"^ °" fi'e." as thatshould be done without a vote, exwpt in or-gamzations that habitually ke;p no recordsexcept thear minutes and papers ordered on fik

r?
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II

member who introduced a main motion, but not of the

seconder.
In some socict'.er, the minutes arc signed by the

president in addition to the secretary, and when pub-

lished they should always be signed by both officers.

If minutes are not habitually approved at the next

meeting, then there should be written at the end of

the minutes the word "Approved" and the date of the

approval, which should be signed by the secretary.

They should be entered in good black ink in a well-

bound record-book.*

The Form of the Minutes may be as follows

:

At a regular meeting of the M. L. Society, held in

their hall, on Thursday evening, March 19, 1914, the

president in the chair, and Mr. N acting as secretary,

the minutes of the previous meeting were read and
approved. The Committee on Applications reported

the names of Messrs. C and D as applicants for

membership, and on motion of Mr. F they were ad-

mitted as members. The committee on
reported through Mr. G a series of resolutions, which

were thoroughly discussed and amended, and finally

adopted, as follows

:

Resolved, That

On motion of Mr. L the society adjourned at 10 p. M.

R N
Secretary.

In keeping the minutes, much depends upon the

kind of meeting, and whether the minutes are to be

published. In the meetings of ordinary societies and

of boards of managers and trustees, there is no object

in reporting the debates ; the duty of the secretary, in

such cases, is mainly to record what is "done" by the

• In many organizations It Is preferable for the secre-

tary to keep his original pencil notes In a pocket memo-
randum book which he carries to every meeting, and these

original notes, as corrected, are approved and then copied

Into the permanent records. This plan usually results In

neater records, but the original notes should be kept
until they are carefully compared with the permanent
records. In such case it is better to have the minutes
signed by both president and secretary as a guarantee
against errors in copying.
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^"''^ntTACestnVu^fl''^ the .ember.,. He
stated, and when a count h-s lK..'n™1' ''\P'<'^'°"^h
the vote is by ballot he\hn„i ".""'V"""' " where-
votes on each side- .„," l°".l''.,""'"

.'.h<^ n.m.ber ..f

bv

votes on each side '-.nH
'".?'"'' ,'^"'" '^e n,

and nays he should 'en e'r a'tt o^ihl^n'"^
'^ "7 ><-

votins on each =i,ln -ru. _ '"' °'..""^^ names of thosevoting on each side fhenm,'„X'i,-""^^ "'{""P "' "i""*^
'ee of the whole, or while rcwiT-"^ ""= ™"'""'-
Jl>e whole, should noTl^ erne ?dn, I,"

'-'"?"'"»« of
the report of the committee shnnMh "'*-",'""'"'''s. but
a question is considered .nfnr'^i'''' l"'"'^''- ^^'hen
should be kept as u u,l a"th. ^•'''/ P'-°«<^dinKs
the debate. If a r<-nm-. f P"'^ 'nformality is in
heen agreed to th/? cpntaming resolutions Ins
full as^finally adopted bv'the"'

"'°",'1 ''^ ^«"^d '"
committee on

""P'^" ''y 'he assembly, thus: "The
series of resolutions' which '"af't'/r H-^P"""-' '''"' '''

amendment, were adopted ?,' foil.
1;^"''"°" »"''

be entered the resolutfons as adoot 7' W,"'"' u^''""""ceedmgs are nublishf.,1 ti,2 """J"'^^''.
Where the pro-

shouldV folfowedl'f 'he "report'' iS'T"
'"«-''" °"

ance the assembly should order 7t '-tn h®*""" ™P°'-the mmutes," in which r!,s^ .h^ ? ''^ entered on
full upon the recoTd.

'^"^ secretary copies it in

momhiy! or*" quarfe"rK' th!-^'^"^'.
"^ ''^'^ "'^ekly,

opening of each da/ 'meeti^J nnH %'' ''"'^ ^' '^e
should be approved Wher^^;i, ' "^'-^ ':o"ection.
several days in succession u:,.^

meetmgs are held
day, the minutes are read at 'b^

"""'" ''"""« "'^
each dav. If the next meetfnV f

°P«^"">g of business
not be held for a long period^"/.'

' °''S='"'^ation will
the minutes that have not been r.-,T """"f'" "J » >«-.
be read and approved before fin'2','

P^^^'^^^'y should
this is impracticable then t^.

^' ?<^J°"'-nnient. If
a special committee sho^.lH h^^'lu'^'^

committee, or
and approve them In th '^^f/,V"'""'<^d to correct
.signed as usual, and after fb -^ ""^""'^ ^''°"'<t be
'•Approved." with the date ana tb-"'""'" *'" "'"'''

chairman of the commtt.l .u^ .signature of the
them. At the next mS si'x m"'',^ '? ^PP™^'

the reading of the^mT^^^S is dl^prfchheT^-
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afterwards be taken up at any time when nothing is

pending. If not taken up previously, they come before

the assembly at the next meeting before the reading

of the later minutes. With this exception the motion

to dispense with reading the minutes is practically

identical with the motion to lay the minutes on the

table, being undebatable and requiring only a majority

vote. The minutes of a secret meeting, as for the

trial of a member, should not be read at a meeting

that is open to the public, if the record contains any

of the details of the trial that should not be made
public.

Minutes to be Published. When the minutes are to

be published, in addition to the strict record of what
is done, as heretofore described, they should contain a

list of the speakers on each side of every question,

with an abstract of all addresses, if not the addresses

in full, when written copies are furnished. In this

the secretary should have an assistant. With some
annual conventions it is desired to publish the proceed-

ings in full. In such cases it is necessary to employ a

stenographer as assistant to the secretary. Reports of

committees should be printed exactly as submitted, the

minutes showing what action was taken by the assem-

bly in regard to them ; or, they may be printed with all

additions in italics and parts struck out enclosed in

brackets, in which case a note to that effect should

precede the report or resolutions. In this way the

reader can see exactly what the committee reported

and also exactly what the assembly adopted or en-

dorsed.
61. The Executive Secretary is usually a salaried

officer paid to give up all his time to the work as

executive officer, or general manager, of an organiza-

tion under a board of managers and an executive

committee [50]. In some organizations this officer is

called Corresponding Secretary, but the title of corre-

sponding secretary does not carry with it any duty

except that of conducting the correspondence of the

society as explained on page 246. unless it is prescribed

by the by-laws. The office of the executive secretary

is usually the only office of the organization, and there

the Executive Committee meets and transacts its busi-

ness. The board of managers in such cases is usually
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S'c^,e? Itialf'S;;^^:.;;;-^?
Ha;, regular .ee.-

's a national o.ie it usuallv mH., •" '^'' "'8''"i"tion
nual convention, when 7 iTears' T' ""'"'^ "•<= ""-
prepared by the executive secrr,-,!

''

•"'I'"''' "P"'*-
adopted by the executive c„Ser-,ndtr"'°"^'yI he new hoard meets imniiZ^ .1 ' 1 ' "V^ "'"'" '
t-on, and organizes, elect" "nex^'^m,"''''" ">^<^°"ven-
an executive secretarv ...i,

'^'"^'•UV^'' committee and
Jaws, and decides „pon the Jin" T^'""'"^ ''y the by-
leaving the deS s t*^ ?he e^fecu. vi""'"^ "' "'^ ^^^^
executive secretary The hoard ?» T"""" ='"'' 'he
than once or twice in addhbn f. {

""'"'^ P^'^'""
connection with the annul,! m?- ° "'* "Meetings in
however, being called Xn"^' 'P"''"'' meetings,
its by-laws, ll some o ganizIn^onTn'

"^ P^"^'''^'' by'
retary is elected by the "onv nHn » '^'^"'"'^ »cc-
ex-o*cio secretary of the exccu, I "''•" "'"'''">

members of the exeril.ivl. .
"" committee. The

gratuitously. it'irth?dmvoTX'" ^'''^« '^"' <''"*
to prepare for the comr^iti. ,^t executive secretary
been assigned to others ad ," ''"f,'""^,"'•>t has not
tions are carried out Hr;

*^'' "''•" •''" 't^ '"struc-
Plans of woJlc and comlu T,T'^ '" "commend
under the executive commmee an,l n

"""' generally,
report, which, after bein^n,1nn?.Pf'''''''['' ""= •'"'""al
committee, should be adopted '^^'i'' i"'"

5"^'^""^^
-port it is. and then be^t^t'e^d tfth^^c^o^Jvenfir

by the pre.,dem and the secetarv mf.
*.2;TShTl "" -r" '^

""^

^'i
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to be audittd before the meeting. The audi-

tors having certified to its correctness, submit

their report, and the chair puts the ciuestion

on adopting it, which has the effect of approv-

ing the treasurer's report, and relieving huii

from responsibility in case of loss of vouch-

ers, except in case of fraud. If there are no

auditors the report when made should be re-

ferred to an auditing committee, who should

report on it later.

It should always be remembered that the

financial report is made for the information of

members. The details of dates and separate

payments for the same object are a hindrance

to its being understood, and are useless, as it

is the duty of the auditing committee to ex-

amine into details and see if the report is cor-

rect. The best form for these financial reports

depends upon the kind of society, and is best

determined by examining those made in simi-

lar societies. The following brief report is in

a form adapted to many societies where the

financial work is a very subordinate part of

their work

:

REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE M. L. SOCIETY

FOR THE QUARTER ENDING MARCH 31, 1914.

Receipts.

Balance on hand January 1, 1914-... „ * ^5.75

Initiation fees
i?n'00

Members' dues . . . .
. . • • • • •

'j-^;^ 210.50

"Total
' ^S
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Pisl'iirsniiciil.s.

Rfm of Trail J'^tric lights ::;;:
*«oo"

Mationery and I'rintiiiK. • •

.'

1 5 mKepair .,f |-,irnitHro. ],:""
, nitiiro.
jaiiil( r

Balance on hand March 31, 1914."

Total

10.00

WUK) $18-.0()

49.25

$236.25

' reasurcr.Examined and found correct
R V

I

J L
J
Auditing Committee.

Art. XI. Miscell

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

aneous.

Session
''^"^

Quorum .... 253
Order of Business'. '.

'. £?/
Nominations and Elections .'

.'

I!J
Constitution.s, Oy-laws, Rules of Orde'rand Standmg iiules...

-^^raer.

Ainendi^ents of Constitutions/ "liy-lawVand Rules of Order... "^ ''"^''

jgg

63.
u- u A_^"f'on

of an assemblv is a meetiiiLrwhich, though it may last for days, is vTtua yone meenng, as a session of a convention "reven months, as a session of Congress ; it ier-

davT" /h'"
';^^J°-."--t sine 'die (without

dav tn hL '"*f/'"^'>'«'^
adjournments fromday to day. or the recesses taken during theday do not destroy the continuity of the mJLt->ngs, wh,ch ,n reah-ty constitute one sessbn.

'ii

P
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Any meeting which is not an adjournment of

a.iothcr mcetint; commences a new session. In

the case of a permanent society, whose by-laws

provide for regular meetings every week,

month, or year, for example, each meetmg

constitutes a separate session of the society,

which session, however, can be prolonged by

adjourning to another day.

In this Manual the term Meeting is used to

denote an assembling of the members of a de-

liberative assembly for any length of time,

during which there is no separation of the

members except for a recess of a few min-

utes, as the morning meetings, the afternoon

meetings, and the evening meetings, of a con-

vention whose session lasts for days. A "meet-

ing" of an assembly is terminated by a tempo-

rary adjournment or a recess for a meal, etc.;

a "session" of an assembly ends with an ad-

journment without day, and may consist of

many meetings. So an adjournment to meet

again at some other time, even the same day,

unless it was for oniy a few minutes, termi-

nates the meeting, but not the session, which

latter includes all the adjourned meetings. The

next meeting, in this case, would be an ad-

journed meeting" of the same session.

In ordinary practice a meeting is closed by

moving simply "to adjourn ;" the society meets

again at the time provided either by the rules

or by a resolution of the society. If it does

not meet till the time for the next regular
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meeting as provided in the by-laws, then theadjournment closes the session, and was in
ertect an adjournment without d If how
ever, it had previously fixed tli. „ uc for ,\u-
next meeting, either by a dir.•, v ,1,. o- bvadopting a program of exer- 1. o.,,Hn„„ .,^.
eral meetings, or even .lays, ir , it|.,., ,a ih<
adjournment is in effect to n ..vn.iin tin,., an Iwhile closing the meeting ,l„cs n„i close t!.e
session.

In such common expressions ns <,tnrt.rlv
meeting and annual meeting the uc.r! „,ccti,,f'
IS used in the sense of the parliamentary scs-
sion and covers all the adjourned meetings.
Thus, business that legally must be done at
the annual meeting may be done at any time

r^^'T/ u""°" ^Si'ming at the time spe-
cified for the annual meeting, though the ses-
sion, by repeated adjournments, may last for
days. The business may be postponed to the
next regular meeting, if desired.
Under Renewal of Motions [38] is ex-

plained what motions can be repeated during
he same session, and also the circumstances
under which certain motions cannot be re-newed until after the close of the next sueceedmg session.

A rule or resolution of a permanent naturemay be adopted by a majority vote at any ses-
sion of a society, and it will continue in force
until It is rescinded. But such a .standing rule
does not materially interfere with the rights

m
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of a future session, as by a majority vote it

may be suspended so far as it affects that ses-

sion ; and, it may be rescinded by a majority

vote, if notice of the proposed action was

given at a |5revious meeting, or in the notice

of the meeting ; or, without any notice, it may
be rescinded by a :najority of the entire mem-
bership, or by a two-thirds vote. If it is

desired to give greater stability to a rule it is

necessary to place it in the constitution, by-

laws, or rules of order, all of which are so

guarded by requiring notice of amendments,

and at least a two-thirds vote for their adop-

tion, that they are not subjec o sudden

changes, and may be considered as expressing

the deliberate views of the whole society,

rather than the opinions or wishes of any

particular meeting.

In case 01 the illness of the presiding officer

the assembly cannot elect a chairman pro tern.

to hold office beyond the session, unless notice

of the election was given at the previous meet-

ing or in the call for this meeting. So it is

improper for an assembly to postpone anything

to a day beyond the next succeeding session,

and thus attenijjt to prevent the next session

from considering the question. On the other

hand, it is not permitted to move the recon-

sideration of a vote taken at a previous session,

though the motion to reconsider can be called

up, provided it was made during the previous

session in a society hwing meetings as often
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existence, with regular meeting m"'*^u-'' ''"'"anent
there appears to be some confus^^n''^

"
"^V

''•'^''"'"''

Any societv is competem tn M. ? "P°" ""^ '"Meci.
tute one of its sesTions | u, ''r"'<'

,"''" ^hall consti-
«lie subject the ™mm„ •

^^^""^ ""•''<' '^ "" rule on

c'ude all the Sngs of an or'r'^''"'''
" ^^'-on in-

ourmg a long time.^as ^„,^" ;;^-->' ^-'^'y. ''eld
J» an objection to tf,o

'"-><-<!., arc very great

h3sbeenLslained?orifa°au«tinn'?" "J
• ''"^^"•''"

or reected. or pistponeH ^Hfi- ''l"
'''^'^" adopted,

rannot again be brought bo nr.,?""'*'
"^^ 1"«"°"

consideration durinc- fhl
"" •'"^. assembly for its

lasted for a long Period f?^ '''^'""- 'f « ^essio
forestall the per^mS^^intS"'''-!, "'^J"''''-^- '••o"'"

act on a number ofTu .st n ,f f,^'
^"^ ""roduce and

;ty. and thus prevent' the "oietv'Tr''' \ "i?
""''"^-

those subjects for the lotL pe jod If H
''""'"?« "'"'

members of anv sociciv f-.L.„^!i
' """ session. If

allowed hv consiSreth re^,'l''^'^°f '''^ '^'-''^''o'"

rate session, and reneateHiv r
^ ',™''"-'""K a scpa-

profitable motiZ the sode^v
''' ,"''""^i""" or ,'n-

't ng the second in rodSnf •-''""' ' '"'^ "^"''i''"
within. say. three months "f-eri,"-'

""" "'"^-^"on

definitepostponementor.ffrr L '•^Ject.on, or in-
to consider it. But ge enllv i f T'"^^ ^''' '"^^"^e.l
the motion by refusin^g""c',!!?,4^,''f»|J

'o ^^PP""-^

64. A Quorum of an assemhl,- ; t

nun,ber as n,ust be pre'rnri '"o ^e^l^k>s,ness ca„ be legally transacted h ',trum refers to the number nren-nt „„ ,, I?"-bar voting. The .ttoruL of '^nlai lll.^!

«
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ing is the number present at the time, as they

constitute the membership at that time. The

quorum of a body of delegates, unless the by-

laws provide for a smaller quorum, is a ma-

jority of the number enrolled as attending the

convention, not those appointed. The quorum

of any other deliberative assembly with an en-

rolled membership (unless the by-laws provide

for a smaller quorum) is a majority of all the

members. In the case, hovever, of a society,

like many religious ones, where there are no

annual dues, and where membership is for

life (unless it is transferred or the names are

struck from the roll by a vote of the society)

the register of members is not reliable as a list

of the bona fide members of the society, and

in many such societies it would be impossible

to have present at a business meeting a ma-

jority of those enrolled as members. Where

such societies have no by-law establishing a

quorum, the quorum consists of those who

attend the meeting, provided it is either a

stated meeting or one that has been properly

called

In all ordinary societies the by-laws should

provide for a quorum as large as can be de-

pended upon for being present at all meet-

ings when the weather is not exceptionally

bad. In such an assembly the chairman should

not take the chair until a quorum is present,

or there is no prospect of there being a quo-

rum. The only business that can be transacted

I III:

'iLEJ^LT^'^^mm'
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g'ven then is not valid ^n th^ f
"°'"^"-"

meeting if it pleases.
adjourned

In committee of the wiiolp th„

managers, directors, etc ar^ nnlh f
*"'

f-i

' 1

- J
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order that they may act as a board or com-

mittee, cannot be determined by them, unless

so provided in the by-laws.

While no question can be decided in the absence of

a quorum excepting those mentiotied above, a member

cannot be interrupted while speaking m order to make

the point of no quorum. I'le debate may contmue in

the absence of a quorum until some one raises the

point while no one is speaking.

While a quorum is competent to transact any busi-

ness it is usually not expedient to transact important

business unless there is a fair attendance at the meet-

ing, or else previous notice of such action has been

^' cTre should be taken in amending the rule providing

for a quorum. If the rule is struck out first then the

quorum instantly becomes a majority of all "e mem-

bers, so that in many societies it would be nearly

impracticable to secure a quorum to adopt » "<^»
™f

The proper way is to amend by striking out certain

words (nr the whole rule) and inserting «rtam other

words (or the new rule), which is made and voted on

as one question.

Note on QuoRUM.-After all the members of an

organization have had reasonable notice of a meeting,

and ample opportunity for discussion, if a majority ot

?he total membership of the ^^S^^'f^'on^^I"','"^
certain decision, that must be accepted as the action c^r

opinion of that body. But. with the "«P"°" °*
^

body of delegates, it is seldom that a vote as gfeat as

a maioritv of the total membership of a large volun-

tary organization can be obtained or anything and

consequently there has been established a common

parUamentary law principle, that if a l'.-"-

"XSled
the m-mberslMp is present at a meeting properly ^lled

or provided for. ? majority vote (which means a ma-

?or?ty of those who vote) shall be suffiaent to make

he act he act of the body, unless it suspends a rule

or a r'ght of a member ( as the right to introduce ques-

Uons and the right of free discussion before being

required to vote on finally disposing of a question^ and
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case of suspending the ru°esnn ill ' "}e'nb^': in
't lias been found imnractraW; ,V,

''"^'"""ehts. l!„t
of most voluntary soc etfeslf nnlf'°'"P''^'' ""^ '^''"'^

acted unless a ma%rUy'^f ,he
„ ''"L"" "" '"•" •^^"^-

large organizations, nee in^ i^lT?
'' " P''"*'"'- '"

one or two hours, i^^he e^rnn.i ^ °l
'"°""^'j- f"-"

of the members is present at f?,°."
"''™ ' majority

>t has been found necefsirv to
"'

."•'"^.V"'"''
therefore

only a small percentaee of th^ ^^"T ^^^ I"-«™ce of
assembly to act or^he or^a^;"?,!'"'

'° ^^abie the
words, to establish -. oLm^ ''^''°"' O""' '" other
bodies in this country which T"""' '" '^K'^lative
bers paid for the"r servles irf.XT'''^'' ^'j"'""'
constitutions to be a malorit; ^ffh^"""".^'^ ^y "^c
gress in 1861 decided thi^o hi ' "'^"'bers. Con-
niembers chosen In the p 'Lb H ""^'"T'ty of ,I,p

t is 40 out of nearly 700 L"iff^,
"°"=^^; of Common,

bers, while in "he Houseof I nrH °n'
^'" "^ "'« '"cni-

about one-half oi 1% J,t "."^ '"""'""i '^ 3. "r
quorum is so smal h hL beenT'^"'?- ^''^^^ 'be
require notice of all bills am,nZ ^?"'' "'^cessary to
"' advance; and even inTonT""' ""^•J"

""= Siven
quorum, one day's notice has^nb^'- "","' "' ''irge

to.rescind or change any ?ule or .,^'y,"' °^ ''">• '"""on
principle is a sound one i.?*

''?"'?'"? order, This
-neeting monthly orweekl'v for oni"'^ "'"t

^°^''^«i"
wuh small quorums, where frenenn'!,!'"

''°"''^' "'"'
no adequate representatfon

''/^""^""y.tbe assemhh is

cuty in such case may b'e met fn'""^*^-'
T''c '!'«-

this Manual by the proV^ „"^se of tt''l*;-
^''"^'"'8

consider and have ertererl on th.i-
motion to re-

'n page 165. " °" '"* """"'" as explained

65. Order of Business. It ,\ crmto,^..

'in

I

V
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(1) Reading the Minutes of the previous meeting

[and their approval]. ^ .. _ ...„,

(2) Reports of Boards and Standing Committees.

(3) Reports of Special (Select) Committees.

(4) Special Orders.
, r. i ,.

(5) Unfinished Business and General Orders.

(6) New Business.

The minutes are read only once a day at

the beginning of the day's business. The sec-

ond item includes the reports of all Boards

of Managers, Trustees, etc., as well as reports

of such officers as are required to make them.

The fifth i^em includes, first, the busmess

pending and undisposed of at the previous

adjournment ; and then the general orders that

were on the calendar for the previous meetmg

and were not disposed of ; and finally, matters

postponed to this meeting that have not been

disposed of.

The secretary should always have at every

meeting a memorandum of the order of busi-

ness for the use of the presiding officer, show-

ing everything that is to come before the

meeting. The chairman, as soon as one thmg

is disposed of, should announce the next busi-

ness in order. When reports are in order he

should call for the diflferent reports in their

order, and when unfinished business is in order

he should announce the different questions in

their proper order, as stated above, and thus

always keep the control of the business.

If it is desired to transaU business out of

its order, it is necessary to suspend the rules
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Bul^'j'""''!,"" ^ ^°"'' ^y ^ two-thirds voteBut. as each resolution or report comes ud .

t'r^elh""
'' '"'''. '^y '^ - the tTb e^n,

10 aispose of. It is improper to lay on thetable or to postpone a class of questLs I kereports of committees, or in fact\nythTn 'but

««''"'x!'°"
^'^°'^ the assembly ^^ *

06. Nominations and Elections vt^t

.isi! of a ticket, the chair ask, if there are

r™irL''"'"""''-'="-er;trom the floor, no vote being taken on accept-

31
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ing them. When the nominations are com-

pleted the assembly proceeds to the election,

the voting being by any of the methods men-

tioned under Voting, [46], unless the by-laws

prescribe a nohod. The usual method in

permanent S( .-ties is by ballot, the balloting

being contiii'.tii until the offices are all filled.

An election takes effect immediately if the

candidate is present and does not decline, or

if he is absent and has consented to his candi-

dacy. If he is absent and has not consented

to his candidacy, it takes effect when he is

notified of his election, provided he does not

decline immediately. After the election has

taken effect and the officer or member has

learned the fact, it is too late to reconsider the

vote on the election. An officer-elect takes

possession of his office immediately, unless the

rules specify the time. In most societies it is

necessary that this time be clearly designated.

67. Constitutions, By-laws, Rules of Or-

der, and Standing Rules. The rules of a

society, in a majority of cases, may be con-

veniently divided into these four classes,

though in some societies all the rules are

found under one of these heads, being called

either the constitution, or the by-laws, or the

standing rules.

Such provisions in regard to the constitution, etc.,

as are of a temporary nature should not be placed in

the constitution, etc.. but should be included in the

motion to adopt, thus: "1 move the adoption of the

constitution reported by the committee and that the
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shalf be by lot "0^-1 J "* ," •> "*^ "•« classilication
and that Ar ide Hi' LT"^ '''e ..-uloption. etc.
the close of this annual L'i°.'/"

"to effect u„. afier
to adopt has been "made Tm\T. °'' V^' '^°""«
accomplish the desired obj"c™^ """"'''<' *° "^ to

consliiuiion and bv-iaw, tS ' ''' °'

ion .0 ,hl, «nte/,r;,Jin » ""l>i«-
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to be dispensed with by a unanimous vote

when there is t)Ut one candidate for the office.

The officers and board of managers or di-

rectors of an organization that meets only

annually in convention, and the chairmen of

such committees as it has authorized and has

required to report to the convention, should

be, if present at the convention, ex-officio

members thereof, and provision for this should

be made in the constitution. The constitu-

tion should rc(|uire previous notice of an

amendment and .dso a two-thirds or three-

fourths vote for its adoption. Where the

meetings are freciuent. an amendment should

not be allowed to be made except at a quar-

terly or annual meeting, after having been

proposed at the previous quarterly meeting.

[See Amendments to Constitutions, etc., 68.]

By-laws should include all the rules that are

of such importance that they cannot be

changed in any way without previous notice,

except those placed in the constitution and

the rules of order. Few societies adopt any

special rules ..t order of their o\yn under that

name, contentmg themselves with putting a

few such rules in their by-laws and then adopt-

ing some standard work on parliamentary law

as their authority. When a society is incor-

porated the charter may take the place of the

constitution, an'" in such a case the by-laws

would coniain all the rules of the society,

excent thos. hi the charter that cannot t-^
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Changed without previous „oticc. The hy-lawsshould always provide for their amen Imct ashown m 68. and also for a quorum, 64. ?
t is des.red to permit the suspe.,sion of anyby-law .t should be specifically' provided f7By-laws, except those relating Jo business procedure. cannot be suspen.led unless they'ex-

pressly provide for their suspension. By-lawsm the nature of rules of order may be Z-pended by a two-thirds vote, as stated in 22

a ^S.ltC|;^;^J^J-^'n« offices of

.he duties of the o.her'o7ce?"''if"l%^; Z'AT-
i'„?,:°f"':'/:r.^''-,'"P-videfor

to do so in the
Mitrary, these

fined in the by-laws. „ a society wishes

but not .0 makVmo.Sor'to'Tm '"T.o,;;; 'r°

"'"^'''

office, or LiTg a siJed^n^^^
''°''""« » ^^'^l

.he honor has h-eefc^^n^f^^^^^.r^tljlu^i 'Cas^d"'"

„,,"'" "^ 9''^"' ^»^°"'d contain only the rulesrelatmg to the orderly transaction of bus neLm he meettngs and to the duties of the offi
cers. rhere is no reason why most of theserules should not be the same for all ordinary
sooet.es, and there is a great advatitage I.^l

i
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uniformity of procedure, so far as possible, in

all societies all over the country. Societies

should, therefore, adopt some generally ac-

cepted rules of order, or parliamentary manual,

as their authority, and then adopt only such

special rules of order as are needed to sup-

plement their parliamentary authority. Every

society, in its by-lavsrs or rules of order, should

adopt a rule like this : "The rules contained in

[specifying the work on parliamentary prac-

tice] shall govern the society in all cases to

virhich they are applicable, and in which they

are not inconsistent with the by-laws or the

special rules of order of this society." With-

out such a rule, any one so disposed can cause

great trouble in a meeting.

Standing Rules should contain only such

rules as may be adopted without previous no-

tice by a mEJority vote at any business meet-

ing. The vote on their adoption, or their

amendment, before or after adoption, may be

reconsidered. At any meeting they may be

suspended by a majority vote, or they may be

amended or rescinded by a two-thirds vote.

If notice of the proposed action was given

at a previous meeting or in the call for this

meeting, they may be amended or rescinded

by a majority vote. As a majority may sus-

pend any of them for that meeting, these rules

do not interfere with the freedom of any meet-

ing and therefore require no notice in order

to adopt them. Generally they are not adopted
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at the organization of a society, but from timeto t,me as they are needed. Sometimes t^by-laws of a society are called standing ru es

.on of rules as g,ven i„ this section. Thefollowmg IS an example of a standing rule-

dunng the rest of the year at 8 pm.
^ '^^ '^- "- ^"'^

No standing rule, or resolution, or motion ism order that conflicts with the constitutio," oby-laws, or rules of order, or standing r„L
68. Amendments of Constitutions, By-laws, and Rules of Order. Constit ,tiS
VTa' ^".^ "''' °^ °^der. that have been

meTlrV°"'""r. --"'^ '°' t"^-^«-ment, may be amended at any regular busi-ness meetmg by a vote of the majoritj of he

tT\TT^'''^'P' °'' '^ '^' amendment wassubmttted m writing at the previous regularbusmess meeting, then they may be amSdby a two-th,rds vote of those voting, a "uonm

ruTs' FoTt^
^"^"'^'^ ^°"^^^ ^'°"'' °dop"rules for the amendment of its constitution

cast butIf
'"'^ °' °^'"' ^^^P'^^ *° 't^ -vn

Ttl^^l^r^'
requ.rmg previous notice anda two- hirds vote. Where assemblies meet

etfthtld"'' T/ ''''' '''' --"'"S
ment to h

P^^'^.^^": '^^P^^^ of the amend^ment to be sent w>th the notices to the mem-
bers or the constituency, instead of requiring
amendments to be submitted at the previou!

H,

'5 -.
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annual meeting. The requirements should

vary to suit the needs of each assembly, al-

ways providing for ample notice to the mem-

bers or the constituency. In societies having

very frequent meetings, and also monthly or

quarterly meetings more especially devoted

to business, it is well to allow amendments to

the by-laws, etc., to be adopted only at the

quarterly or annual meetings. In specifying

when the amendment must be submitted, "the

previous regular meeting" should be used in-

stead of 'V previous regular meeting," as in

the latter case action on the amendment might

be delayed indefinitely to suit the mover, and

the object of giving notice be defeated. In

prescribing the vote necessary for the adoption

of an amendment, the expression "a vote of

two-thirds of the members" should never be

used in ordinary societies, especially in large

organizations with quorums smaller than a

majority of the membership, as in such socie-

ties it is seldom that two-third;- of the mem-

bers—that is, two-thirds of the entire mmber-

ship—is ever present at a meeting. If it is

desired to require a larger vote than two-

thirds (that is, two-thirds of the votes cast, a

quorum being present), the expression ' a vote

of two-thirds of the members present, should

be used. Instead of submitting the amend-

ment in writing, sometimes only notice, or

written notice, of an amendment is required.

Unless the notice is required to be in writing
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i.u!Zt''%*^r"
""^"y.- ^" ^"y «''«^' °"Jy the

purport of the amendment is necessary, un-

It^fii K
™'! '*>.1"'5" that the amendment itself

shall be submitted.
If a committee is appointed to revise the

SJV"^,'^'* ^* * "'^^'" ""^ting, this
would be all the notice required, and the
amendments could be immediately acted upon.
If the by-laws required only previous notice
of an amendment. But if they required the
amendment, or "notice of such amendment," tobe submitted at the previous regular meedng.
the revision could not be taken up until the next
regular meeting after the committee had sub-
mitted Its report. The committee may submita substitute for the by-laws unless it is limited
as to its report, as a substitute is an amend-ment Great care should be ex-'djed inamending constitutions, etc., to Cv jly withevery rule in regard to their amendment.An amendment to the constitution, or any- '

thing else that has already been adopted, goesinto effect immediately upon its adoption.^un-
less the motion to adopt specifies a time for itsgoing into effect, or the assembly has prev !
ously adopted a motion to that effect. Whilethe amendment is pending, a motion may bemade to amend by adding a proviso similar tothis Provided, that this does not go into ef-fect unUl after the close of this an^al meS-mg. Or, while the amendment is pendingan incidental motion may be adopted that

^'
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case the amendment is adopted it shall not
take effect until a specified time. This requires

only a majority vote.

Amending a proposed amendment to the

constitution, etc., may be accomplished by a

majority vote, without notice, subject to cer-

tain restrictions. The assembly is not limited

to adopting or rejecting the amendment just

as it is proposed, but no amendment is in

order that increases the modification of the

rule to be amended, as otherwise advantage
could be taken of this by submitting a very

slight change that would not attract attention

and then moving the serious modification as

an amendment to the amendment.

Thus, if the by-laws placed the annual dues of mem-
bers at $2.00, and an amendment is pending to strike

out 2 and insert S, an amendment would be in order to
change the S to any number between 2 and 5 ; but an
amendment would not be in order *hat "nanged the S
to any number greater than 5 or lo«s than 2. Had
notice been given that it was proposed to increase the
dues to more than 5 dollars, or to reduce them below
2 dollars, members might have been present to oppose
the change, who did not attend because they were not
opposed to an increase as high as 5 dollars. The same
prmciple applies to an amendment in the nature of a
substitute, the proposed substitute being open to

amendments that diminish the changes, but not to
amendments that increase those that are proposed, or
introduce new changes. Thus, if an amendment is

pending, substituting a new rule for one that prescribes

the initiation fee and annual dues, and the substitute

does not change the annual dues, then a motion to
amend it so as to change the annual dues would be out
of order. The notice must be sufficiently definite to

give fair warning to all parties interested as to the
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Kights of Assemblies.

Art. XII. Organization and Meetings.
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fifteer. minutes, when tlic one cliosen for the purpose

steps to the front and says : "The meeting will please

come to order; I mnvc that Mr. A act as [or I nomi-

nate Mr. A fori iiuiirman of this meeting." Some

one else says, "I second the Motion [or nomination]."

The first member then puts the question to vote, by

saying, "It has been moved and seconded that Mr. A
act as [or Mr. A has been nominated for] chairman

of this meeting; those in favor of the motion [or

nomination 1 s:iy jyc:" and when the affirmative vote

is taken, he says, "Ihose oprosed say no." If the

majority vote is in the affirmative, he says, "The ayes

have it, and Mr. A ' elected chairman. He will please

take the chair." If the motion is lost he announces

that fact, and calls for the nomination of some one

else for chairman, and proceeds with the new nomiiia-

tion as in the first case.

The member who calls the meeting to order, instead

of making the motion himself, may act as temporary

chairman, and say, "The meeting will please come to

order; will some one nomiriatc a chairman?" He puts

the question to vote or the nomination as described

above, or as below, in case of the secretary. Thii is

dangerous, however, in larp-e meetings, where an in-

competent person may be nominated and elected chair-

man. Ill large assemblies, the member who nominates,

with one other member, frequently conducts the pre-

siding officer to the chair, and the chairman makes a

short speech, thanking the assembly for the honor

conferred on him.

When the chairman takes 'he chair he says, "The

first business in order is the election of a secretary."

Some one then makes a motion as just described, or

he says, "I nominate Mr. B," when the chairman puts

the question as below. Sometimes several names are
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then lakes the vote on ih, "°'V'"'-
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previously prepared, or by his moving the appointment

of a committee to prepare resolutions upon the subjert

In the first case he rises ami says. "Mr. Chairman;"

the chairman responds, "Mr. C." Mr, C, having thus

ohi.iincd the floor, says, "I move the adoption of the

following resolutions," which he reads and hands to

the chairman. Some one else says, "I second the

motion." The chairman then says, "It has been moved

and seconded lo adopt the following resolutions,"

which he reads, or directs the secretary to read, and

then says, "The question is on the adoption of the

resolutions." If no one ri^cs at once, he asks, "Are

you ready for the question ?" The resolutions are now

open to debate .ind amendment. They may be referred

to a committee, or may have any other subsidiary

motion applied to them. When the debate appears to

be finished, the chair again asks, "Are you ready for

the question?" If no one then rises, he says, "As

many as are in ii vor of the adoption of the resolu-

tions say aye:" after the ayes have voted, he s»ys, "As

many as are of a contrary opinion [or are opposed]

say no;" he then announces the result of the vote as

follows : "The ayes have it [or the motion is carried]

and the resolutions arc adopted." If the debate has

lasted any length of time, he should, before takmg the

vote, have the resolutions again read.

It is the practice, in legislative bodies, to send to the

clerk's desk all resolutions, bills, etc., the title of the

bill and the name of the member introducing it being

indorsed on each. In such bodies, however, there are

several clerks and only one chairman. In most assem-

blies there is but one clerk or secretary, and as he

ha-, to keep the minutes, there is no reason for his

being constantly interrupted to read every resolution

offered. In such assemblies, unless there is a rule or
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established cii.tom to the contrary, it i, „,uVlv n,.,..
better to hand all re,oU„i<,ns. report". etHirec.the chairman. If ,hey were read by the me' •

er im roducng them, and no one call, for another readYnL,hechairman may omit reading them wh.n he think, IhJv

»p.bi. of «m:, .,:„ 1, r,hTt"' ' ti».i'

degree. .,0 as to perfect it, before the vote is takr™strikmg .t out. [See page 140.]

''°«« " taken on

Amending a Resolution. If it is de<ir«l t^ ,™« j

Lr.'n "ff™' '"'' "' « «-'"tt a,'° ,74'!^
has stated as before the assembly for action, a membernses and obtains the floor as already described andoffers or moves, his amendment, thus: "I n ove to

If the motion is not at once seconded, the chair ask.f the motion is seconded. In a lar« assemhlvl^

as members who would be willing to second the motionmay no, have heard it. In fact, the chair must usuaUy

!
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assume that some members do not hear what is =atil

from the floor, and therefore that he must always

repeat motions and the result of votes. The motion

being seconded, the chair states the question thus : "It

is moved and seconded to amend the resolution by

inserting the words 'with asphalt' after the word

'paved.' Are you ready lor the question ?" The ques-

tion is now open to debate and amendment, which

must be confined, however, to the amendment, as it

has superseded the resolution and has become what is

termed the immediately fending question. If no one

rises to claim the floor, the chair puts the question

thus : "As mauy as are in favor of the amendment

[or motion] say aye; those opposed say no. The ayes

have it, and the amendment is adopted. The question

is now on the resolution as amended, which is as

follows [repeat the amended resolution]. Are you

ready for the question ?" The resolution is again open

to debate and amendment, as it has again become the

immediately pending question. When the chair thinks

the debate ended, he asks, "Are you ready for the

question?" If no one rises to claim the floor, he puts

the question on the resolution, thus: "The question

is on adopting the following resolution: "Resolved,

pjiat Those in favor

of the motion [or, of adopting the resolution] say

aye; those opposed say }io. The ayes have it, and the

resolution is adopted."

(c) Committee to Draft Resolutions. If it is pre-

ferred to appoint a committee to draft resolutions, a

member, after he has addressed the chair and has been

recognized, says : "I move that a committee of five be

appointed by the chair to draft resolutions expressive

of the sense of this meeting on," etc., adding the sub-

ject for which the meeting was called. The motion
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being seconded, the chairman states the question thus
It has been moved and seconded that a committee of

freoeatr" .
^' "!' ''''" '° ''"'' 'solutions, etc.

repeat the motion]. Are yoi, ready for the question ?"
If no one nses he may put the question thus: "Asmany as are m favor of the motion say aye; those

adop ed. Or .t may be put thus : "The question is,

draft resolutions, etc. [repeating the motion]'' As

TanT "'a"'
°^ "" ^ffi™«ive will raise their righthands. As many as are of the negative will signify in the same way. The affirmative has it and the motion IS adopted. The chair will appoint Messr,. A B

<-. u and E as the committee on resolutions Thecommittee will withdraw and prepare the reso ution

:frmL::^.^^'"^-^''^''-''^^-^-'''--e
In a mass meeting, or in any very large assembly,

hai^ ft
° '" k' "^r""""^ ^PP°'"'^^ by th'e

method hi
^^^""'''y-.l'°^«ver. prefers a differentmethod, the procedure is as described in 32; or thefollowing method may be adopted: A membe; moves

I hat a committee be appointed to draft resolutions "
etc, I his motion being adopted, the chair asks "Ofhow many shall the committee consist?" If only onenumber is suggested, he announces that the committee
will consist of that number; if several number, are
suggested, he states the different ones, and then takej
a vote on each, beginning with the largest, until onenumber is selected. He then inquires: "How shallthe committee be appointed?" This is usually decided
without the formality of a vote. The committee may
be appointed" by the chair, in which case the chair-man names the committee, and no vote is taken ; or the

J

i
I
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4

committee may be "nominated" by the chaiv, or by

mcml)ers of the assembly (no member naming more

than one, except by unanimous consent), and then the

assembly votes on their appointment. When the chair-

man nominates, after stating the names, he puts one

question on the entire committee, thus : "As many as

are in favor of these gentlemen constituting the com-

mittee say aye" etc. If nominations are made by

members of the assembly, and more names are men-

tioned than the number of the committee, a separate

vote must be taken on each name, in the order of

nomination, until the committee is filled.

When the committee is appointed, it should at once

retire and agree upon a report, which should be writ-

ten out as described in 52. During its absence other

business may be attended to, or the time may be occu-

pied with hearing addresses. If the chairman sees the

committee return to the room, he should announce, as

soon as the pending business is disposed of, or the

member speaking closes, that the assembly will now

hear the report of the committee on resolutions: or,

before this announcement he may ask if the committee

is prepared to report. If the chairman does not notice

the return of the committee, its chairman avails him-

self of the first opportunity to obtain the floor, when

he says "The committee appointed to draft resolu-

tions is prepared to report." The chairman tells him

that the assembly will now h-ar the report, which is

then read by the chairman of the committee, who im-

mediately moves its adoption, and then hands it to

the presiding officer, upon which the committee is dis-

solved without any action of the assembly. The

chairman then proceeds as stated above when the reso-

lutions were offered by a member. If it is not desired

immediately to adopt the resolutions, they may be de-
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day (sine die)" If ,h. f
^ adjourned without

^ffirinve. i ex rSi^r^HeTefs^'fo^r'''
It," should be omitted If n >

'° ^^"^

"3 ^f^''- ^'-'j: rc£:/deS™h^

S:=t£:----^^^^^'^--
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"^

.:".:"
The''.:

""; °v"^ °'«--. thus. "liS
fh. nT ,

^™ '''"• ' ""^" "'<=d in addressin,.the officers. As soon as the secretary pro tern iselected, a comm.ttee is usually appointed to nomhate
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'" *^ -- of a "ot
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viding for the time and place for holding the meet-

ings, for some authority on parliamentary law, and
for the number and length of speeches allowed, if

two speeches not to exceed ten minutes each is not

satisfactory.

Frequently the presiding officer is called the Presi-

dent, and someti.nes there is a large number of Vice
Presidents appointed for merely complimentary pur-

poses. The Vice Presidents in large formal meetings

sit on the platform beside the President, and in his

absence, or when he vacates the chair, the first on the

lisi that is present should take the chair.

70. A Permanent Society, (a) First Meeting.

When it is desired to form a permanent society, those

interested in it should consult together and carefully

lay their plans before calling a meeting to organize

the society. They should also be careful in calling the

meeting to see to it that there is a majority in sym-

pathy with their plans. By neglect of this, and giving

a newspaper invitation to all interested in the object

to attend the meeting, those who originated the work
have found themselves in the minority and not in

sympathy with the constitution which was adopted, so

that they did not care to join the society after it was

organized. Having taken all the preliminary steps,

then, as described in case of a mass meeting [page

275], they invite those who they have reason to think

are in sympathy with their general plans to meet at a

certain time and place to consider the question of

organizing a society for a certain purpose. As one of

their preliminary steps they should procure copies of

the constitutions and by-laws of several similar socie-

ties for the use of the committee in drafting their own.
It is not usual in meetings called to organize i

society, or in mass meetings, to commence until ten or
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amendment, and is treated as already described [691.

This preliminary motion could have been offered at

the commencement of the meeting, and if the meeting

is a very large one this is generally better than to have

the informal discussion.

After this preliminary motion has been voted on, or

even without waiting for such a motion to be made,

one like this may be offered : "I move that a committee

of five be appointed by the chair to draft a constitu-

tion and by-laws for a society for (here state the

object), and that it report at an adjourned meeting

of this assembly." This motion can be amended
by striking out and adding words, etc., and it is

debatable.

When this committee is appointed, the chairman

may inquire: "Is there any other business to be at-

tended to?" or, "What is the further pleasure of the

assembly [or club, or convention, etc.] ?" When all

business is finished, a motion may be made to adjourn

to meet at a certain place and time, which, when sec-

onded and stated by the chair, is open to debate and

amendment. It is usually better to fix the time of the

next meeting at an earlier stage of the ineeting; and

then, when it ir. desired to close the meeting, move

simply "to adjourn," which cannot be amended or

debated. When this motion is carried, the chairman

says, "This n eeting stands adjourned to meet at,"

etc., specifying the time and place of the next

meeting.

((>) Second Meeting. At the next meeting the

officers of the previous meeting, if present, serve until

the permanent officers are elected. When the hour

arrives for the meeting, the chairman, standing, says,

"The meeting will please come to order;" as soon

as the assembly is seated, he says, "The secretary will
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to the earlier paragraphs rendered necessary by

changes made in the later ones.

When the chairman thinks the constitution has been

modified to suit the wishes of the assembly, he in-

quires: "Are you ready for the question?" If no one

wishes to speak, he puts the question : "As many as

are in favor of adopting the constitution as amended
say aye;" and then, "As many as arc uppo»cd say no."

He distinctly announces the result of the vote. This

should never be omitted. Only a majority vote is

required to adopt a constitution of a new society, or

to amend it before it is adopted.

The chairman now states that the constitution

^jving been adopted, it will be necessary for those

wishing to become niemlwrs to sign it (and pay the

initiation fee, if required by the constitution), and, if

the assembly is a large one, suggests that a recess be

taken for the purpose. A motion is then made to take

a recess for, say, ten minutes, or until fhe constitution

is signed. The constitution bemg signed, no one is

permitted to vote excepting those who have signed it,

and thus have joined the society. While the payment

of the initiation fee is strictly a prerequisite to the

right to vote, it should be waived at this meeting with

those who are unprepared to make the payment.

The recess having expired, the chairman calls the

meeting to order, and says, "The secretary will read

the roll of members.' This is necessary in order that

all may know who are entitled to take part in 'he

future proceedings. After the roll has been read, the

chair says, "The question before the assembly is on

the adoption of the by-laws reported by the committee.

The secretary will please read them," He then pro-

ceeds exactly as in the case of the constitution. The

motion to adopt the constitution and by-laws reported

Ji;
*'
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to collect the hallots. which they do, in any con . cnient
receptacle. The chair then inquires if all have voted
who wish to, so as to he sure that the tellers havi
not missed any members. When all have voted that

wish, he announces that "the polls are closed," and
the tellers count the ballots, and the first one appointed
reports the vote, as 'Jcscril)ed on page 196, under
Voting by Ballot. The chair then announces as elected

all the candidates who received a majority vote, and
the temporary officers are immediately replaced by the
permanent ones elected. If the president is elected on
this first ballot he immediately takes the chair. In
case any of the offices remain unfilled, the chair imme-
diately orders the tellers to distribute blank ballots,

and directs the assembly to prepare ballots for these

offices. Balloting is continued until all the offices are

filled, The voting is not limited to the nominees, as

every member is at liberty to vote for any member
who is not declared ineligible by the by-laws.

After the offices are filled, if there is business that

the chair knows requires immediate attention, he
should rr- ition it. Committees should probably be

appointed for various purpo.ses, as described in the

by-law-, and the place of meefinj should be deter-

mined. It is possible that an adjourned meeting may
be necessary in order to complete the organization be-

fore beginning the regular work of the society. When
the work is completed, or when an adjourned meeting

has been provided for, ,ind the lateness of the hour
requires an adjournment, some one should move to

adjourn. If the motion is carried, the chair announces

the vote and declares the .-issemhly adjourned. If there

can be any question as to where and when the next

meeting is to he held, he should mention the place and
time, though this is not necessary afterwards when

lii M
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rrports of the standing coininittocs." lie may then
call upon each cninniillcp in its nnlcr for a report,

Ihn* : "Ila« the conimittec on applicatitms for mcmher-
ship any rcimrt to make?" In this case the cominlltee

may report as shown alwive. or some member of it

reply that it has no report to nake. Or, when the

chairman knowr. that there are hnt few, if any, reports
to he made, it is better, after niakinR the announce-
ment of the business, fo' him to ask, "Have these

committees any reports to make ?" After a short pause,
if no one rises to report, he states, "There being no
reports from the standing committees, the next busi-

ness in ordvr is hearing the reports of special com-
mittees," when he will act the same as in the case
of the standing committees. The chairman should
always have a list of the committees, to enable him
to call upon them, as well as to guide him in the
appointment of new committees.

Having attended to the reports of committees, the
chair announces the next business in order, and so on
until the business of the meeting has been disposed of,

when some one moves to adjourn. If this motion is

c rried, the chair announces the vote and declares the
,ns cmbly adjourned.

The meetings '.f different societies vary greatly, and
tlicy should be managed diflfercntly in order to obtain

the best results. Some societies require a strict en-
forcement of parliamentary rules, while with others
the best results will be obtained by being informal.

It is important that tVz presiding officer have tact

and common sense, especially with a very intelligent

assembly.

71. Meeting of a Convention or Assembly of

Delegates, (a) An Organised Convention. If a con-

vention is an organized body (that is, if when convened
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be heard in spite of conversation on the floor. It is
better for him to set the example of being quiet, and
to stop all business while the noise is such that mem-
bers cannot hear. Members should be required to be
seated and to refrain from talking except when
addressing the chair.

When the convention has come to order it is cus-
tomary to have ^ome opening exercises, the nature of
which depends upon the character of the convention.
In the majority of cases the convention is opened with
prayer, an address of welcome, and a response. The
program, however, is the president's guide as to the
order of business, even tfough it has not yet been
adopted by the convei;tioii. It should provide for
hearing the report of the credential committee as soon
as the opening exercises are concluded, so that it may
be known who are entitled to vote. This committee's
report usually consists merely of a list of the delegates
and their alternates, if any, whose credentials have
been found correct, and of f- officio members of
the convention, no one being on the list, however, who
has not registered as present. The constitution should
always provide that such as are present of the officers
of the convention, the members of the Board of Man-
agers, and the chairmen of the committees that are
required to report at the convention, shall be ex-officio
members of the convention.

When this report of the credential committee is

presented it is read either by the chairman of the com-
mittee or by the reading secretary, or official reader, if

there is one. In all cases, it, and all other reports,
should be read from the platform. When the chair-
m.Tii of a committee cannot read so as to be heard, the
report should be read by a reading secretary, or official

reader, who should be appointed in every large con-
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sick or unable to be present, or for other reasons a
change in the program may be necessary. These two
committees should be allowed at any time to make
additional reports. The business i» conducted as de-
scribed in the preceding section, but, of course, the
program must be followed. Boards and standing
committees and the treasurer are always required to
submit annual reports, and sometimes reports are
required from various other officers. Generally offi-

cers and the board of managers, etc., are elected
annually; but some constitutions make the term of
office two years, and some provide, in addition, that
only about half the officers shall be elected at any one
annual meeting. In most organizations it is better to

have the term of office begin at the close of the con-
vention, so that the same officers will serve throughout
the meetings. At the beginning of the first meeting
each day the minutes of the preceding day are read
and approved. At the close of the convention, if there
is not time to read the minutes of the last day, a

motion should be adopted authorizing the board, or
some committee, to approve the minutes of that day.

As the proceedings of a convention are usually pub-
lished, a publishing committee should be appointed,

which should have the power to edit the proceed-
ings. When through with its business the convention
adjourns sine die.

(b) A Convention not yet Organised. Such a con-
vention is similar to a mass meeting, already described

in 69, in that when called to order it has no constitu-

tion, by-laws, or officers. It has the added difficulty

of determining who are entitled to vote. In the mass
meeting every one may vote, but in the convention none
but properly appointed delegates may v&ie, and some-
times this is a very difficult question to determine justly.
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order as the convention pleases. When these reports
have been acted upon, the convention is organized,
with members, officers, rules, and program, and its

business is transacted as in other organized delibera-
tive assemblies. If the convention adopts rules only
for the session, the committee on rules need recom-
mend only a few rules as to the hours for beginning
the meetings, the length of the speeches, etc., and a
rule adopting some standard rules of order, where not
in conflict with its other rules. If it is not intended to
make a permanent organization, the organization just
described is all that is necessary.

If the convention is called to make a permanent
organization, the committee on nominations is not
appointed until after the by-laws are adopted, and the
committee on rules should report a constitution and
by-laws as in the case of a permanent society [70].
The committee in such case is more usually called

the committee on constitution and by-laws. When a
convention of this kind is composed of delegates away
from their'homes it is practically impossible to have
them assemble more frequently than once a year, and,
therefore, before the convention meets, a constitution

and by-laws should be carefully drafted by those
interested in calling the convention. Those who drew
up the by-laws should be appointed on the committee,
in order to avoid delay in reporting them.

After the committee has reported a constitution and
by-laws the procedure is the same as already described

in the previous section in case of acting on a constitu-

tion and by-laws for a permanent society [page 287].

When the by-laws are adopted, the officers are elected

and committees are appointed as prescribed by the by-

laws, and the convention is prepared for its work as

already described.
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and Trial of Their Members.
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in enforcing the order, any on es harsher measures
than is necessary to remove the person, the courts
have held that he, and he alone, is liable for damages,
jnst the same as a policeman would be under similar
circumstances. However badly the man may be abu.;ed
while being removed from the room, neither the chair-
man nor the society is liable for damages, as, in order-
ing his removal, they did not exceed their legal rights.

74. Rights of Ecclesiastical Tribunals. Many
of our deliberative assemblies are ecclesiastical bodies,
and it is important to know how much respect will be
paid to their decisions by the civil courts.

A church became divided, and each party claimed to
be the church, and therefoie entitled to the church
property. The case was taken into the civil courts,

and finally, on appeal, to the U. S. Supreme Court,
which, after holding the case under advisement for a
year, sustained the decision of the U. S. Circuit Court.
The Supreme Court, in rendering its decision, laid

down til' broad principle that when a local church is

but a part of a large and more general organization or
denomination, the court will accept as final the decision
of the highest ecclesiastical tribunal to which the case
has been carried within that general church organiza-
tion, on all questions of discipline, faith, or ecclesias-

tical rule, custom, or law, and will not inquire into the
justice or injustice of its decree as between the parties

before it. The officers, the ministers, the members, or
the church body which the highest judiciary of the
denomination recognizes, the court will recognize.
Whom that body expels or cuts off. the court will hold
to be no longer members of that church. The court
laid down the following principles :

*

• Watson vs. .Tones, 13 Wallace V. S. Supreme Court
Reports, p. 070. This case was deolded April 15, 1872.
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for neglect of his duties as a member. Letters
of dismission are granted only on the ieqiiest of mem-
bers, and as a general rule tht membership does not
terminate until the letter has been used. The church
could not terminate the membership of the minority,
against whom there were no charges, by voting them
letters without their consent. By not using their
letters they soon constituted the entire membership
and rescinded the order to the trustees to transfer the
property to the .ither church. By the hasty, ill-advised
action of almost the entire church the majority lost

their property. In cases where property is involved,
churches cannot be too careful, and it is usually best
to act under legal advice.

75. Trial of Members of Societies. Every de-
liberative assembly, hr.ving the right to purify its own
body, must therefore have the right to investigate the
character of its members. It can require any of them
to testify in the case, under pain of expulsion if they
refuse.

When the charge is against the member's character,
it is usually referred to a committee of investigation
or discipline, or to some standing committee, to report
upon. Some societies have standing committees whose
duty it is to report cases for discipline whenever any
are known to them.

In either case, the committee investigates the matter
and reports to the society. This report need not go
into details, but should contain its recommendations
as to what action the society should take, and should
usually close witn resolutions covering the case, so
that there is no need for any one to offer any addi-
tional resolutions upon it. The ordinary resolutions,
where the member is recommended to be expelled, are
(1) to fix the time to which the society shall adjourn;
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by general consent. The member, of the committee
preferring the ciarges vote the same as other members.

In actmg upon the case, it must be borne in mind
that ther^ is a vast distinction between the evidence
necessary to convict in a civil court an.l that required
to convict in an ordinary society or ecclesiastical bodyA notorious pickpocket could not even be arrested
much less convicted by a civil court, simplv on the
ground of being commonly known as a pickpocket-
while such evidence would convict and expel him from
any ordinary society.

The moral conviction of the truth of the charge is
all that IS necessary in an ecclesiastical or other delib-
erative body to find the accused guilty of the charges.

If the trial is liable to be long and troublesome, or
of a very delicate nature, the member is frequently
cited to appear before a committee, instead of the
society, for trial. In this case the committee reports
to the society the result of its trial of the case, with
resolutions covering the punishment which it recom-
mends the society to adopt. When the committee's
report is read, the accused should be permitted to make
his statement of the case, the committee being allowed
to reply. The accused then retires from the room
and the society acts upon the resolutions submitted by
the committee. The members of the committee should
vote upon the case the same as other members

If the accused wishes counsel at his trial, it is usual
to allow it, provided the counsel is a member of the
society in good standing. Should the counsel be guilty
of improper conduct during the trial, the society can
refuse to hear him. and can also punish him.
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reference, and the student should keep this in

view. He should aim at IcarninK how to find a
rulinK quickly, rather than at rcmemhcrinK the
ruling. On this account each student should al-

ways have his copy of the book with him at
every meeting and familiarize himself with iti

use. Efficiency, however, as a parliamentarian i*

acquired only by practice. "Hook knowledge" is

valuable just as with K»ines and athletics, but
just as no amount of theoretical knowledge with-
out practice will enable a man to excel in play-
ing chess or in swimming, so no amount of theo-
retical knowledge of parliamentary law without
practice will make a man a good practical
parliamentarian.

If the student has the advantage of being a
member of a class, the teacher will, doubtless, use
parliamentary drilU. If he has no teacher he
should study the Manual as laid down in the
Lesson Outlines, and try to interest others to
join him in forming a practice club. This prac-
tice club should hold frequent meetings, thus
giving an opportunity for putting into practice
what has been learned. The officers should be
constantly changed so as to give differen* n- -ru-

bers the opportunity to preside.
These practice meetings should begin at least

as soon as the students have learned what is cov-
ered by the first four lessons as outlined further
on. At the beginning of each meeting it would
be profitable to call for criticisms of the previous
meeting. This would encourage the members
after each meeting to investigate all doubtful
points that have arisen, and would call attention to
mistakes that otherwise would be overlooked. It

will be of great assistance to them if during the
meetings they have on the walls of their room
the three Charts hereafter described.
What has just been said in reference to the

importance of practice meetings or drills in par-
liamentary law applies equally to clubs or so-

cieties, as only a few of the simplest rules are
usually called for in an ordinary meeting. When
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LESSON OUTLINES

!f1

Organizing and Conducting Business in Mass
Meeti' ^s ind Permanent Societies.

Organization, pp. 275-277.
Offering, Amending, and Adopting Resolutions,

pp. 277-280.

Committee on Resolutions, pp. 280-283.
Permanent Society, 1st Meeting, pp. 284-286
Permanent Society, 2d Meeting, pp. 286-291.
Permanent Society, Regular Meeting, pp. 29i, 292
Obtaining the Floor, etc., pp. 25-28.
Preparing, Making, and Seconding Motions and

Resolutions, pp. 33-38.

IL
Debate, Stating and Putting Questions, and What

Motions to Use to '.ccomplish Certain
Objects.

Stating the Question, p. 38.
Debate, pp. 38, 39.

Secondary Motions, p. 40.
Putting the Question and Announcing the Vote

. pp. 40-43.
What Motions to Use to Accomplish Certain

Objects, pp. 43-51.
[The form of making each of these motions

should be explamed by the leader or teacher.]

III.

How to Find if a Motion is in Order, if it can be
Debated, Amended, or Reconsidered, and if it
Requires a Second, or a ?^ Vote, etc.

Order of Precedence of Motions, p. 5.

Table of Rules Relating to Motions, pp. 6-12.
[The order of Precedence of Motions, p. 5,

should be memorized, and the student should be
able by reference to the Table of Rules to find
quickly the ruling on any of the 300 questions
decided by it.]
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IV.

'" F'^d Rulings in the

;ip. 20-22,

Deiinitioni, and
Manual.

Plan of the Man-
Definitions, pp 21 -

Plan of the Index, ,,.oio
practice in the U<<e nf iv,. t? .

finding RSling/'o^Dedsion"!"''^ '''""^' '"^

Amendments.
Amend, pp. 134-152.

f"^d1n°/e.lt^wo^^t'pp« Zir^'
-^"^ °-

A.nen^.ents affectin. an^-^ntfe TaVagraph, pp.
Improper Amendments, pp. 143-146

Wd-U^lJi—!?%f-^^^ PP- 14.. 147.

i-illing Blanks, pp. 148-152.

_, VI.

TSrfc' **''''°- -'^ I^OB' Of the Privi-

Main Motions, pp. 51-54.
Subsidiary Motions, pp. 54-56

t;rivileged Motions, pp. 57 59
Certam Othe, Motions, p.' 58

Id1our;.^p™lo^°64"""^" '° ^''^--^ PP- 59, 60.
Take a Recess, pp. 64-66.
Questions of Privilege, pp. 66-68.

_ VII.

^'KoXUSL^^' ""^ ^'«-*' -^ Indefinite

Postpone Indefinitely, pp 152 i«
Postpone^ Definitely^r'^'tofc'e'rlin Time, pp.

Helle^I^t!^^,-l!^--p,6.7i.
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VIII.
Laying Aside a Question Temporarily, Resuming

Its Consideration, and Closing and Limiting
Debate.

Lay on the Table, pp. 104-111.
Take from the Table, pp. 154-156.
Previous Question, pp. 111-118.
Limit or Extend Limits of Debate, pp. 118-120.

IX.
The Motion to Commit, and Committees.
Commit, pp. 125-134.
Special and Standing Committees, pp. 211-220
Form of their Reports, pp. 215, 216.
Form of Minority Report, p. 216.

X.
Committees (Concluded).
Reception of Committees' Reports, pp. 220-223.
Adoption of Committees' Reports, pp. 223-229
Committee of the Whole, pp. 229-233.
As if in Committee of the Whole, pp. 233 234
Informal Consideration, pp. 234, 235.
Committees Classified, pp. 206, 207.
Boards of Managers, etc., and Executive Com-

mittees, pp. 207-210.
Ex-Officio Members of Boards and Committees,

p. 210.

XI.
Reconsidering and Rescinding a Vote.
Reconsider, pp. 156-165.
Reconsider and Enter on the Minutes, pp. 165-168
Rescind, pp. 169, 170.

XII.
Some Miscellaneous and Incidental Motions.
Renew, pp. 171-173.
Ratify, pp. 173, 174.
Dilatory and Absurd Motions, pp. 174, 175.
Incidental Motions, pp. 56, 57.
Questions of Order, pp. 78-81.
Appeal, pp. 81-83.

Suspension of the Rules, pp. 83-87.
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Incidental Motions (Concluded).

°''^pp.'''87-89. "'" ^""^'deration of a Question,

Division of a Question, pp. 89-92
tonsHleration by Paragrapii or Seriatim, pp. 92-

^"'tZ^\n^V.^''^'"^\''
and Other Motions r^-lating to Voting and the Polls, pp. 95 96Motions. relating to Methods of Making an^' toClosing and to Reopening Nominations, pp.

Parliamentary Inquiry, pp. 98 99

T^'^ulMi"''
Information, pp. 99, 100.

T^ ^"¥C?"^ or Modify a footion. pp. 100 101To Read Papers, pp. 101. 102.
^

'

10 be Excused from a Duty, pp. 102-104Request for any other Privilege, p! 104

Debate.
^^V.

Del)ate, pp. 39 and 178-180.
Uecorum in Debate, pp. 180-182
Llosing and Preventing Debate, pp 182-1R4Principles^ of Debate, pp. 184-187

'^^ ''''^ '^

P°"f87
"'" "'" ^^=" Q""«'°" *° Debate.

Undebatable Motions, p. 187.

Voting.

Voting, pp. 188-201.
Announcing the Vote, pp. 190 191
Voting by Ballot, pp. 193-196.'
Voting by Yeas and Nays, pp. 197 198ueneral Consent, pp. 198 199
Voting by Mail, pp. 199, 200

'

Voting by Proxy, pp. 200, 201.

PP.^^\,^202^""
^""^ ^°'''' "^"" 'f Unanimous.

^°'p°p"y2'^"'"* ^°'"' *'"'" " ^'''>°"'y Vote,
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XVI.

The Officers and the Minutes.
Chairman or President, pp. 236-244.
Hints to Inexperienced Chairmen, pp. 242-244.
Secretary or Clerk, pp. 244-247.
Corresponding: Secretary, p. 246.
The Minutes, pp. 247-230.
Executive Secretary, pp. 250, 251.
Treasurer, pp. 251-253.

Iwl

ti!;

XVII.

Nominations and Elections, and Miscellaneous.
Session, pp. 253-257.
Meeting, pp. 253-255.
Quorum, pp. 257-261.
Order of Business, pp. 261-263.
Nominations and Elections, pp. 263, 264.
[As the officers are usually elected by ballot

that method of voting (pages 193-196) should be
reviewed in connection with this lesson. The
mcidental motions relating to the methods ofmakmg nominations and talcing the vote and of
closing and reopening nominations and the polls
(pages 95-97) should also be reviewed in connec-
tion with this lesson.]

11.

XVIII.

Rules of an Assembly and their Amendments.
Constitutions, pp. 264-266.
By-laws, pp. 266. 267.
Rules of Order, pp. 267, 268.
Standing Rules and their Amendment, pp. 268

269.

Amendment of Constitutions, etc., pp. 269-273.
Amending a Proposed Amendment to the Consti-

tution, etc., p. 272.
Review Use of Taules on pages 5-10, and Index.
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,Z^ f""V ^"' """^"^ '° '"« PaKe "here th.
treatment of the subject begin,. The arrangement

T»w* To "*" " '"°" *"">' «*«" "y e'canilnlng the

.h> ? , i^°?.**"'!!
^PP- ^-*^'- '" P'"" '« explained inthi Introduction (p. 20). If it is desired to find theproper motion to use to accomplish a certain object,

turn to page 44. On pages B-10 will be found a lar.eamount of information about all the motions in com-mon use, which should be carefully studied so thatwhen the facts are needed they can be quickly found.On tliose pages will be found, among other things
the circumstances under which any of the common
motions may be made; the motions that are in order
while a specined motion is pending; and whether a
specined motion may be debated, amended, or recon-
sidered, and whether It requires a two-third.s vote
etc In the Index under the title, "Motions, List of,"wi 1 be found a complete list of motions. To find the
details refer to the particular motion In the Index.
It is best always to refer to general subjects first, asunder them will usually be found all the details. Lookunder Adjourn, Committee, Debate, Forms, Vote* etc
for illustrations.

Accept, A(<opt, or Agree to ""w?
Adjourn, motion to .'.'...',' "n
when not privileged ..!..!.!.! S3
effect upon unfinished business!"!.!. 63not used in committee of the whole (see Ri«f

) "
' cs

motion to fix the time to which to adjourn. .

.

r,!)Amendment, motion to amend 134by Inserting or adding words !

!!
137

by striking out words !!!!!! 138
by striking out and inserting words!!!!! 1,^9by inserting or adding, or by striking out aii
entire paragraph

j4qby substituting one paragraph for another!! "
141

of an amendment
j35

of reports of committees or boards ! ! !

!

225
of reports or propositions containing "several
paragraphs ..'

gj
of Rules of Order. By-laws, and Constitutions!!! 209

.313
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Amendment, continued. _.-_
of Standing Rules

268
Improper amendments ..!!.... 143
motions that cannot be amended, list of!! 146

Announcing the Vote 4V i<,„
Annul .'.'.'.'.".

189
Appeal from the decision of the chair. .'....'.

glApply, meaning of ,1
Awembly, how organized and how business la con^

ducted In j^,
the word to be replaced by Society, i:;iub. etc
when it occurs In forms of questions.

.

22
division of the j'
right to punish members 299
right to eject persons from its room

.

299
trial of members ,„,

Ballot, voting by '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

193
blanks not counted

.'''

jgj
nominating or Informal ballot. '....'............' tja
form of report of vote by. . . . Too

Blanks, filling of
J',

In balloting not to be counted
] 195Boards of Trustees, Managers, or Dlneton.'. .'.".'.

207
rules of procedure In 2O8
reports of, and their amendment. .......'.'.'. 209
reports of, treated as repoits of stanilliig coiii-
"ilttees '.

. ,.,
(See Quorum)

Business, how Introduced
25how conducted

'.'.'.'.'.'.2i-ii'm.29i
to change order of Is undebatable and requires
a two-thirds vote

gg
priority of, questions relating to are undebatable 187
unfinished ..

By-laws, what they should contain]. 2e«
adoption of

•••
°:

amendment of ,11
suspension of »-

Call of the House ,-5
Call to Order '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

so
Chairman, etc. (presiding officer), mode of address 27
duties of „,
^l-'^tlon of

'.;'.'.. v.'.
v.

'.v. 276' 289
temporary, or pro tem

J 240
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Chairman, eonUnued.
right to vote when It affect* reault.

'*«
01 a committer
of committee of the ' whole .'

,'.' ' "'
Inexperienced, hints to '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

t".
Chart!, description of

''

Clerk, fsee Secretary) '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.".

2U
Clote Debate now (see Prertou, Que»tiom.... Illat a future time ' '

Commit, motion to
forms of the motion ....!.......'.'.'.'.' "0

Committee*, Executive, and Boards.

.

mr
ex-offlcio members of... „"I
of the whole t^"
as if in committee of the whole. '.'.'.'.

[ [ [[[' "3
Committee!, Special and Standing.

""
»,,

obJecT'of"
''""^'^" 'P*'^"" =""» standing.;:.:::; 211

appointment of
; ; ;

; *'"

of whom they should be composed
.'.

'. m ,,*
proper size of •

'*-

chairman of ."....;;:::; P^
reporting member of . .V ; ;

; ,''

quorum In, consists of a majority:
:

i^,manner of conducting business In ->;

,

to discharge ^'^

ReporU of. their form.".'.'::; „b
their reception ,"
their amendment

22stheir adoption or acceptance !.:
:

,2?
their place in the order of business 26^common errors in acting upon . .

.

,.,;
Minority Report, or Vicr, „,. their form:: vA
cannot be acted upon unless moved as a 's'ubl

"

stitute for the committees (majority's) re-
port

_ 216
Congre!!, Rules of. the basis of this work .

.

20(Rules of, to be found In footnotes when differentfrom those given In text)

Consent, unanlmou! or general ,62can be given only when a quorum Is rresont.':::" 25!)
Consideration of a Question, objection to 87
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_ PAOI
Conitltutloni, what they ihould contain 2(6
adoption of 287
amendmpnt of let
cannot be suspended .., 35

Convention, organizing and conducting a meeting
of a 292 296

Credcntiilt of delegatps ..,..'. .'. 293
Debate ..... .38, 178
what precedes

''
'

26
no member to speak but twice on same day In
same gi^

no speech to be longer than ten minutes 39
number and length of speeches In Congress (Note) 178
member reporting measure has right to close 179
iiniebatable qiu>»tlona, list of igy
motions t'.at open the main question to 187
principles regulating the extent of 184
decorum In jgQ
to close now (Previous Question) m
to close at future time us
to limit or extend limits of 118
two-thirds vote required to close, limit, or extend 205

Decorum In Debate mo
Definitions of various terms 22
Delegates, organization of a meeting of 292. 296
credentials of 093

Dilatory Motions not permitted .'. 174
Disorderly words In debate 181
Division of the assembly 95
of the question gg

Duties of Offlcera (see Chairman, Secrmary, Execu-
tive Secretary and Treasurer)

Ecclesiastical Tribunals, legal rights of 300
Eject persons from .he room, right of assembly to. 299
Elections 263
Errors, common 222
Executive Board 207
Executive Committee 207
Executive Secretary '

2BO
Ex-ofncio members of boards and committees 210
Expulsion of members requires a 2/3 vote 303
Expunge j^j
Extend the limits of debate us
Filling blank* 148
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FIX th. tim. to which to Adiourn, motion to
'"''«

when not privileged °*

Floor, how to obtain. *

FoTmT^r*'
'° •""""• '" 'JerVo make a„;„ti„n:; 2"Formi ot making motions. .,

.

t'
a resolution "
a preamble ...

''^- •'['

stating questions '''

putting tjuestlona .'.' '"

announiinK the result of a vote 1?
tellers' leport or , ote by ballot ..'.'. .V.
act ng on reports of committees oo^' '„,
acting on reports or rt-.-oIutio,,, containing' sev-

"
eral paragraphs

"«'ning sei

reports of committees '^
treasurers' reports J"minutes of a meeting. "^^

"l"f''ft'.,?"'
""°"™ '"* '°>'m"of making u' amiof stating and putting the „uestion is glverifthe form is peculiar)

General Conient
Hint, to Inexperienced Chairmen.'.'.'; IllHouse, Call of the.

.

~*'

lmm.dl.tely pending 'question,' meaning' of.'.
''4

Incidental motions or nuestions.

.

f.main motions or questions... „
iTAlZT'

"'"''* '° ''°""""'' sP^'iklng'afte.:.'.'.'.'.'." goIndefinite postponement.... ,„
informal consideration of a question'.:::.'. 234Information, Request for... "
Introduction of Business... ''
Inquiry, Parliamentary "^
Journal (see Minulea) '»
Lay on the table, motion to. . ,„,

Z'J° """'"""^ speaking after Indecorum::" somodify or withdraw a motion.

.

„,„read papers ""'

be excused from a dutr :::::::::: j°2

''"'bunaU)*' "" *'""^"''''" and 'Bcc/M('o'w'(cai 'r'nl

Lesson Outlines
Limit debate, motion to::::::::::::::.;;

IllMain motions or questions. -f
Incidental main motions o/'questions;;;;;;;;;;; 53
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Majority, deflned 24, 202
Me«tlnB, dutlnctlon between It and Session 251
how to romluct an occasional or mass meetlnit.. 27."i

how to conduct a meeting to organize n society . 2S4
how to conduct a regular meeting of a society... 291
how to conduct a meetlnR of ileloxates (a conven-

„ 'lf"> 292
Mtmbcrt not to be present during a debate con-

cerning themselves ig2
not to vote on questions personal to themselves. 192
trial of 3Q2
not to be expelled by less than a 2/3 vote 303

Minority Report, or VIows (see Comm(((pc«) jig
Minutes, form and contents of 248
correction of before adoption 147
correction of after adoption 148, 169

Moderator (see Chairman) 27
Modification of u

1 'tion by the mover 100
Motions, list 01 ,' . details se.) each motion in the

Index)
accept a report 223
adjourn

, gQ
adjourn, fix the time to which to 59
add words (see .4mcnd»icnf ) {sj
add a paragraph (see Amendment) 140
adopt a report (same as Accept) 223
agree to (same as Adopt) 223
amend j3^
'innul 1S»
appeal .... g^
blanks, flUinK j^g
call to order gg
close debate now (previous question) Ill
close debate at a future time us
commit, or refer, or recommit 125
consideration of a question, objection to 87
divide the assembly 95
divide the question 39
expunge

j7fl
extend the limits of debate iig
fix the time to which to adjourn 59
incidental motions or questions sg
Incidental main motions or questions 52



INDEX
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Motion*, lilt of, eoHtlnued.
(ndenmteiy po.tpone .

''*""=

Informal con.Ul.ratlon of' a q'ueitlon ',5?
naert word. (.,. Amfnrimont, :"

1:ToACZT ""^— o.::.::;:.:::; Ill

'"^r'um T'"".'.
"'•'".':'' "''•" '""'»^' «>' '""••

"'

leave to read papers '"

leave to be excu.ed froma duty !?I

..rt'X'r":.°:r"^ - -"''-•••••••:
.00

main motlona or queitlona '"

order, to make a special V..' ,1?orders of the .lay, call for
73. 124

permission, to grant (see Uaie) "'
postpone to a certa n time, or definitely ,„postpone Indefinitely ..

"=nnueiy 121

previous question .
1'-

privileged motions or question,,... '"
privilege, questions of

^^

reading papers .

.

'*

"commrt I" " "p°''"'''>«'p»™'"''«e«,;:.:: ,•;.•
22^recommit (same as Commit) ... :„.

reconsider "^
reconsider and en ter' on the mVnuies .' ,' .' }«refer (same as Commit) .

.

Jf
renewal of a motion. "°
rescind, repeal, or annul.

.'

.'

J"rise On committee of the whole equalV adjourn;;

special order,
' to" make ' aV. ?' '"

strike out words (see AmeHdmeni).'.
'^'

Iti
strike out a parasraph "'

^'rlkL°ut a.".^'"'''"
^°'^^ (^eeA-;,—,;--

*»

stltute)
. .

;' " P'-^^'-^Ph '3ame as Rub-

subsidiary motions or questions
'

'

'"
substitute (one form of ^mendmenf.whlchsee)' ' 14suspension of the rules

"
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Motions, lilt of, rnntlHMfd.
take from the (ublo ,,V
t«k, „p a .„i«.tlon out of it, vrov^.^i^r '..'::.'w. Hwithdrawn! of .1 motion \ZMotloni, Table of rulei relating to. .

.

.
order of precedence of

Jclaultled mcordlng to their objort 44ctoMined Into Privileged, Incidental, "sub.ldiary.

how to ho made....'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.' ""jj
a .econd required (with certain e'xrepiion.) 3,

wh^^ ^If!'",''" 'I","-""'"
"*'"" h»ln« dl..u-.e,i: 38When to be In wrlilnit ,,

how to be divided "
how to he modlPed by the mover! '.'.

mnhow to he stated ™
how to be nut to the que.tlon!

!

'.

40that „re In order when another ha, the "fjoor!.' .IJthat do not require n nerond 3,
that innnot be amended ,,1
that cannot be debated ,,,
that cannot be reconsidered, ....!!!

!

,5,
that open main question to debate i.t
that require V3 vote for their .adoption!.';.'.' 205that are null and void even If adopted unanil
"'°"«'y

,(,,
dilatory, absurd, or frivolous, not allowed 174

Nominating Ballot " "

2«a
Nominations, how treated M "o'«,' „-
closing and reopening. .

.

" ' ",,
econding ;;;;.;; ^j^

'*v"e*"
"' P»'"»S™P'>., clerk to correct 'without 'a

]4fl
Objection to consideration [Introduction] of "a
question

Obtamino the floor. ........ [ [ [ ......" 57
Officer, of an assembly (see Cliairman. 'scml„'y„

Trensuier, and lice I'rcaident) ... „„
electl. n of ""
temporary, or pro tern .............,'.'.'.'[['" "[ tH

Order, questions of and a call to '7,
of business '"

of the day '.'.'.'..'.'.'.
,1

general '

73
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Ord«r, conHHufd.
|..cl,l

'•*'«

of precedence of luotlona ..,...........,', I
OreenlMtlon of en ocii.lonal or ma»« Vneetlnij

""
';-.

ot a neml-permanent maaa meeting.... ' •,,
of a permanent noclety.

.

IT.
2fl4

2»«

lot

98

IS

23

:.i

30,'>

20

24

121

IS}

as

94

5

21

of a oonvontlon or aMembly of dcL'Katea
Pepere and Document*, readlnu i>r

In cuetody of nerretHry.
.

.

',",-

Parliamentary Inquiry
Parliamentary Law, Ita origin] eto.....,..'."
Pending queetlon, meaning or...
Immediately pending queetl.)n! m'ea„i„g „r

Plan for (tudy of Parliamentary Law
Plan of the Manual
Plurality Vot* defined
Poatpone to a certain time

Indefinitely

Preamble, form of
conaldered after the reeiiluiinn!!

Praeadenca of motion*, order of .

.

meaning of
Pre.ldent or Prealdlng OfflcerV.ee' "c/.iirm«',o.. . -sjPrevlou* Qu**tlon u.
Principal, or Main. Motion or gupi.il' in I,
Priority of Bu*ln.M, queatlona i.luiInK m.'.':

---
Prlvll*g*, queatlona of .....
"'IV ;,. ,.d Motions or Question*

r"'7 --'" " '""""* '""* " Ord.Ts of thr' Uayi

Putting the queetlon, form of
Queetlon* (see Foimi, ilrjUoim priiih-

Oriler, gtallnu, and I'ultiii,,)

Quorum
when there Is no rule, ronslsis'of a majority

.'.'.'.'

25scommittees and boards rannot decide upon "gtIn Congress and Parliament
'"

'^A
Reading of Papers

J

''

Reception of a Report (see Vummtitro,, ..«n
Rece**, to take a
Recommit (see Commit)
Recondder
motions that cannot he reconsidered. i"ks

Roeonelder and h.v. entered on the minute.:.;::; ill

'vf/r, /'lirilcueil.

57

74

200

40

U
130

15«
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PAOI

Record, or Minutes 247

Recording Officer (see Becretaiy) 244

Refer (same as Commit) 125

Renewal of a motion 171

Reporting member of a committee, defined 223

Reports of committees (see Committeea)

Requests of any kind 97

Rescind 169

Resolutions, forms of 34, 36

not In order if conflicting with Constitution, By-
laws, Rules of Order, or Standing Rules... 201, 269

Restore to membership or ofHce 170

Rights of assemblies (see Assembly) 299

of ecclesiastical tribunals 300

Rise, motion to, in committee equals adjourn.. .63, 231

Rules of Debate (see Debate) 38. 178

of Order, wliat tliey should contain 267

of Order, amendment of 269

of Order, suspension of - 83

Standing, what they should contain 268

Standing, amendment or suspension of 268

relating to motions. Table of 6

Seconding, motions that do not require 37

Secretary, duties of 244

election of 276

corresponding 246

executive 250

Seriatim Consideration 92

Session 253

Speaking, Rules of (see Debate) 38. 17g

Special Order 73

Standing Rules 268

Stating a Question, form of 38

Strike out (see Amendhient) 138, 140

Students, Suggestions to 205

Subsidiary Motions or (Juestlons 54

Substitute (see Amendment) 141

Sum, largest put first 149

Suspension of the Constitution 265

of By-laws 267

of Rules 83

of Standing Rules 268

Table of Rules relating to motions 6



INDEX

Table, motion to lay on the

motion to take from the

Te.""- rt, SugsMtlont to

Tel
report of

Time, longest, or most distant, first put

Treasurer, duties of

PAOE
.. 104

.. 154

.. 305

. . 195

. . 196

.. 149

. . 251

.198.

Trial of Members 302

Two-thlrdi vote, motions requlrini? 205

various kinds of. explained 204

principles regulating -"*

Unanlmout Content 20-

Undebatable Motions or Questions 187

Unfinished Business, eftert of adjournment upon. .
. 63

Its place In the order of business 202

Vice Presidents
honorary

Vote
putting the question

viva voce, or by voice

by show of hands
by rising •

by ballot

by yeas and nays

by general consent

proxy voting

voting by mall

division

chairman entitled to. when it affects result

change of. permitted before result is announced

announcing the
*'-

effect of a tie

authorizing secretary to cast unanimous ballot

declaring vote unanimous when it Is not..

personal Interests that debar one's voting

definitions qf plurality, majority, and two-thirds

motions requiring more than a majority

motions requiring 2/3. list of

different kinds of 2/3

Whole, Committee ^f the

Withdrawal of a Motion

Yeas and Nays, voting by

Yields, meaning of

.194,

242

267

188

40

188

189

189

193

197

202

200

199

95

192

193

190

192

194

203

192

24

202

205

204

229

100

197

21




